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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Comment Response Document (CRD) provides updated draft rule documents and
responses to comments received on the NPA 2010-14 on flight and duty time limitations and
rest requirements for commercial air transport (CAT) with aeroplanes.
The objective of task OPS.055, as required by the legislator, was to update the flight and duty
time limitations and rest requirements (FTL) for CAT with aeroplanes taking into account
recent scientific and medical evidence. To fulfil this objective:


the flight and duty time limitations and rest requirements specified in EU-OPS 1 Subpart Q
have been reviewed;



the provisions for areas in EU-OPS Subpart Q currently subject to national provisions in
accordance with Article 8.4 of Regulation (EC) No 1899/2006 (e.g. extended flight duty
periods with augmented flight crew, split duty, time zone crossing, reduced rest and
standby) have been suggested; and



the use and role of fatigue risk management (FRM) and individual flight time specification
schemes have been considered.

The Review Group which was set up to give expert advice to the European Aviation Safety
Agency (hereafter referred to as the ‘Agency’) on this task met seven times during the
comment review process to discuss the comments received on the NPA. The Agency also
contracted three independent scientists to provide scientific input on the questions raised in
the NPA and on a number of additional questions agreed upon with the Review Group
members. Furthermore, a special meeting with the Advisory Group of National Authorities
(AGNA) was convened in accordance with Article 7 of the Rulemaking Procedure 2 .
The Agency has included in this CRD all existing Subpart Q FTL requirements as Implementing
Rules (IRs). The changes to Subpart Q have been minimal and limited to issues where
scientific evidence had identified a clear need for safety improvement.
As a result of the analysis of more than 49 000 comments received on the NPA, the
consultation of the Review Group, the scientists’ reports and the conclusions from the ad hoc
AGNA meeting, the following changes to the initial proposals of the NPA are proposed:


Unlike in the NPA, the CRD proposes Certification Specifications (CSs) for all the
elements that were at the discretion of the Member States under EU-OPS (the so-called
Article 8 provisions).



The maximum daily flight duty period (FDP) for the most unfavourable starting times has
been limited to 11 hours.



A far more comprehensive set of rules addressing the effect of significant time zone
crossing.



The NPA’s Guidance Material recommending spreading out duty periods evenly by
including a cumulative duty limit for any 14 consecutive days has been upgraded and a
binding limit of 110 hours in any 14 consecutive days has been introduced.



Provisions to mitigate cumulative fatigue due to disruptive schedules have been added.

1

Annex III to Commission Regulation (EC) No 859/2008 of 20 August 2008 amending Council
Regulation (EEC) No 3922/91 as regards common technical requirements and administrative
procedures applicable to commercial transportation by aeroplane.

2

Management Board Decision concerning the procedure to be applied by the Agency for the issuing of
opinions, certification specifications and guidance material (‘Rulemaking Procedure’), EASA MB 082007, 13.6.2007.
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An additional type of standby — the so-called ‘long-call standby’ — has been introduced.



To cater for unforeseen circumstances in actual flight operations arising before crew
members have reported for duty, requirements for ‘delayed reporting’ are replacing the
initially proposed rules for ‘short-term re-planning’.



The requirements for the extension
refined. The rules for the extension
been simplified; the time needed as
FDP is now simply a function of the
planned extended FDP.



Specific rules concerning home base are addressed in a CS. Initially the proposed rule
foresees that the home base is a single airport location; however, deviation from the rule
is permitted under Article 22.2 of the Basic Regulation 3 .



Finally, reduced rest provisions have been tightened. The CRD proposal mirrors the
current national practice of several Member States. Since the provisions are reflected in a
CS, deviation will be possible under Article 22.2 of the Basic Regulation.

of an FDP due to augmented flight crew have been
of an FDP due to in-flight rest for cabin crew have
in-flight rest for cabin crew to achieve the extended
type of in-flight rest facility and the duration of the

The Explanatory Note provides detailed information explaining the proposals as a support to
potential commentators. Therefore, it should be read before placing reactions.

3

Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 February 2008 on
common rules in the field of civil aviation and establishing a European Aviation Safety Agency, and
repealing Council Directive 91/670/EEC, Regulation (EC) No 1592/2002 and Directive 2004/36/EC
(OJ L 79, 19.3.2008, p.1), as last amended by Commission Regulation (EC) 1108/2009 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 21 October 2009 (OJ L 309, 24.11.2009, p. 51).
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A.

Explanatory Note

I.

Introduction

1.

This CRD contains a summary of the comments received on the Notice of Proposed
Amendment (NPA) 2010-14 on flight and duty time Limitations and rest requirements for
commercial air transport (CAT) with aeroplanes, which was published on 20 December
2010. This CRD also contains a revised rule text and an overview of the proposed
changes.

2.

The text of this CRD has been developed by the Agency, based on the comments
received on the NPA, on the input of the OPS.055 Review Group and on the reports from
three independent scientists 4 . It is submitted for consultation of all interested parties in
accordance with Article 52 of the Basic Regulation and Articles 5(3) and 6 of the
Rulemaking Procedure.

3.

When developing rules, the Agency is bound to follow a structured process as required by
Article 52(1) of the Basic Regulation. Such process has been adopted by the Agency’s
Management Board and is referred to as the ‘Rulemaking Procedure’.

4.

The purpose of this Comment Response Document (CRD) is to develop an Opinion on the
Implementing Rules on flight and duty time limitations and rest requirements for
commercial air transport (CAT) with aeroplanes as well as a Decision on the related
Certification Specifications (CSs), Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) and Guidance
Material (GM). The scope of this rulemaking activity is outlined in the Terms of Reference
(ToR) of rulemaking task OPS.055 5 , which is included in the Agency’s 2010–2013
Rulemaking Programme.

5.

The Agency is directly involved in the rule-shaping process. It assists the Commission in
its executive tasks by preparing draft regulations, and amendments thereof, for the
implementation of the Basic Regulation which are adopted as ‘Opinions’ [Article 19(1)]. It
also adopts Certification Specifications, including Airworthiness Codes and Acceptable
Means of Compliance and Guidance Material to be used in the certification process [Article
19(2)].

6.

A Review Group of National Aviation Authorities (NAAs), airline, flight and cabin crew
representatives supported the Agency in the review of the comments and in the
preparation of the CRD. This Group was chaired by an independent advisor and included
an observer from the European Commission. It met seven times during the period from
April to November 2011. During these meetings the Review Group discussed the
comments received on the NPA and the proposed changes to the rule.

7.

With a view to receiving scientific input on the NPA 2010-14, the Agency issued a call for
tender and contracted three independent scientists who provided three scientific reports
on the questions raised in the Explanatory Note of the NPA and on an additional set of
questions that had been prepared by the Review Group. The three scientists and the
Review Group convened a 3-day meeting in May 2011 where the draft scientific reports
(that had previously been sent to all Review Group members) and the scientists’ answers
to the questions where discussed in detail. Following these discussions, the three
scientists submitted their final reports in late September 2011.

4

The reports from the three independent scientists are annexed to this CRD in section C.II.

5

http://www.easa.eu.int/rulemaking/docs/tor/ops/EASA-ToR-OPS.055(a)_OPS.055(b)-00-20112009.pdf
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8.

The Agency has taken due account of the scientists’ advice contained in their reports.
The scientists’ advice is separately listed in each of the comment summaries for each of
the key topics of Section IV of this CRD.

9.

Due to the large number of comments received, this CRD does not follow the traditional
format: it was not technically possible to generate a CRD using the Agency’s Comment
Response Tool (CRT). Therefore, the Agency used the alternative method for processing
all comments posted via the CRT: this CRD does not contain a response to each of the
comments that have been sent to the Agency. Comments have been grouped according
to subject together with a response to the grouped comments in Section IV of this CRD. A
copy of the individual comments and a list of the commentators are provided in Section
C.II and C.III of this document.

II. Scope
10.

This CRD includes a proposal for Implementing Rules (IRs), Certification Specifications
(CSs), Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) and Guidance Material (GM) on flight and
duty time limitations and rest requirements for commercial air transport operations by
aeroplanes other than air taxi, emergency medical service (EMS) and single pilot
operations. The FTL requirements in general are the same for flight and cabin crew with
few marginal differences.

11.

Today’s FTL requirements for commercial transportation by aeroplane are laid down in
Subpart Q of EU-OPS 6 . They are the result of long-lasting negotiations based on
operational experience of former national legislation. Therefore, the European Parliament
and the Council when adopting Regulation (EC) No 1899/2006 specifically requested the
Agency to conduct a scientific and medical evaluation of Subpart Q [ref.: Regulation (EC)
No 3922/91, new Article 8(a)] and to assist the Commission in the preparation of
regulatory proposals, if required:
‘By 16 January 2009, the European Aviation Safety Agency shall conclude a scientific and
medical evaluation of the provisions of Subpart Q and, where relevant, of Subpart O of
Annex III. Without prejudice to Article 7 of Regulation (EC) No 1592/2002 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 15 July 2002 on common rules in the field of
civil aviation and establishing a European Aviation Safety Agency, the European Aviation
Safety Agency shall assist the Commission in the preparation of proposals for the
modification of the applicable technical provisions of Subpart O and Subpart Q of Annex
III.’

III. Update on the process
12.

The related Notice of Proposed Amendment (NPA) 2010-14, dated 20 December 2010,
was open for a 3-month public consultation. By the closing date 20 March 2011, the
Agency had received 49 819 comments from 2 715 individuals and organisations,
including National Aviation Authorities (NAAs), professional organisations and private
companies.

13.

46 957 comments out of the total 49 819 comments were placed by individuals. Of those
individual comments some 98.6 % (i.e. 46 340 comments) originated from individual
commentators who had identified themselves as crew members in airlines operating

6

Annex III of Commission Regulation (EC) No 859/2008 of 20 August 2008 amending Council
Regulation (EEC) No 3922/91 as regards common technical requirements and administrative
procedures applicable to commercial transportation by aeroplane.
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under CAP 371 7 , the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland’s (UK) flight
and duty time and rest requirements. Of all individual comments 98.0 % (46 057
individual comments) were duplicates or near duplicates and an important number of
comments was either assigned several times or to paragraphs not corresponding to the
comment.
14.

Next to the comments from individuals, 1 518 comments were placed by 28 crew
organisations, 748 comments by 30 individual operators, 199 comments by 9 operator
organisations and 397 comments by 12 NAAs.

15.

All comments received on the NPA 2010-14 were reviewed, analysed for their relevance
with regard to the proposed changes and summarised per rule paragraph. Due to the
unprecedented high number of comments received, the Agency acquired an electronic
text analysis toolkit designed by the University of Massachusetts for government agencies
to deal with large amounts of comments on legislative proposals. This tool was used to
identify duplicate comments and near duplicate comments and to sort comments
according to the relevant paragraph. Comment summaries, related responses to
summarised comments and the proposed revised rule text were discussed with the
Review Group. The composition of the Review Group was based on the composition of the
initial Rulemaking Group as regards the distribution of group members from different
stakeholder groups. Group members that had resigned during the review phase were
replaced following the rules of procedure for the membership of rulemaking groups.
Seven meetings of the Review Group took place on the following dates:


18 and 19 April 2010;



17, 18 and 19 May 2010;



7 and 8 June;



14 and 15 September 2010;



19 and 20 October 2010;



9 and 10 November 2010; and



29 November 2010.

16.

A special meeting of the Advisory Group of National Authorities (AGNA) was convened in
accordance with Article 7 of the Rulemaking Procedure on 24 October 2010 because some
NAAs had expressed concerns in their comments regarding the NPA proposals on the
maximum daily flight duty period (FDP) during night hours, the need for an additional 14day duty limit, the need for additional provisions to compensate the effects of disruptive
duty patterns, and on reduced rest provisions.

17.

During this meeting representatives of National Aviation Authorities provided guidance to
the Agency on the following 12 questions:

7



The maximum allowable daily flight duty period (FDP) at the most favourable time
of the day.



The maximum allowable daily FDP at night.



The need to keep the 1-hour extension versus its integration into the basic
maximum FDP.



The reduction of the maximum allowable daily FDP for more than 6 sectors (beyond
Subpart Q).



The impact of the window of circadian low (WOCL) on the extension due to in-flight
rest.



The impact of the number of sectors on the extension due to in-flight rest.



The possibility of using economy seats for in-flight rest.

CAP 371 The Avoidance of Fatigue In Aircrews, Guide to Requirements.
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The need to put an additional cumulative duty limit every 14 days to mitigate
cumulative fatigue.



The need for extended recovery rest periods to compensate for irregular patterns of
work.



The added value of reduced rest provisions as compared to split duty.



The maximum duration of home standby and related mitigating measures.



How to best integrate the need for operational flexibility in this proposal.

IV. Overview of the changes proposed
18.

The responses to the comments were drafted by the Agency after consultation with the
Review Group. The following paragraphs provide a summary of the comments and
conclusions regarding the main topics that have been identified in the consultation
process. All changes resulting from these main topics as well as from the other comments
are provided in Section B, which includes the newly proposed rule. Given the large
number of comments, Section C of this CRD refers to the link placed on the Agency’s
website which includes a document of all the comments placed. Section C also provides
an overview of the commentators who placed their comments in the Comment Response
Tool (CRT).
Implementing Rules and Certification Specifications

19.

In the proposal of this CRD the Agency has included all the elements of the existing FTL
requirements under Subpart Q as Implementing Rules (IRs).

20.

The changes to Subpart Q have been minimal. The Agency proposed changes only to
those parts of Subpart Q where scientific evidence has identified a clear need for safety
improvement.

21.

Subpart Q of EU-OPS did not harmonise all FTL provisions. Some elements of Subpart Q
are currently left by Article 8(4) of EU-OPS to the national legislator ‘until Community
rules based on scientific knowledge and best practices are established’, therefore leading
to different national legal provisions across Europe. Unlike in the NPA, the Agency in this
CRD proposes Certification Specifications (CSs) for all elements that were governed by
national rules under EU-OPS. Therefore, the proposed rule for ‘standby other than airport
standby’ and the definition of the relationship between airport standby and the assigned
flight duty, split duty, additional rest to compensate for time zone differences, reduced
rest and the extension of flight duty period due to in-flight rest foresees Certification
Specifications (CSs) and is inspired by existing national rules, operational experience and
scientific principles.

22.

Since both Implementing Rules (IRs) and Certification Specifications (CSs) have to be
complied with in their entirety, the proposed rule structure promotes a level playing field.
Both the IRs and CSs will be the basis of operators’ FTL schemes. In those cases where
the operator can demonstrate an equivalent level of safety, and provided that the request
for individual flight time specification scheme proposed by the operator has been
endorsed by its competent authority and has passed the Agency’s technical assessment
based on a scientific and medical assessment, the CS provides for ‘controlled flexibility’.
This process is described in detail in Article 22 point 2 of the Basic Regulation.

23.

This CRD foresees the CS approach in those areas where European harmonisation did not
exist previously and where national rules differ widely. The prescriptive limit contained in
a CS must always contain a reference to an Implementing Rule. This approach ensures
for the first time a harmonised rule in those areas that were previously governed
exclusively by national rules.

24.

The CS approach is the result of the discussions of the Review Group and is in principle
supported by the majority of the group members, including those representing National
Aviation Authorities (NAAs).
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Rule structure
25.

All Organisation Requirements for Air Operations (Part-ORO) are contained in Annex III
to the Regulation on Air Operations 8 . Annex III contains a subpart on flight and duty time
limitations and rest requirements (Subpart-FTL).

26.

Subpart-FTL, Section 1 of Annex III (Part-ORO) includes general provisions applicable to
all commercial operators as well as non-commercial operators with complex motorpowered aircraft. It includes a definition section, addresses general operators’
responsibilities and includes provisions on fatigue risk management.

27.

Subpart-FTL, Section 2 of Annex III (Part-ORO) includes general provisions applicable to
commercial air transport (CAT) operators with all aircraft types. It addresses in particular
general requirements on home base, flight duty period, flight times and duty periods,
positioning duty, split duty, standby duty, rest periods, nutrition and records.

28.

Certification Specification (CS) FTL 1 contains specific flight and duty time limitations and
rest requirements for commercial air transport by aeroplane — scheduled and charter
operations. It includes the prescriptive details of the requirements contained in Section 2
and covers the requirements for the so-called ‘Article 8’ provisions.

29.

The structure of the AMC and GM follows the structure of the IR; additional AMC and GM
are proposed for CS-FTL 1.

30.

It is important to note that Subpart-FTL, Section 2, as well as the Certification
Specification FTL 1 does not apply to the following CAT operations:
a.

air taxi operations meaning non-scheduled on demand commercial operations with
an aeroplane with a passenger seating configuration of 19 or less;

b.

emergency medical service operations;

c.

single pilot operations and helicopter operations.

These operations are therefore exempted from the proposed rules. Until the related
Implementing Rules are adopted for such operations, Subpart Q of EU-OPS, the related
national exemptions, as well as the Member States’ national requirements will apply.
31.

32.

8

Additional rulemaking tasks will address detailed requirements for:
a.

emergency medical services — RMT.0346 [former OPS.071(a)];

b.

air taxi (including single pilot operations) — RMT.0429 [former OPS.071(b)]; and

c.

commercial air
OPS.071(c)].

transport

operations

with

helicopter

—

RMT.0430

[former

Further rulemaking tasks for Sole Night Operations and Ultra Long Range Operations
(ULR) will follow.

Opinion No 04/2011 of the European Aviation Safety Agency of 1 June 2011 for a Commission
Regulation establishing Implementing Rules for Air Operations.
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Table I.1: Overview of the rule structure ‘Regulation on Air Operations’

.GEN: General requirements

Part-ARO: Authority requirements

.AOC: Air operator certification

Part-ORO: Organisations requirements

.DEC: Declaration

Part-CAT: Commercial Air Transport
operations

.MLR: Manuals, logs and records
.SEC: Security
.FC:

Flight crew

.CCC: Cabin crew
.TC:

Technical crew in HEMS, HHO or NVIS

.FTL: Flight and duty time limitations and rest
requirements

Part-SPA: Operations requiring specific
approvals
Part-NCC: Non-commercial operations with
complex motor-powered aircraft
(CMPA)
Part-NCO: Non-commercial operations with
other than CMPA
Part-SPO: Special operations, e.g. aerial work
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Table I.2: Overview of t he r ule structu re ‘flight and duty ti me li mitations and r est
requirements’
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Definitions
33.

The paragraphs of the Explanatory Note dedicated to definitions and the definitions
themselves attracted many comments by all stakeholder groups. Especially individual
commentators and crew organisations requested a number of additional definitions
arguing that numerous sections of the proposed rules contained wording that lacked clear
definitions. They particularly demanded definitions for the terms ‘short-term re-planning’,
‘operational need’, ‘unforeseen circumstances’, ‘sufficiently in advance’, ‘satisfactorily free
from fatigue’, ‘spread as evenly as possible’ and ‘satisfactory level of safety’.
Acclimatised

34.

Commentators from all stakeholder groups criticised the proposed definition for
‘acclimatised’ for not being clear enough or not properly describing the phenomenon of
circadian misalignment inherent to substantial time zone crossing. Since none of the
comments had been substantiated with scientific or medical data, only little conclusions
could be drawn from individual commentators’ comments, crew organisations’ comments
or operator organisations’ comments.

35.

The scientific reports coincided that adaptation to the new time zone would not be
complete after spending 36 hours free of duty or 72 hours conducting duties at the
layover destination. The three scientists agreed in their reports that acclimatisation
occurs gradually and depends on the time difference and the direction of the time zone
transition. Normally adaptation to westward time zone transitions is easier.

36.

The CRD takes account of the scientists’ advice applying conservative maximum FDP
limits whenever the state of acclimatisation is unknown.

37.

If layovers at one destination are planned to be less than 36 hours it should be possible
for crew members to remain acclimatised to their home base time zone.

38.

Only for planned layovers of more than 36 hours, and depending on how many time
zones have been crossed, un-acclimatisation or acclimatisation to the destination time
zone shall be taken as reference for the maximum FDP values. Acclimatisation is only
assumed after more than 60 hours of permanence in the case of 4 eastward or 5–6
westward time zone transitions or even longer permanence if more time zones are
crossed.

39.

If crew members change time zones with every flight and do not spend enough time at
one layover destination to become acclimatised to the new time zone, they are assumed
to be unacclimatised during the entire rotation.

40.

The Agency believes that the complex context of acclimatisation is best reflected in a
table that describes the state of presumed acclimatisation after time zone crossing taking
into account the duration of the layover, the direction of time zone transitions and the
time zones crossed.
Accommodation

41.

Diverging views were expressed by commentators as regards the value of having a
definition for accommodation and the content of the definition itself. While crew
organisations insisted on introducing the clarification that an empty aircraft could not
qualify as accommodation, operator organisations requested to explicitly include the
possibility to use an empty aircraft as accommodation as long as all other criteria are
met.

42.

Only one Member State expressed that there was a clear need to exclude an empty
aircraft as accommodation for the purpose of split duty or standby.

43.

Many comments were received requesting to replace the ‘possibility’ with ‘ability’. The
intention of the definition is that the place should possess temperature control and the
possibility to be obscured or illuminated as a minimum standard.
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44.

Individual commentators requested clarification that accommodation should be equipped
with furniture to allow a comfortable stay of all crew members.

45.

The Agency believes that there is no need to exclude an empty aircraft as
accommodation as long as all other criteria are met. Accommodation should be equipped
adequately to allow a comfortable stay of all crew members making use of the facility at
one time. Therefore, the Agency amends the definition including a reference to a
minimum standard of furniture in accommodation. The word ‘possibility’ has been
changed to ‘ability’ in the CRD.
Air taxi operations

46.

Very few comments were received regarding the definition of ‘air taxi operations’. One
operator organisation supported the definition as proposed. Two Member States asked
for clarification if the mentioned 19-seat configuration was referring to the
manufacturer’s certified seating configuration of the aeroplane or the seating
configuration in use by the operator. One Member State stated that the seating
configuration was not relevant for the type of operation and that therefore the
requirement related to the seating configuration should be removed.

47.

This CRD does not include proposals for ‘air taxi operations’. They will be addressed by
the future rulemaking task RMT.0429 [former OPS.071(b)]. Therefore, the Agency does
not see the need to change ‘air taxi operations’ before RMT.0429 starts.
Augmented flight crew

48.

Comments regarding the proposed definition of ‘augmented flight crew’ should be
analysed in connection with the definitions of operating crew member and the rules
concerning in-flight rest.

49.

Crew organisations and one Member State claimed that cabin crew should be included in
the definition of ‘augmented crew’. They stated that augmented cabin crew had to be
carried to allow cabin crew members to leave their assigned post during the flight for the
purpose of in-flight rest. They argued that resting cabin crew members should be
replaced by suitably qualified cabin crew members and that as a consequence the cabin
crew had to be augmented on flights with an extended FDP due to in-flight rest. They
reasoned that cabin crew have responsibilities for maintaining safety within the cabin
during all phases of a flight and that the minimum number of cabin crew for the
operation of an aircraft is established by the aircraft certification.

50.

The Agency disagrees that the scope of the proposed definition of augmented crew has to
be broadened to include cabin crew. The number and composition of cabin crew is
established in Annex III, Organisation Requirements for Air Operations (Part-ORO),
ORO.CC.100. Therefore, the proposed definition remains unchanged.
Break

51.

Crew organisations and one Member State suggested the word ‘duty’ in the definition of
break to be replaced by the term ‘flight duty’ for more clarity. The word ‘crew’ should be
complemented by ‘member’ to make clear that a break might also apply to a single crew
member and not to full crews only. It was also suggested that a break should always be
pre-planned. The extent to which pre-planning shall be a requirement for a period of time
shorter than a minimum rest period to count as a break or flight duty is defined in the
sections where rules on split duty use the term ‘break’.

52.

The Agency agrees and has amended the definition of ‘break’ for more clarity.
Crew member

53.

One crew organisation suggested that the types of crew members, flight, technical and
cabin crew should have their specific individual definitions.
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The terms ‘crew member’, ‘cabin crew member’ and ‘technical crew member’ are defined
in Annex I, Definitions for Terms used in Annexes II–IX. Therefore, the Agency concludes
that there is no need to repeat the definitions of different types of crew members.
Duty

55.

One operator pointed out that a duty a crew member had volunteered for should also
count for cumulative limits and should be counted as duty. The word ‘required’ could be
understood to exclude activities a crew member volunteers to perform for the operator.

56.

Crew organisations and one Member State suggested the explicit inclusion of ‘giving and
receiving training’ and ‘checking’ in the list of activities that should be considered as
duty. One crew organisation suggested removing completely the list of activities. It was
their view that any activity for the operator should be considered duty. Operator
organisations and one Member State proposed specifying that only some elements of
standby count as duty while crew organisations maintained that all standby types should
count in full as duty.

57.

The definition of duty has been changed by removing the word ‘required’ for more clarity.
There should not be room for any doubt that a duty a crew member has volunteered for
shall count as such.

58.

The list of activities that shall count as duty is to be considered enumerative but not
restrictive and gives indication of what are the typical tasks that shall be considered as
duty. Any task that is not mentioned in the definition will count as duty.

59.

The extent to which standby shall be counted as duty is regulated in the paragraphs
corresponding to ‘standby’.
Duty period

60.

No comments were received.
Early start

61.

Crew organisations and individual commentators proposed considering a wider time band
for the definition of early start. There was no agreement amongst the commentators on
the range of such a wider time band; the suggestions covered reporting times between
05:00 and 06:59 or 06:00 and 09:00 at home base and 06:00 and 08:00 out of base.

62.

Individual commentators and crew organisations also criticised that the definition of early
start was not used to limit the number of early starts in a defined period of time.
Operator organisations expressed that the definition was superfluous because the effects
of window of circadian low (WOCL) encroachment on the maximum FDP were already
addressed.

63.

Member States indicated that the definition of early start had to be linked to the time
zone where the crew member is acclimatised. It was also suggested to make reference to
‘crew member’ instead of ‘crew’.

64.

Two Member States stated that the definition of early start should not only relate to flight
duty periods but also to duty periods. They argued that reporting times before 07:00, if
not 08:00, should be included to take better account of sleep reduction due to having to
rise in the WOCL.

65.

The three scientists concurred in their reports that the definition of early start should
include reporting times between 05:00 and 06:59.

66.

The Agency has amended the definition of ‘early start’ taking into consideration the
scientists’ recommendations to include a wider time band.

67.

The word ‘crew’ has been replaced by ‘crew member’ to make clear that this definition
refers to the individual and not to the entire crew.
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Since the definition should be used to manage fatigue-related risks and not only flight
duties that are fatiguing, the amended definition covers all duty periods starting in the
defined time band. For more clarity reference is made to the time zone.
Eastward-Westward and Westward-Eastward transition

69.

Two crew organisations asked for this definition to be removed. One operator suggested
including also a definition for the term ‘rotation’ used in the definition. One Member State
suggested making reference to the time zones crossed and not to the hours of time
difference. It was also criticised that the reference point between alternating rotations
was not clearly defined. Two Member States and one operator requested defining the
home base as reference point between alternating rotations and to clarify that the
additional night of rest as a consequence of such a transition should be taken at home
base.

70.

The Agency agrees that a new definition for the term ‘rotation’ is useful for better
understanding. The definition of ‘Eastward-Westward and Westward-Eastward transition’
has been changed to make reference to the time zones crossed. Also home base has
been introduced as the transition point.
Flight duty period (FDP)

71.

Crew organisations requested including a certain amount of time at the end of any FDP
for safety tasks to be completed after the end of the last flight. They also suggested
including positioning, general training, administrative duties, airport standby and
simulator training into the same duty period before a flight as an operating crew
member.

72.

As regards the relation between FDP and split duty, crew organisations argued that the
definition of FDP should also cover the break in a split duty. Operator organisations,
Member States and crew organisations expressed that the definition should make clear
that an FDP always has to include a flight or series of flights. One Member State
suggested aligning the definition with Subpart Q.

73.

Post-flight duties are counted as cumulative duty and have an impact on the minimum
rest after an FDP. The Agency does not see the need to include post-flight duties in FDP.
The Agency also believes that the definition of FDP is in line with the definition in Subpart
Q. For more clarity the word ‘operating’ has been added when referring to the crew
member.
Flight time

74.

Two Member States requested aligning the definition of ‘flight time’ with the definition of
‘block time’ in Subpart Q. They argued that the definition in Subpart Q had been in line
with the definition of ‘block flying time’ in the Council Directive 2000/79/EC (Working
Time Directive for Mobile Workers in Civil Aviation). They claimed that any minor change
would lead to operators having to keep two sets of records. The change consists in fact
that under the NPA definition ‘flight time’ would only have to be recorded if an actual
take-off and landing (a flight) had taken place.

75.

Crew organisations recommended establishing a link between ‘sector’, ‘block to block’
and ‘flight time’. They argued that taxiing for a remote holding position should be
regarded equally as taxiing with the purpose of taking off and after landing. They
defended that any time during which engines are running should count as flight time for
the purpose of cumulative flying time limits.

76.

The Agency concludes that an additional administrative burden should be avoided for
operators. The definition of ‘flight time’ should therefore be in line with the definition of
‘block time’ used in Subpart Q. The definition has been amended.
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Home base
77.

Crew organisations requested the words ’normally’ and ‘under normal circumstances’ to
be removed from the definition. They also requested to mention the permanent character
of home base in the definition. They recommended home base to be a ‘single airport
location’. A number of crew organisations suggested to define ‘normal circumstances’
through the exception, that means the only case when an operator would have to provide
suitable accommodation at home base for so-called back-to-back operations covered
under FTL.1.235(b). One operator suggested including that also positioning and not only
flight duty could start or end at home base.

78.

One Member State proposed home base to be ‘a permanent single location nominated by
the operator from where the crew member starts and ends a duty period or a series of
duty periods’.

79.

The definition of home base remains unchanged. Conditions as regards permanency and
changes of home base are given in the corresponding rules.
Late finish

80.

Operator organisations pointed out that there wasn’t any reference to ‘late finish’ in any
of the rules in Chapter 2 or Appendix X, Section 1; they therefore recommended deleting
the definition. As regards the restrictions that should apply to FDPs encroaching the
WOCL, they argued that the reduction of FDP due to reporting time was covering the
possible fatigue impact.

81.

Crew organisations requested including arrivals between 23:00 and 01:59 at home base
and arrivals between 00:00 and 01:59 out of home base into the time window of the late
arrival. One crew organisation proposed to widen the window to start at 22:00; they
substantiated their suggestion with the fact that the hours between 23:00 and 02:00 are
considered to be the most valuable night hours for recuperative sleep.

82.

One Member State recommended making reference to a crew member and not to ‘the
crew’ for better understanding.

83.

The three scientists agreed in their reports that the definition of late finish should start at
00:00 in order to properly take into account the sleep loss resulting from a late finish.

84.

The Agency has amended the definition of late finish in line with the scientists’ advice. In
order to clarify that the definition refers to individual crew members, ‘crew’ has been
replaced by ‘crew member’.
Local day

85.

No comments were received regarding the definition of local day.
Local night

86.

Crew organisations proposed changing the definition of local night to 10 hours between
22:00 and 10:00. They argued that the intention of defining a local night was to allow for
a full night’s sleep of 8 hours. A definition of 8 hours between 22:00 and 08:00 would
allow for starting times as early as 06:00. Starting as early as 06:00 could lead to a
sleep loss of an average of over 90 minutes, reducing the recuperative effect of the night
sleep.

87.

The term ‘local night’ is used in rules related to the recurrent extended recovery rest
period or in rules related to additional rest requirements related to disruptive schedules.
Those rules provide compensation for cumulative sleep loss. The Agency concludes that
there is no need to change the definition.
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A single day free of duty
88.

One Member State pointed out that the Working Time Directive for Mobile Workers in
Civil Aviation 9 (WTD) mandates 98 days off duty. One operator suggested standardising
the terminology and avoiding non-defined terms such as ‘day off’.

89.

Crew organisations claimed that this definition suggested that days free of duty could
only be assigned individually. They therefore requested renaming the definition to ‘day
off’ or ‘day free from duty’.

90.

One operator recommended including a requirement for a number of days off per month
or per 28-day period; they also encouraged to follow the CAP 371 model of defining a
minimum duration of 34 hours for a day off. It was also requested to somehow combine
the definitions of ‘local day’, ‘single day free of duty’ and ‘minimum recurrent extended
recovery period’. A different proposal suggested defining a single day free of duty as
‘a time free of all duties consisting of a single day and two local nights and which may
include a rest period as part of the day off. The minimum length of which is 30 hours’.

91.

The Agency believes that it is helpful to include a reference to the WTD for completeness.
The purpose of this proposal is the management of fatigue-related risks. Days off and
annual leave are socially negotiated conditions that have an impact on fatigue; therefore,
the Agency concludes that it is reasonable to include a reference to a single day free of
duty although the rule text itself does not establish further requirements related to a
single day free of duty.
Long-call standby

92.

A new definition for long-call standby has been included (see also paragraphs 408 to 467
on ‘other standby’).
Night duty

93.

Some crew organisations suggested aligning the definition of night duty with the
definition of WOCL, proposing a time window that would overlap with the one defining
early start. One operator stated that this definition should somehow make reference to a
flight duty. A number of operators requested to delete the definition as it is useless,
arguing that the effects of WOCL on FDP were reflected in the limitations of FDP
according to the reporting time of an FDP.

94.

Fatigue-related risks due to finishing late, starting early or working throughout the night
must be managed. The Agency believes that clear definitions of what is an early start, a
late finish or a night duty are relevant and should therefore remain in Section 1. In order
to enable appropriate fatigue risk management it is also important to clearly distinguish
the three different types of duties that might lead to sleep loss. Any night duty will lead
to sleep loss, no matter if flight or other duty. Therefore the Agency concludes leaving
the definition as proposed initially.
Operating crew member

95.

9

One crew organisation requested that a crew member carrying out any type of training
on a flight simulator should be considered as an operating crew member. A number of
crew organisations asked for an additional definition of ‘resting crew member’ to make
clear that a crew member during in-flight rest should not be counted as operating crew
member.
Council Directive 2000/79/EC of 27 November 2000 concerning the European Agreement on the
Organisation of Working Time of Mobile Workers in Civil Aviation concluded by the Association of
European Airlines (AEA), the European Transport Workers' Federation (ETF), the European Cockpit
Association (ECA), the European Regional Airline Association (ERA) and the International Air Carrier
Association (IACA).
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The definition, as proposed, covers any type of duty a crew member might be carrying
out on board an aircraft. Therefore, the Agency does not see the need to amend the
definition. In-flight rest is considered FDP and duty, therefore a crew member is still an
operating crew member during in-flight rest. The Agency concludes that the definition as
proposed is clear enough.
Positioning

97.

Two Member States suggested changing the word ‘request’ back to the initial word used
in the Subpart Q definition ‘behest’. They argued that the word behest is stronger and
does not imply that there is an option as opposed to request which implies that
compliance is optional. They also proposed including an additional definition for
‘travelling time’ in order to keep the Subpart Q definition.

98.

Crew organisations pointed out that the excluded time for local transfers from a place of
rest outside the home base and vice versa should not exceed 1 hour for a round trip. Any
time exceeding this 1-hour limit should be counted as positioning and has therefore an
impact on the maximum FDP if taking place before the crew member acts as operating
crew member and should count as duty if taking place after the last flight of that crew
member performing as acting crew member.

99.

The Agency agrees that the word ‘behest’ as in Subpart Q describes more clearly that
compliance is not optional. Further details are reflected in the corresponding rule
paragraphs.
Rest facility

100. Some Member States suggested clarifying in the definition that only in-flight rest was
referred to with the definition of rest facility as opposed to ‘accommodation’ or ‘suitable
accommodation’ for the purpose of breaks in split duty or as used in airport standby.
They therefore proposed changing the name of the definition to ‘in-flight rest facility’.
Another Member State emphasised that reference should be made to in-flight rest
specifying that a ‘class 2 rest facility’ should at least recline 60°, they furthermore
requested to exclude the possibility that a ‘class 3 rest facility’ could be located on the
flight deck.
101. Operator organisations explained their need to include a definition for an additional
‘class 4 rest facility’ to allow for in-flight rest in common tourist class seats, provided
they are separated from the passengers by a curtain and the adjacent seats up to the
aisle are left un-occupied by passengers. One operator organisation suggested defining
‘class 3 rest facilities’ as a common economy seat in a special configuration as described
and currently in use in one Member State for in-flight rest on board single aisle aircrafts
with neither bunks nor business class seats nor any other seats that meet the criteria of
class 3 rest facilities. One operator also requested adding that the curtain to separate the
rest area from the rest of the cabin was only needed when passengers are carried.
Another operator pointed out that in occasions light controls in bunk rest facilities could
be unserviceable. They suggested changing the wording in a way that would allow for the
flight to operate with an extension if the light control was not available. Operator
organisations also stated that the definitions in the proposal were not fully in line with
the definitions given in the TNO report.
102. Some operators’ comments stated that the Agency had not produced scientific evidence
against the use of economy seats for in-flight rest for cabin crew and that such practices
could be subject to FRM.
103. Crew organisations criticised that the definition did not include the requirement for the
rest facility to be free from any disturbance from passengers or operating crew members.
One crew organisation commented that any reference to rest should be avoided for class
2 and class 3 rest facilities because the likelihood to sleep in such a seat is minimal.
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104. The scientists agreed in their reports that there was no scientific evidence to support that
rest taken in ordinary economy seats would allow for restorative sleep and could
therefore justify an FDP extension.
105. In line with the scientists’ view the Agency is not convinced that in-flight rest
arrangements in economy seat allow for recuperative sleep in order to allow for an FDP
extension due to in-flight rest. The Agency revises the definitions to be in line with the
TNO report. In the amended definition a reference to the rest facility being on board an
aircraft has been included.
Rest period
106. Individual commentators requested clarification of the link between ‘a single day of duty
and a rest period’. One Member State suggested keeping the wording from Subpart Q,
emphasising in the definition that a rest period has to be uninterrupted.
107. The definition of a single day free of duty has only been included for completeness and as
a reference. The important concept in terms of fatigue risk management is rest. The
Agency agrees that rest should be uninterrupted and accepts re-introducing the word
‘uninterrupted’ as in Subpart Q.
Rotation
108. A new definition for rotation has been added following the request made by a
commentator in comments on the definition of Eastward-Westward and WestwardEastward transition.
Short-call standby
109. A new definition for short-call standby has been added.
Agency’s conclusions on definitions
110. A more conservative limit for maximum FDP shall be applied when the state of
acclimatisation is unknown. The state of acclimatisation shall be reflected in a table
replacing the definition.
111. An empty aircraft is not excluded for use as accommodation as long as all other criteria
are met. The criteria for adequate equipment are refined in the revised definition.
112. The definition of ‘augmented crew’ remains unchanged.
113. Editorial changes have been made to the definition of ‘break’.
114. The different types of crew members are defined in Annex I to the Regulation on
Air Operations.
115. The extent to which standby shall count as duty is established in the paragraphs
describing ‘standby’. The definition has been amended for clarity but remains unchanged
in substance.
116. The definition of ‘early start’ has been amended following
recommendation. Editorial changes have been made for more clarity.

the

scientists’

117. A new definition for ‘rotation’ has been included. The amended definition of ‘EastwardWestward and Westward-Eastward transition’ uses the home base as reference point and
refers to ‘time zones crossed’ instead of ‘hours’.
118. The word ‘operating’ has been added to the definition of ‘flight duty period’ when
referring to crew members for more clarity.
119. The definition of ‘flight time’ has been amended to avoid additional administrative burden
for operators.
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120. The definition of ‘home base’ remains unchanged; clarifications as regards the conditions
that shall apply are given in the corresponding rule paragraphs.
121. The definition of ‘late finish’ has been amended according to the scientists’ advice. An
editorial change has been introduced for clarity.
122. The definition of ‘local night’ remains unchanged.
123. The definition of a ‘single day free of duty’ remains unchanged.
124. A new definition for ‘long-call standby’ has been added.
125. The definition for ‘night duty’ remains unchanged.
126. The Agency does not see the need for an additional definition of ‘resting crew member’;
the definition of ‘operating crew member’ remains unchanged.
127. The word request in the definition of ‘positioning’ is replaced by behest.
128. The revised definition of ‘rest facility’ has been aligned with the specifications given in the
TNO report 10 . It has also been included that the rest facility is on board an aircraft.

129. The Agency accepts the proposal to re-introduce the word uninterrupted in the definition
of ‘rest period’.

130. The Agency has added a new definition for the term ‘rotation’.
Operator responsibility
131. Crew organisations stated that operator responsibilities should be applicable for all types
of CAT operations; they therefore suggested deleting ‘where applicable to the type of
operation’. This view was shared with one Member State. One operator organisation on
the other hand endorsed the wording as proposed.
132. Crew organisations also criticised that the Subpart Q binding requirement for operational
robustness had been moved to AMC. In addition to their request to upgrade AMC1OR.OPS.FTL.110 (i) Operator responsibilities to be an IR, they suggested including a new
GM stating that flight should be planned allowing for at least a buffer of 30 minutes
between the maximum FDP and the planned duration of the flight to ensure that minor
delays do not require an excessive and repeated use of commander’s discretion. They
also stated that the 33 % criterion was not effective; they suggested refining AMC1OR.OPS.FTL.110 (i) and requiring corrective action to be taken earlier.
133. One crew organisation suggested amending the provisions including a requirement for
adequate timing of the rest periods to enable recuperative sleep in point (f)
OR.OPS.FTL.110 Operator responsibilities. They furthermore requested extending the
obligation to provide appropriate rest to crew members not only before undertaking the
next flight duty but also before any other type of duty.
134. Many crew organisations requested operator responsibilities to be regulated more
prescriptively. They also suggested including a catalogue of the Agency’s sanctions for
those operators not fulfilling their responsibilities. Crew organisations found the
expression ‘sufficiently in advance’ vague and proposed replacing it with a prescriptive
limit, namely ‘14 days in advance’.
135. The Agency’s proposal for IR and AMC describing operator responsibilities triggered a
wide range of operators’ comments. Operator organisations stated that the AMC to
OR.OPS.FTL.110 Operator responsibilities (a) was driven by a social agenda. They also
requested to distinguish between monthly rosters, and rolling weekly and monthly
rosters. Another operator claimed that roster changes should be possible with a 72-hour
notification period.
10

Extension of duty period by in-flight relief, M. Simons & M. Spencer, 20007
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136. One Member State stated that there was no safety case or scientific evidence to maintain
OR.OPS.FTL.110 Operator responsibilities (a), and also requested to keep Subpart Q
OPS 1.1090 2.3.
137. Crew organisations and one Member State on the other hand found that the publication
of rosters 14 days in advance should be a firm requirement in the IR.
138. Two operators from different countries supported the text of OR.OPS.FTL.110 Operator
responsibilities as proposed.
139. One operator recommended using only one definition of ‘day off’ throughout the entire
documents referring to the requirement in OR.OPS.FTL.110 Operator responsibilities (g).
They suggested using the CAP 371 definition of single day off as 34 hours including 2
local nights. One Member State suggested replacing ‘local days free of duty’ by ‘extended
recovery rest period’.
140. One operator proposed an alternative AMC to AMC1-OR.OPS.FTL.110 (a) to suit their
specific type of operation.
141. Another operator claimed that the proposal did not acknowledge the difference between
scheduled and on demand operations.
142. One Member State found the expression ‘sufficiently free from fatigue’ subjective and
proposed deleting point (b) OR.OPS.FTL.110 Operator responsibilities to avoid
misinterpretation. Another Member State recommended defining the term ‘well-rested’,
used in OR.OPS.FTL.110 Operator responsibilities (f). Member States also stated that
‘seasonal period’ and ‘significant proportion’ should be defined or explained in AMC to
enable
objective
regulatory
oversight
of
AMC1-OR.OPS.FTL.110 (i) Operator
responsibilities.
143. Another Member State suggested including a requirement for operators to include
applicable maxima for FDP and duty in published rosters to facilitate the commander’s
assessment in the case of commander’s discretion.
144. Stakeholders from all stakeholder groups suggested
Operator responsibilities (b) for better understanding.

rephrasing

OR.OPS.FTL.110

Agency’s conclusions on operator responsibility
145. The Agency agrees that operator responsibilities shall apply to all types of CAT
operations; however, rules shall be proportionate. Therefore, the first sentence of
ORO.FTL.110 Operator responsibilities remains unchanged.
146. ORO.FTL.110 (b) has been amended for better understanding.
147. The Agency does not see the need to define the term ‘well-rested’; however, in order to
avoid misunderstandings, ORO.FTL.110 Operator responsibilities (f) has been amended
and ‘well-rested’ has been replaced with ‘rested’.
148. Although an ORO.FTL.110 Operator responsibility (g) has been transposed from Subpart
Q, the Agency agrees that additional undefined terms should be avoided. Therefore, ‘local
days free of duty’ has been replaced by ‘recurrent extended recovery rest period’.
149. The prescriptive requirement to change a schedule or a crewing arrangement if the
actual operation exceeds the maximum flight duty period on more than 33 % of the
flights during a scheduled seasonal period stems from Subpart Q. The Agency has
therefore transposed this requirement into an implementing rule. The requirement has
been moved from AMC to IR, therefore ORO.FTL.110 (i) has been amended accordingly.
150. The Agency maintains the requirement to publish rosters 14 days in advance as an AMC.
The principle of this rule stems from Subpart Q, meaning that this is not a new
requirement. The AMC proposes one (but not the only one) means to comply with the
rule. AMC1-ORO.FTL.110 (a) Operator responsibilities remains unchanged.
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Crew member responsibility
151. Operator organisations criticised that crew member responsibilities had not been
mentioned in Chapter 1 of ORO.FTL. They emphasised on the individual responsibility for
crew members not to perform duties whilst unfit due to fatigue 11 .
152. Crew member responsibilities include the obligation to comply with the appropriate flight
time limitations of the operator based on paragraph 7.f and 7.g of the Essential
Requirements. Crew members are required not to perform duties on an aircraft if they
know or suspect that they are suffering from fatigue. At the same time, crew members
who are subject to the FTL limitations of more than one operator are required to inform
each operator about their activities. Crew member responsibilities have been transposed
into CAT.GEN.MPA.100 Crew responsibilities of Annex IV Part-CAT of the Agency’s
Opinion 04/2011.
153. In addition to the crew member responsibilities established in CAT.GEN. MPA.100, crew
members should make optimum use of the opportunities and facilities for rest provided
and plan and use their rest periods properly.
154. The Agency accepts that crew member responsibilities should be reflected. Therefore, a
new paragraph ORO.FTL.115 Crew me mber responsib ilities has been introduced in
Chapter 1. This paragraph refers to CAT.GEN.MPA.100 and introduces an additional point
transposing the requirement ‘to make optimum use of the rest opportunities and facilities
for rest provided and plan and use their rest periods properly’, stemming from EU-OPS.
Fatigue risk management & fatigue management training
Fatigue risk management
155. The proposed Implementing Rules and corresponding AMC and GM regarding fatigue risk
management (FRM) triggered numerous comments from stakeholders. While the general
idea of implementing FRM to deviate from prescriptive rules is widely supported, only
crew organisations from one Member State reject the use of FRM. It is their view that
prescriptive FTL schemes based upon scientific principles and knowledge are supposed to
be safe. They do not see the need to additionally monitor the risk(s) arising from crew
member fatigue with FRM. They also believe that the provisions laid down in Article 14 of
the Basic Regulation provide a sufficient level of flexibility.
156. The majority of operator organisations defended that FRM had no place within operations
under a prescriptive FTL scheme. However, stakeholders from all stakeholder groups
widely suggested a ‘copy-paste’ inclusion of the ICAO Annex 6 provisions on fatigue
management. Only when deviating from the prescriptive FTL schemes, according to their
view, FRM as an integral part of the operator’s management system should be used to
manage the operational risk(s) of an operator arising from crew member fatigue. Some
operator organisations also suggested applying FRM provisions only to the specific
elements of the FTL scheme (or specific flights) which deviate from the prescriptive FTL
rules.
157. Crew organisations questioned the effectiveness of FRM managing fatigue-related risk(s)
applying FRM in isolation to just some of the specific elements proposed in the NPA to be
allowed under FRM.
158. Crew organisations and one Member State requested to fully incorporate the ICAO’s
Annex 6, Part I, Chapter 4, Article 4.10.6 into OR.OPS.FTL.115. Some crew organisations
also suggested exactly copying the ICAO Guidance on Fatigue Risk Management System
Requirements into the corresponding IRs. Another crew organisation and one operator
11

Point 7.f & g of Annex IV to the Basic Regulation.
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criticised that ‘self-reporting of fatigue risks’ had been omitted when reproducing the
possible identification methods of hazards in AMC1-OR.OPS.FTL.115(d)(2)(i).
159. Where the NPA envisaged FRM to manage the potential risks arising from crew member
fatigue identified with mathematical fatigue modelling in certain types of operations (e.g.
extended FDP overlapping the WOCL), some operator organisations recommended
additional mitigating measures such as extended pre and post-flight rest instead of FRM.
160. A number of Member States commented on the proposals concerning FRM. Some of them
believe that FRM, as an execution programme of an operator’s SMS, should be
mandatory. They requested this to be reflected in hard law in order to fulfil the ICAO
standards.
161. Member States defending this view agree that an FRM needs to be approved and
monitored by the competent authority. Some Member States even propose considering
the possibility to enforce the establishment of a Fatigue Risk Policy on all CAT operators if
a full FRM is not required for operations within the prescriptive limits.
162. The following aspects of a flight time specification scheme were identified by stakeholders
as potential areas where FRM would be necessary to operate outside conservative
prescriptive limits:


consecutive early starts;



consecutive night duties;



extended duties between 18:00 and 06:59; and



deviation from a 100-hour duty in a 14-day limit.

163. In addition, two areas were highlighted where FRM would be a useful tool:


extension of FDP due to in-flight rest for cabin crew; and



reduced rest.

164. Other Member States insisted on the requirement for FRM only to deviate from the
prescriptive limits or as an additional tool to assess complex flight time specification
schemes.
165. The scientific assessment of the NPA resulted in general agreement amongst the three
scientists that:


FRM should play a more important role in FTL; and



training for all crew members was a core element of FRM.

166. Two scientists advocated the use of FRM also within the prescriptive limitations as a way
to manage safety in the framework of the Airline Safety Management System. They
especially highlighted that the following fatigue-related risks could efficiently be
addressed through FRM:


commander’s discretion;



short-term re-planning;



some aspects of standby;



extended FDP due to in-flight rest;



time-off-day effects on the effectiveness of in-flight rest in augmented crew
operations;



number of sectors in augmented crew operations;



split duty;



reduced rest;



extended FDP in general; and
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consecutive early starts and night duties

167. The scientists also supported the ICAO approach of allowing deviations from prescriptive
limits only under an authority-approved FRM.
Fatigue management training
168. The NPA requirement for fatigue management training was welcomed by crew
organisations and Member States.
169. Crew organisations suggested prescribing a minimum duration of 5 hours for the initial
fatigue management training. One crew member organisation also proposed adding a
point concerning responsible commuting to AMC1-FTL.1.250.
170. Two Member States suggested an additional requirement to keep records of the fatigue
management training including a measure of competence. The same Member States also
recommended recurrent training at least every 24 months.
171. Operator organisations did not see at all the need for fatigue management training. They
stated that fatigue management training was only justified when a deviation from
prescriptive FTL made FRM necessary. In that case, they argued, the fatigue
management training should be comprised of detailed instructions to crew, operations
and rostering staff on the application of the elements of the FTL system for which FRM
was applicable. The Agency’s proposal to extend fatigue management training to crew
rostering personnel and concerned management personnel was also opposed by operator
organisations. They stated in their comments that they could not see the safety
justification for such a training to be delivered to personnel qualified to apply FTL rules
and collective labour agreements in order to produce legal rosters.
172. Other operator organisations suggested re-naming the paragraph concerning fatigue
management training to ‘fatigue management awareness’ in order to avoid false
expectations from crew members.
173. One operator found it illogical to mandate comprehensive FRM training for operators
operating within the limits of prescriptive FTL without requiring the means to put the
knowledge into effective practice.
Agency’s conclusions on fatigue risk management and fatigue management
training
174. The Agency believes that FRM provisions are an indispensible part of this proposal.
Although FRM is only mandatory when operators intend to benefit from more relaxed
limits in limited areas of the proposed flight time specification scheme, the conditions
that have to be complied with in order to do so have to be described in detail.
175. The Agency accepts that its FRM provisions should assist Member States to comply with
the ICAO requirements. ORO.FTL.120 has been amended to reflect the ICAO
requirements.
176. The content of the ICAO Appendix 8 is reflected in the AMC. Although the AMC is often
referred to as soft law, regulated persons should apply AMC to demonstrate compliance
with the IR.
177. Opinion 04/2011 ORO.MLR.115 Record-keeping (c) contains requirements regarding
personnel records. Crew member training, checking and qualifications shall be stored for
3 years and the last 2 training records of other personnel for whom a training
programme is required shall be stored.
178. Self-reporting of fatigue risks has been included under (a) in AMC1-ORO.FTL.120(d)(2)(i)
Fatigue Risk Management (FRM) to match the ICAO requirements.
179. Operators are responsible to manage all operational risks, including those arising from
crew member fatigue. The Agency believes that compliance with prescriptive FTL is not
always enough to guarantee that crew members remain sufficiently free from fatigue so
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that they can operate to a satisfactory level of safety under all circumstances. Fatigue
management training will increase awareness and shall help identify possible fatiguerelated hazards, even in operations entirely compliant with prescriptive FTL.
180. The wording of ORO.FTL.250 Fatigue management training has been adapted for editorial
reasons. A reference to the recurrent character of the training has been included.
Home base
181. The elements on home base and in particular the issue of multiple home bases attracted
many comments. The main concerns expressed by the commentators were on the
concept of a home base within a multiple airport system as opposed to a single home
base and the possibility for operators to change crew members’ home base several times
per year. Most commentators criticised the possibility of multiple home bases. In their
view a single home base would still enable the operator to assign crews to different
airports, but this would require crew members to travel in their own time and during
their own minimum rest period leading to decreased rest time and increased fatigue.
Those commentators did not see any justification for multiple airport systems and are
worried about changes of the home base, which in their view would mean that the crew
member would have to sacrifice part of their rest time in-between duties to travel to the
next home base. This, they argue, would decrease rest time and ultimately increase
fatigue.
182. The majority of the commentators requested that there should be a limit of changing a
home base of once a year, and that there should at least be an AMC to establish how
many changes of home base per year are acceptable. Those commentators referred to
the ICAO Annex 6 (4.4.5) which states that the home base should be assigned with a
degree of permanence.
Current definition of home base in EU-OPS is sufficient
183. Few commentators from operator organisations argued that the existing definition of a
home base contained in OPS 1.1095 is fully sufficient and that the additions contained in
the NPA are of no safety benefit and should therefore be decided by collective bargaining.
Member States stated that the current home base definition in EU-OPS is a core element
for any FTL regulation and that today’s Subpart Q definition is open to diverging
interpretations and implementations.
184. All scientists agreed that excessive travelling time combined with early reporting raises
safety concerns.
Advantages and disadvantages of multiple home base
185. Those commentators being critical of the concept of a multiple home base were
concerned that multiple airport home bases would increase travelling times for crew
members and would thus have an impact on fatigue. In some Member States where crew
members have a single home base some operators can require crew members to live
within a distance of 50 km from the airport so that they can reach the airport at all times
within 1 hour. Those commentators argued that in the case of a multiple airport system
the home of the crew member could be further away from the second airport, which
could lead to travelling times of more than 2 hours. From a safety point of view this
would be unacceptable, they argued. One operator, who is applying the multiple airport
system approach, proposed that each crew member should be nominated with a main
home base and one or more satellite home bases, if necessary, and provided that the
travelling time to a satellite home base is less than or equal to the travelling time to the
main home. The operator argued that multiple airport systems can be beneficial in terms
of reducing travelling time and fatigue from the crew member’s point of view.
186. One operator explained their operational need to cater for a pool of volunteer cabin crew
members who ordinarily conduct other non-flying duties. They may live and/or work at
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places or stations away from the multiple flying bases and commute to their home base
in order to commence flying duties. On this particular example the Agency notes that it is
a crew member’s personal decision on where to establish their residence; however, as
stated in the NPA, it is a shared responsibility of the operator and the crew members
concerned to ensure that they arrive well-rested for duty. The concept of shared
responsibility is described in GM1-ORO.FTL.235 Minimum rest periods, where it is stated
that well-rested means physiologically and mentally prepared and capable of performing
assigned in-flight duties with the highest degree of safety.
187. The scientists stated that in the case of multiple airport systems the integrity of the
home base could be at risk and that excessive travelling times, especially those linked
with early starts, are of concern. Multiple airports should not be used to extend the
travelling time beyond a reasonable limit (e.g. 1.5 hours). According to the scientists, if
this limit is exceeded due to the provision for multiple airports, the additional time
(whether before or after the FDP) should count as positioning. The frequency of home
base changes should be monitored by FRMS.
188. With respect to Member States, the opinion was split. Some Member States agreed that
the safety impact of multiple airport systems is negligible even with a somewhat greater
distance, the economic consequences for the operator can be substantial and the possible
social consequences for the crew members are compensated by the fact that the
repositioning is considered duty time and thus compensated financially and in time.
189. Other Member States are concerned that the impact on fatigue as a result of multiple
airport systems and increased travelling times is substantial and that the final proposal
should include adequate mitigating measures by including a clearer definition of
‘travelling’ and ‘positioning’, to ensure that in the case of multiple home bases travelling
time counts as positioning.
190. A third group of Member States stated that for the most normal EU operations a single
airport would be a home base rather than multiple airport locations. Nevertheless, the
need for an operator, particularly a larger operator, to have the flexibility to ask crew
members to report to one of a few nearby airports is understood. While those Member
States support the requirements for the distance and travelling time between the
multiple airport locations, there is the additional risk of the increased travelling time
taken by the crew members to reach all the airports in the multi-airport location.
Role of the competent authority in approving multiple home base
191. Some Member States suggested adding separate Guidance Material which would remind
crew members of their responsibilities to report for duty fit and rested. Where the crew
members’ travelling time to their home base exceeds 90 minutes they should make
alternative arrangements for accommodation closer to their base.
192. A considerable number of Member States requested an addition to FTL.1.205(a) to
stipulate that where the operator uses a multiple airport location the multiple airport
locations are approved by the competent authority. This additional requirement should
ensure that multiple airport locations have been realistically assessed and prevent
excessive travelling times and journeys to work. In addition, they suggested that where
these multiple airport locations are used the operator should only use them for crew
members that volunteer for the multi-base as this would ensure that the crew members
can reach all the airports within a reasonable travelling time and won’t have an excessive
journey to work due to having to drive for a further hour to reach the airport for report.
193. Industry stakeholders did not comment on the role of the competent authority in
approving a multiple airport home base.
194. One scientist stated that in the case of multiple airport systems the integrity of the home
base could be at risk and that further provisions should be included in the regulations to
protect the integrity of the home base and to avoid that multiple home bases are used to
evade the requirement for a positioning flight.
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Distance and travelling time limitations
195. Regarding the distance and travelling time limitations between airports in an airport
system, all commentators who agreed with the basic principle of a multiple airport
system disagreed with the limit of 50 km and proposed a limit ranging between 75 km
and 100 km and a travelling time of 90 minutes in accordance with the UK requirements
under CAP 371. Operator representatives felt that the current limitation is too restrictive,
has no scientific basis/safety justification, and could jeopardise existing multiple airport
systems such as London-Heathrow and London-Gatwick, Milan-Malpensa and MilanLinate, Brussels-Zaventem and Liege-Bierset, Amsterdam-Schiphol and Rotterdam
Airport. Regarding the limit on travelling time, it was stated that by limiting the travelling
time to 60 or 90 minutes under normal conditions would lead to a number of disputes
since the term ‘under normal conditions’ would be open to subjective interpretation. For
this reason some of those commentators preferred to delete the limit on travelling time.
196. Most Member States in favour of the concept of multiple airport systems argued that
there has to be a right limit of those airport systems to avoid abuse, but preferred to
maintain a reasonable limit of kilometric distance between those airports (i.e. 50 km as
in the NPA or a change to 75 km preferred by some). However, they also opted for the
deletion of the limit of 60 minutes of travelling time, as this would be open to
interpretation depending on the time of day and traffic situation on the routes concerned.
197. The scientists did not comment on the concrete examples of 50 km and 60 minutes
contained in the NPA, but focused on the impact of excessive travelling time on fatigue.
Transfer between airports within one multiple airport system
198. The NPA proposal clarifies that when the home base is a multiple airport location, in case
the FDP starts and finishes in different locations within the home base, then the transfer
from the final arrival airport back to the initial location of the start of the duty shall count
as positioning. Commentators requested that if the arrival airport and the departure
airport differ, the difference between the time spent travelling to the departure airport
minus the time spent travelling to the arrival airport should be accounted for as
positioning.
199. Some commentators requested no change to the current wording, while others, including
Member States, requested that there should be a definition for ‘travelling time’ as well as
a clearer definition of ‘positioning’ included in the rule and that the rule should be
amended to ensure that in case the FDP starts and finishes in different locations within a
multiple home base system the transfer from the final arrival airport back to the initial
location of the start of the duty shall not only count as positioning, but that in those
cases the transfer should be provided by the operator.
200. Regarding positioning, one scientist recommended that whenever the travelling time
would be excessive (i.e. 90 minutes or more) then the additional time, whether before or
after the FDP, should count as positioning duty. The scientist also referred to
recommendations included in the UK FTL scheme CAP 371 as a positive example which
should be taken into account. One scientist recommended that the operator would have
to provide accommodation to mitigate the effect of multiple home bases in case of long
travelling time and/or early start.
Limit the number of possible changes to the home base
201. The majority of comments concerned the protection of the integrity of the home base
against frequent changes. According to those commentators, the current definition in the
NPA is unclear and would allow for abuse by frequent shifting of home bases. As many
elements of FTL depend on this, a better, more robust definition would be needed.
Commentators from crew organisations requested that the ICAO definition of home base,
which states that the home base should be assigned with a degree of permanence, shall
be included into the rule.
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202. Member States did not comment on limiting the number of possible changes to the home
base per year.
203. One scientist referred to the need to monitor the changes of the home base with FRM.
Agency’s conclusion on home base
204. The Agency believes that the current national differences in the interpretation of a home
base and the different approaches with respect to multiple airport systems lead to
ambiguities that should be clarified.
205. Regarding the possibility to assess the distance between the airport and the crew
members’ home, the Agency believes that while the focus on the actual home of the crew
member is understandable, it would be impractical. It would be overly burdensome for a
large operator to assess the distance of each crew member’s residence with respect to
the satellite home base. In addition, the Agency notes that the decision where a crew
member resides is a personal decision and cannot be regulated.
206. The Agency revises its proposal and focuses on the concept of a single airport home
base, since this is the concept used by the large majority of operators. As a result, the
provision on the kilometric distances and the travelling time to allow for a multiple airport
system has been deleted in the Implementing Rule. A recommendation to make
arrangements for temporary accommodation closer to their home base if the travelling
time from their residence to their home base exceeds usually 90 minutes has been
transferred to GM1-CS.FTL.1.205.
207. However, the need for some operators to use a home base within a multiple airport
system is acknowledged. Therefore, the Agency has placed elements of the rule on home
base in a Certification Specification, which provides the possibility of a home base within
a multiple airport system under the deviation process of Article 22.2 of the Basic
Regulation.
208. The Agency takes note of the concern that changing home base creates additional fatigue
and proposes that:
a)

the Home base is a single airport location assigned with a high degree of
permanence;

b)

weekly rest shall be extended to 72 hours once, including 3 local nights if the home
base is changed;

c)

travelling between the former home base and the new home base counts as duty,
meaning that this could be done either as positioning or during an FDP;

d)

assignment of home base has been included in the records requirements to ensure
that the competent authority can easily trace changes of home base of crew
members.

Flight duty period (FDP)
209. Individual commentators, crew organisations, operator organisations and Member States
reacted to the proposals with regard to requirements for flight time specification schemes
requiring operators to consider such elements as numbers of sectors flown, starting time
of the FDP, encroachment of the Window of Circadian Low, extension of FDP due to
commander’s discretion, extension of FDP due to short-term re-planning and the
question whether and how the Subpart Q provision allowing for periodically extended FDP
should be reflected in tables.
210. Individuals, crew organisations and operator organisations stated that the title Maximum
‘daily’ Fl ight Du ty Peri od could somehow be understood as allowing for only one duty
period per calendar day, therefore operator organisations requested to avoid the word
‘daily’ in the document.
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211. The Agency reminds the reader that the term ‘maximum daily flight duty period’ has
been copied from Subpart Q. The title of the corresponding paragraphs remains
unchanged.
Maximum flight duty period — Use of tables
212. Concerning the calculation of FDP, individual commentators expressed diverging views
whether values should be reflected in tables or described with a formula and if those
values should be based on the operational experience from Subpart Q. While some
operator organisations supported the general principle of reflecting FDP in tables with 30minute steps, others stated their clear preference for a formula following the Subpart Q
philosophy. One operator requested a table with 5-minute steps.
213. Only one crew organisation supported reflecting the maximum FDP in a table.
214. On the other hand, the introduction of tables was welcomed by Member States; some
Member States suggested that operators should have the option to either apply the table
or the formula given in the GM.
215. Whether it would be better to describe the complex issue of FDP reduction due to sector
workload and WOCL encroachment in a formula or to use a formula to produce a table is
a question of practicality. The Agency believes that reflecting FDP in a table is the most
straightforward way to avoid misinterpretation and will produce an FTL scheme that
operators, crew members and other affected personnel can easily use in a day-to-day
operational environment. To avoid misinterpretation the GM containing the formula has
been deleted.
Maximum flight duty period — Basic values
216. Two crew organisations and a number of individual commentators suggested introducing
an additional limit of daily flight hours. All crew organisations stated that the proposed
13-hour limit was excessive; they endorsed the indications of the MOEBUS 12 report.
According to their views FDP should be limited to 12 hours during the day and to
10 hours during the night.
217. Operator organisations supported the NPA’s basic values for maximum FDP. One operator
stated that there were existing national FTL schemes allowing for 14 hours as a basic
maximum for FDPs outside the WOCL; in that regulation there was no extension
foreseen.
218. One Member State criticised that the NPA proposal for maximum FDP was based on a
non-quantified statement that CAP 371 was overly protective for FDPs starting in the
early morning. Another Member State supported the 13-hour limit, but suggested
reconsidering the interrelation between operational fatigue and human performance
degradation and the duration of duty. Other Member States pointed out that the table in
FTL.1.210 did not fully reflect the results of calculations made following the formula
described in GM1-FTL.1.210(3).
219. The scientists elaborated on the validity of the proposed maximum values for FDP for
different reporting times during the day. They agreed that the proposed table 36 would
not provide for equivalent levels of alertness for FDPs during the day and during the
night. One scientist also stated that to his knowledge the 13-hour limit had not been the
result of scientific studies. They agreed that FDPs of 14 hours starting at most favourable
times of the day would not lead to excessive alertness degradation predictions.
220. The Agency maintains that the basic maximum FDP rules are best addressed in a table.
The table offers values for maximum FDP following the principle that the basic FDP
should be reduced by twice the amount of sleep lost due to early rising or late arrival.
Sleep loss has been taken into account in a qualitative way for reporting times between
12

Scientific and Medical Evaluation of Flight Time Limitations, MOEBUS Aviation, 2008.
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04:30 and 06:00. For reporting times before 04:15 and after 17:00 the basic maximum
FDP is set to a minimum of 11:00 hours of FDP.
Reduction of FDP due to WOCL and number of sectors
221. Clearly conflicting opinions were articulated as regards the method that should be used
to calculate the reduction of FDP due to workload and WOCL encroachment. Crew
organisations defended that the basic FDP should be reduced first by WOCL
encroachment and secondly by the number of sectors starting to deduct 30 minutes for
each sector after the first sector.
222. Crew organisations also stated that the values proposed in the NPA under
FTL.1.210(1) (a) were not effectively mitigating the sleep loss induced fatigue for
reporting times between 13:00 and 15:59 taking into account that a considerable part of
the FDP would encroach the WOCL towards the end of the FDP.
223. Operator organisations stated the opposite view and defended that for calculating the
reduction of FDP due to WOCL and number of sectors the basic FDP should be reduced
first by the number of sectors and secondly by the resulting WOCL encroachment.
224. Operator organisations also recommended calculating the reduction due to WOCL
encroachment based on the planned FDP and not on the actual operation according to
Subpart Q.
225. One Member State elaborated on the potential impact of safety on operations with many
sectors. It was suggested by one Member State, individual commentators and crew
organisations to take FDP reduction due to number of sectors further than the sixth
sector.
226. One operator with operational experience in short-haul regional flights recommended
reducing 30 minutes per sector from the second sector up to the seventh sector including
a planning limit for CAT operations with aeroplanes of 10 sectors per duty. The same
operator claimed that limiting operations reporting before 05:00 to 4 sectors was too
restrictive and would limit some regional operations with very short sectors and starting
very early in the morning to only approximately 4 hours of FDP due the restrictions of the
number of sectors. This seems to be a misunderstanding. The NPA proposal of maximum
daily FDP without extension does not limit the number of sectors.
227. Another Member State suggested simply reducing the FDP whenever a crew member
would not have the opportunity to sleep during the entire WOCL either because of an
early start, a late arrival or an FDP overnight.
228. One scientist stated that the 13-hour basic limit was not the result of scientific studies
but a result of industrial negotiations and had evolved over many years. Another scientist
stated that for early starts the FDP should be reduced by twice the number of hours of
sleep lost. This would be consistent with the reverse application of the rule as it is used
for in-flight rest extensions, where 1 hour of sleep permits an extension of 2 hours. This
statement coincided with the FDP values proposed by the other two scientists.
229. All scientists agreed that the proposed mitigating measures related to the number of
sectors were insufficient. One scientist suggested two options:
a)

no reduction for the second sector, then a reduction of 45 minutes for the third and
fourth sector; or

b)

a reduction of 30 minutes for the second, third and fourth sector. He further
explained in his report that from the available data it appeared that the trend of
alertness degradation from 2 to 4 sectors extended to 5 sectors and beyond.

230. The Agency maintains its position on how the maximum daily FDP should be reduced
taking into account the number of sectors. Since neither the scientists’ reports nor
stakeholders’ comments have been able to give a defined conclusion, the Agency opts to
maintain the reduction of 30 minutes per sector from the third sector onwards. No FDP
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reduction shall apply for the second sector, 30 minutes shall be deducted from the
maximum daily FDP for the third and the fourth sector and so forth until reaching the
minimum maximum FDP of 9 hours. The reduction shall not lead to an FDP under 9 hours
regardless of the number of sectors or the reporting time.
Extended FDP
231. Individual commentators and crew organisations criticised the Agency’s proposals as
regards the possibility to extend the basic FDP twice in 7 consecutive days by 1 hour.
They argued that the accompanying mitigating measure, namely extending the basic
minimum rest around or after the extended FDP, was not effective to mitigate transient
fatigue occurring towards the end of an extended FDP. They especially highlighted the
fatigue-related risks for any FDP starting between 16:00 and 01:59. Crew organisations
emphasised that if extended FDPs had to be included in a prescriptive scheme, they
should only be under FRM for starting times between 16:00 and 01:59.
232. Operator organisations on the other hand criticised the Agency’s proposal to only permit
extensions for FDPs starting between 18:00 and 21:59 under FRM. One operator
organisation stated that it should be possible to extend FDP without FRM with an
additional hour of pre and post-flight rest on top of the foreseen 4 hours of extended
rest. Another operator organisation agreed with the principle of allowing extended night
duties only under FRM but stated that SAFE modelling had only predicted critically low
alertness levels for starting times between 18:00 and 20:59. They therefore asked for
the window for extensions with mandatory FRM to be reduced to the reporting times
where the SAFE model had actually predicted low alertness levels. Operator organisations
also claimed that a different way of calculating the extension should have been used in
order to obtain more generous values for the table of maximum FDP with extension.
They also suggested simply adding 1 hour to the values in the table reflecting the values
for maximum FDP without extension.
233. There was no consensus amongst Member States under what circumstances and to what
extent FDP extensions should be allowed. One Member State declared that FDP
extensions as proposed in FTL.1.210 table 37 were not supported by scientific research.
Two other Member States rejected the use of FDP extension overnight and for FDPs
reporting before 06:59. A third Member State suggested allowing FDP extensions only
twice in 15 consecutive days and only for specific operational needs outside the normal
roster planning and limited in time. This Member State highlighted that any FDP of more
than 13 hours should be monitored and the effects of cumulative fatigue should be
considered carefully. The same Member State also proposed increasing the additional
rest after the second of two consecutive extended FDPs to 6 hours. Another Member
State on the other hand criticised that the proposal for extended FDP was taking too
much account of the WOCL forbidding operations with three and more sectors for certain
reporting times in the afternoon and evening; this Member State expressed that preplanning of the extension, even overnight and additional rest around or after the
extension was a sufficient mitigating measure. One Member State proposed allowing a
14-hour FDP only for a single sector and starting at the best starting time of the day.
Member States also suggested an additional local night of weekly rest where extended
FDPs were impinging or encompassing night hours or the WOCL to protect against
cumulative fatigue associated with long duty periods and shortened sleep periods. It was
also suggested to make FRM mandatory when intending to operate extended FDPs in the
WOCL or for extended FDPs reporting before 06:59.
234. All scientists agreed that FDPs of 14 hours could only be supported by scientific data for
departures between 08:00 and 12:00. Only one scientist expressed that the additional
rest after an extended FDP was an acceptable mitigating measure for cumulative fatigue
due to extended wakefulness. Another report stated that the proposed additional rest
around an extended FDP could not effectively mitigate transient fatigue towards the end
of the extension. They all agreed in their reports that FDPs overnight should be limited to
a maximum of 10 hours. They also suggested the implementation of FRM whenever
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extended FDPs were operated. The Agency believes that those stakeholders against FDP
extensions and the three scientists have produced sufficient evidence to stimulate a
reflection on this issue. FDPs of more than 11 hours starting or ending at the most
unfavourable time of the day are not in line with scientific findings on performance
degradation in civil aviation. On the other hand, the Agency does not see any reason for
forbidding a more generous limit of 14 hours for FDPs starting at the most favourable
time of the day in line with scientific recommendations received. It seems like the
circadian factor of fatigue has been underestimated in the former Regulation.
235. The Agency accepts that extensions should not be allowed for FDPs starting between
19:00 and 04:15. Today’s Subpart Q requirements and limitations for FDP extensions are
maintained and transposed into ORO.FTL.210(c)(1). The values for maximum daily FDP
with extension are reflected in a table in the newly created CS.FTL.1.210-2.
Additional limits for night duties
236. Crew organisations found the proposed limits for night duties in FTL.1.210 Flight Duty
Period (FDP) 1 (d) too high. They proposed to limit the second of two consecutive night
duties to 3 sectors. A number of crew organisations and individual commentators also
requested introducing a prescriptive limit for the number of night duties in one block of
duties. Crew organisations welcomed the NPA proposal of extending the second extended
periodic rest to 48 hours whenever three or more consecutive night duties were
operated; however, they suggested specifying that the 48 hours should include two local
nights to allow for meaningful restorative sleep.
237. One operator organisation requested removing FTL.1.210, 1 (d); they defended that
alternating duties and WOCL encroachment were already effectively mitigated by the
applicable rest requirements. Operator organisations also recommended referring the
requirement for additional extended periodic rest to rostered night duties and not to
performed night duties. One operator suggested that night duties and duties with
significant WOCL encroachment should be limited to 10 hours; the same commentator
also requested not allowing any extensions for reporting times between 16:00 and
02:00.
238. One Member State stated that there was a significant amount of research showing that
operating through the WOCL was extremely fatiguing, especially if it was of an irregular
nature; this Member State therefore supported the use of FRM for extended FDPs with
WOCL encroachment; the same Member State recommended extending the reporting
time window in which extended FDPs should only be permitted under FRM to 18:00–
06:59.
239. The Agency revises its position on the maximum daily FDP for FDPs encroaching the
WOCL. The amended proposal does not allow for extension during the night and limits
the FDP to 11 hours for reporting times at the most unfavourable time of the day.
Additional conditions for extensions during the night have become superfluous.
240. The need to mitigate the effects of consecutive night duties remains unchanged. The
fatiguing effect of night duties is a result of a crew member’s actual duty and not a result
of what has been initially rostered. Delays may increase fatigue, especially if they result
in an increased sleep loss in a serious of consecutive night duties. Therefore, the Agency
maintains the proposal to extend the second recovery rest period as defined in
CS FTL.1.235-1(b) when four or more consecutive night duties are performed.
Additional limits for early starts
241. Crew organisations and individual commentators proposed considering a wider time band
for the definition of early start. There was no agreement amongst the commentators on
the range of the time band; the suggestions covered reporting times between 05:00 and
06:59 or 06:00 and 09:00 at home base and 06:00 and 08:00 out of base. Individual
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commentators and crew organisations also criticised that the definition of early start was
not used to limit the number of early starts in a defined period of time.
242. Operator organisations expressed that the definition was superfluous because the effects
of WOCL encroachment on the maximum FDP was already addressed.
243. Member States indicated that the definition of early start had to be linked to the time
zone where the crew member is acclimatised. Two Member States stated that the
definition of early start should not only relate to Flight Duty Periods but also to Duty
Periods. They argued that reporting times before 07:00, if not 08:00, should be included
to take better account of sleep reduction due to having to rise in the WOCL.
244. The three scientists concurred in their reports that the definition of early start should
include reporting times between 05:00 and 06:59.
245. The definition of early start has been amended. Please see also the comments to the
corresponding paragraph ORO.FTL.105 Definitions.
246. Additional rest requirements have been included for early starts and late finishes in
ORO.FTL.235 and CS FTL.1.235-1(b).
Maximum flight duty period — Flight time specification schemes
247. A number of crew organisations requested the good principles described in
GM1-OR.OPS.FTL.210 to become at least AMC if not IR. They also suggested that other
factors described in GM1-OR.OPS.FTL.210 should not be considered but recommended.
248. One operator requested the GM1-OR.OPS.FTL.210 to be deleted.
249. One Member State suggested introducing two new sub-paragraphs in OR.OPS.FTL.210
Flight Duty Period (FDP)(c) specifying the reduction of the basic FDP when an FDP begins
when a crew member is on standby and the applicable reduction of FDP to compensate
for a proceeding reduced rest.
250. The Agency agrees that flight time specifications schemes should specify how the daily
FDP should be reduced when a crew member is requested to report for an FDP when on
standby. A new point has been inserted under OR.OPS.FTL.210 Flight Duty Period
(FDP)(c).
251. The Agency accepts that rules on the reduction of the maximum daily FDP due to a
reduced preceding rest shall be reflected in a flight time specification scheme. An
additional point has been introduced under ORO.FTL.235 Rest periods(c) establishing the
obligation to define how the maximum FDP shall be reduced to compensate for a
preceding reduced rest. The prescriptive details for this requirement are contained in
CS FTL.1.235-3(d).
In-flight rest
252. All crew organisations agreed that the findings and recommendations of the TNO study
should be fully reflected in the rules for the calculation of the extension according to inflight rest time given and the type of in-flight rest facility. They also suggested that
extended FDPs due to in-flight rest should follow the same principles as FDP in general;
circadian rhythms, acclimatisation to a different time zone, number of sectors etc.,
should be considered when determining the allowable FDP. Many crew organisations also
stated that the rules on how to augment the cabin crew complement in order to achieve
extended FDP due to in-flight rest should be included.
253. Operator organisations highlighted that there were several Member States that allowed
for maximum FDPs up to 18 hours with one additional pilot and up to 20 hours with two
additional pilots if in-flight rest was taken in a bunk.
254. One Member State stated that they could not support the Agency’s deviation from the
TNO study and called for the TNO’s reports findings to be reflected in the rules.
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In-flight rest — Facilities
255. The questions of whether to give any credit for in-flight rest taken in economy seats
triggered numerous, very strong reactions from individual commentators and crew
organisations. All comments received from individual commentators and crew
organisations rejecting the use of economy seats in order to achieve an extended FDP
were based on the findings of the TNO study. Two crew organisations and a number of
individual commentators even suggested completely excluding giving credit for in-flight
rest taken in facilities other than a bunk. They argued that the likelihood of achieving
restorative sleep in any type of seat was minimal.
256. Operator organisations criticised how the NPA proposal had transposed the findings from
the TNO report. They defended that in-flight rest in economy seats should be allowed for
certain operations and for cabin crew. They also stated that ‘class 1’ rest facility should
be defined as a bunk or rest facilities in an aircraft cabin for flat or near flat sleeping
position, opposed to the NPA’s proposal that ‘class 1’ rest facilities should allow for a flat
sleeping position and be separated from the flight deck and passenger cabin. They also
suggested that in-flight rest in economy seats should be allowed for pilots and cabin crew
in operations with single aisle aircraft within an area of less than four time zones and
subject to additional monitoring as part of an FRM. In their proposal they explained that
adjacent seats should be blocked and a curtain should be installed around the rest area
to provide for some darkness and sound mitigation. Operator organisations especially
opposed that the use of economy seats for in-flight rest for cabin crew should not be
allowed.
257. Some Member States declared that they were not in favour of giving any credit for inflight rest taken in economy seats. It was also highlighted that the Agency had already
identified the effectiveness of in-flight rest in economy seats as a subject for which
further scientific research might be needed. On the other hand some other Member
States requested defining an additional ‘class 4’ of in-flight rest facilities in order to be
able to give some credit for in-flight rest taken in economy seats. Those Member States
claimed that setting a limit for extended FDPs due to in-flight rest in economy seats to 14
or 15 hours would be a big step forward since many Member States under their current
regulations were allowing far more generous extensions based on in-flight rest in
economy seats. Another Member State opposed the general possibility of extension due
to in-flight rest in ‘class 2’ and ‘class 3’ in-flight rest facilities. This Member State
elaborated that extensions due to in-flight rest in ‘class 2 and 3’ facilities should be
subject to a special approval of the competent authority and a strict exception. This
exception should be limited to aircraft on which due to cabin size a ‘class 1’ facility could
not be installed. They suggested that the Agency should publish a list of such aircraft.
One Member State proposed that operators should be able to use alternative in-flight rest
facility configurations under FRM.
258. The scientists explained in their reviews that increasing FDP due to in-flight rest was
based on the opportunity to get sleep to recover from the sleep-related fatigue
component. They also elaborated on the logic behind the recommendations of the TNO
report; the extension of an FDP should be based on a (somewhat conservative) estimate
of the typical amount of sleep that crew members would obtain in a specific in-flight rest
arrangement, given the time available for rest. All scientists agreed that the available
scientific data on the effectiveness of economy seats as in-flight rest facility would not
support giving any credit to such an in-flight rest arrangement.
In-flight rest — Minimum duration
259. Individual commentators and crew organisations defended that operations with an
extended FDP due to in-flight rest should be limited to one planned sector.
260. Many operator organisations agreed with the NPA proposal to limit operations with an
extended FDP due to in-flight rest to three sectors. One operator criticised that the cruise
phase above FL 200 should be used to trigger in-flight relief, they suggested defining
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times after take-off and before landing. They defended that the time window starting 30
minutes after take-off and ending 45 minutes before landing could be used to determine
the time available for in-flight relief. One operator wished for the rule to be amended to
only require a consecutive minimum in-flight rest of 60 minutes. They argued that this
would be especially important when extended FDPs during the WOCL of duration under
12 hours were operated. They also stated that the requirements for minimum
consecutive in-flight rest should only apply to flight crew.
261. One Member State defended that augmented crew operations should be limited to two
sectors in order to allow for at least 3 hours of consecutive in-flight rest for each crew
member. Another Member State suggested increasing the minimum consecutive in-flight
rest period for operating crew members to 3 hours.
262. The analysis of the scientists’ reports revealed that they did not come to the same
conclusion as regards the length of the minimum continuous in-flight rest. Only one
scientist proposed that continuous in-flight rest should be at least 2 hours to cover one
entire sleep cycle and allow for 15 minutes to fall asleep and 30 minutes to overcome
sleep inertia. Another scientist recommended a case-by-case approach for multi-sector
operations with extended FDP due to in-flight rest. He explained that the likelihood of
falling asleep depended on the time of the day and that it would therefore be difficult to
provide a minimum rest time that would apply whatever the time of the day. The third
scientist suggested monitoring multi-sector operations with extended FDP due to in-flight
rest with FRM.
In-flight rest — Cabin crew
263. The question whether the same principles should apply to in-flight rest for pilots and
cabin crew attracted a high number of comments from individual commentators, crew
organisations, operator organisations and Member States. Many of those comments,
especially from operator organisations, were focussing on possible economic
consequences of not allowing in-flight rest, at least for cabin crew, in economy seats.
Many commentators also criticised that the NPA’s RIA did not include a detailed analysis
of the safety and economic impact for this specific issue.
264. All crew organisations requested the principles for the calculation of in-flight rest for
pilots and cabin crew to be the same. They argued that in-flight rest provisions for cabin
crew should also follow the indications of the TNO study. They furthermore requested
clarification on the minimum cabin crew complement during cruise flight. It was also
explained that there was a need to establish requirements for a minimum duration of
consecutive in-flight rest for cabin crew. Crew organisations defended that there should
be rules to augment the cabin crew too whenever FDPs were extended due to in-flight
rest. Crew organisations also quoted scientific studies showing that cabin crew were
suffering from higher fatigue levels during long flights due to the higher physical activity
during the flight. They proposed including provisions for in-flight rest even for unextended FDPs whenever the FDP was greater than 12 hours.
265. Operators and operator organisations expressed diverging views on in-flight rest for
cabin crew. One operator asked if cabin crew should also be augmented. Others insisted
in their comments on the different safety implications of pilots and cabin crew being
fatigued. They argued that extensions of the maximum permitted FDP for cabin crew
could be achieved with less in-flight rest or with the same amount of in-flight rest taken
in an in-flight rest facility with a lower probability of achieving recuperative sleep. Some
operator comments also disapproved that the table for cabin crew was relating permitted
extension to duration of in-flight rest and type of in-flight rest facility as opposed to the
rules for pilots, giving a maximum permitted FDP according to the type of rest facility and
the number of pilots. Other operator organisations supported the NPA’s approach, but
they suggested introducing an additional element of a ‘class 4’ in-flight rest facility for
certain extensions. It was also proposed linking the requirements to the planned in-flight
rest instead of the in-flight rest actually taken. In their comments some operator
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organisations declared that a requirement of recording in-flight rest times would place an
unnecessary additional administrative burden on operators without producing any safety
improvements. One operator commented that there was no safety justification
whatsoever for in-flight rest for cabin crew at all.
266. One Member State endorsed the table as proposed, but stated that further research was
needed. The same Member State suggested clarifying in the corresponding rules the
minimum number of cabin crew required for flight safety tasks during cruise flight.
Another Member State supported the crew organisations’ view that in-flight rest for pilots
and cabin crew should follow the same principles.
267. Two scientists confirmed in their reports that cabin crew reached higher levels of fatigue
than pilots towards the end of flights. On the other hand one of them acknowledged that
there was a lack of clarity concerning the level of alertness which was necessary to
perform cabin crew duties. The other scientist explained that alertness of cabin crew for
safety was crucial and that any in-flight rest arrangement for cabin crew would have to
take account of the physiological sleep requirement of 8 hours sleep within a 24-hour
period.
268. As regards the rules that shall apply to FDP extensions due to in-flight rest the Agency
believes that the following principles have to be considered:


any crew member shall have a total of 8 hours sleep opportunity in any 24 hours;



the quality of the in-flight rest arrangement plays an important role when
determining the probability of achieving recuperative sleep and has to be taken into
account;



1 hour of recuperative sleep shall credit for 2 hours of additional wakefulness;



the minimum in-flight rest period shall be a consecutive 90-minute period;

269. Commentators from all stakeholder groups and the three scientific reports made
reference to the TNO report in their comments regarding in-flight rest. It seems therefore
reasonable to use the results of the TNO study as guidance.
270. CAP 371 allows extending the maximum FDP by a period equal to 50 % of the rest taken
in a bunk and 33 % in a ‘comfortable reclining seat’. When producing the tables for inflight rest for pilots and cabin crew a period of time equivalent to 33 % of the rest period
has been used to calculate the maximum permitted extended FDP in the case the in-flight
rest has been taken in a class 3 rest facility. This follows the TNO report qualitatively but
not quantitatively. The TNO report recommended only allowing an extension of the
maximum permitted FDP of an equivalent of 25 % of the time spent in a class 3 rest
facility. The Agency has used a combination of the recommendations of the scientific
reports and the operational experience of CAP 371 to produce the rules regarding inflight rest in a class 3 rest facility. For in-flight rest taken in class 2 and 1 rest facilities
the Agency has followed the principle and values described in the TNO report.
271. The Agency maintains that the possibility to extend an FDP due to in-flight rest shall be
limited to FDPs with up to three sectors. More conservative limits than initially proposed
in the NPA for maximum daily FDP due to in-flight rest values for pilots are proposed.
The limits are a function of the type of in-flight rest facility and the number of additional
flight crew members. An additional hour of FDP due to in-flight rest shall be allowed for
FDPs with up to two sectors and if one sector is of over 9 hours continuous flying time.
Similar principles have been used to produce the tables for cabin crew and for pilots.
272. For cabin crew a simple rule relates the type of in-flight rest facility to a percentage of
the planned extended FDP that is needed as in-flight rest to achieve the extended FDP.
This approach has been chosen because it is the overall duty time that causes fatigue
and not the flying time only. With this system the rest requirements for the flight crew
limit the maximum daily FDP due to in-flight rest. In comparison with the TNO study or
existing national regulations, i.e. CAP 371, the percentages are reduced because FDP
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(which includes pre-flight duties, etc.) is the basis for calculation and not the flight time.
The approach also allows determining easily how long each cabin crew member needs to
rest. It will be easy to determine the duration of in-flight rest for each individual cabin
crew member with this system, even if the cabin crew takes the in-flight rest in a
different in-flight rest facility than the flight crew. No matter how many sectors are
operated, the cabin crew shall rest for the corresponding percentage of the FDP.
273. Point (d) has been removed from the rule itself; the Agency agrees that defining the
flight phase above FL 200 is too prescriptive. GM1 CS FTL.1.210(3) and
GM1 CS FTL.1.210(3)(c) have been introduced explaining that in-flight rest should be
taken during the cruise phase of the flight and that in-flight rest periods should be
allocated in order to optimise the alertness for those crew members at control during
landing.
Unforeseen circumstances in actual flight operations — Commander’s discretion
274. A high number of individuals from the pilot community and crew organisations
commented on the provisions for ‘unforeseen circumstances in actual flight operations’.
The possibility to extend an already extended FDP due to commander’s discretion was
rejected. They argued that the proposal meant a serious safety regression from
Subpart Q and CAP 371. Some organisations quoted the Moebus report and the US FAA’s
NPRM where commander’s discretion was proposed to be only possible over more
restrictive initial limits and only in cases of emergency; they also stated that rosters
should allow for realistic flight, turn around and post-flight duty times. A precise
definition of unforeseen circumstances and for the terms ‘shortly before and after
reporting time’ was requested. Individual commentators and crew organisations agreed
that commander’s discretion should be applied for occurrences during operations and
arising after crew members had reported for duty. Crew organisations also suggested
including provisions for increased rest after commander’s discretion in analogy to the
increased rest provisions after pre-planned FDP extensions to mitigate the possible
effects of longer duty hours on cumulative fatigue.
275. The provisions for commander’s discretion and short-term re-planning were generally
supported by operator organisations; it was suggested to clarify that flight operations
started at the moment a crew member was required to report and not after ‘off-blocks’.
Those comments also requested allowing for the commander’s discretion to go as far as
being able to further increase the permitted extension due to commander’s discretion
beyond the prescriptive limits for the discretion in the case of additional unforeseen
circumstances occurring after ‘off-blocks’. They argued that it should always be possible
to continue to the flight’s destination. It was suggested to increase commander’s
discretion up to 3 hours without the need to augment the flight crew for an un-extended
FDP. One operator organisation stated that the provisions for commander’s discretion
had no safety impact because the commander could always decide whether to use
discretion or not. It was proposed to allow for up to 3 hours discretion in emergency
cases.
276. One Member State shared the crew organisations’ view that the provisions on
commander’s discretion were excessive and not supported by scientific evidence. Another
Member State stated that they could not comment on the safety implications of these
provisions, but that they would support the proposal for the sake of operational
flexibility. One Member State explained that the maximum permitted commander’s
discretion on a 1 hour extended FDP could only be 1 hour instead of the proposed 2
hours.
277. All scientists agreed that good knowledge of fatigue processes was necessary for the
commander and all other crew members involved in the operation; they therefore made
the general recommendation for FRM training to provide crew members with appropriate
decision making tools. One scientist elaborated that any commander discretion should be
reported within an FRM or the SMS of an operator. It was also mentioned in two of the
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three reports that more conservative FDP limits would result in lower fatigue levels in
case of commander’s discretion. A strong system for controlling and monitoring the use
of discretion was recommended. In this context one scientist declared that the 33 % limit
on the number of flights exceeding the maximum was very high. Another scientist
recommended a limitation of the use of commander’s discretion over 7 days as a means
of abuse control.
278. The NPA contains a paragraph establishing mandatory fatigue management training. It
seems impracticable to introduce a prescriptive limit for the frequency of commander’s
discretion. The Agency concludes that the proposed provisions for commander’s
discretion are adequate.
Unforeseen circumstances in actual flight operations — Short-term re-planning
279. Crew organisations criticised that no clear definition of ‘shortly’ was given in the rule.
They coincided in their comments that fatigue increased as a function of continuous
hours of wakefulness and that any additional rest at the beginning of a duty or even
before starting a duty would be meaningless for performance and wakefulness towards
the end of such a re-planned duty. They also censored that the fatigue impact of the
provisions on short-term re-planning had not been thoroughly assessed by the RIA. All
crew organisations agreed that the provisions for short-term re-planning should be
removed from the proposal. On the other hand they suggested adopting the concept of
delayed reporting, providing operators with sufficient flexibility and protecting from
excessive levels of fatigue.
280. Operator organisations had diverging views on short-term re-planning; some declared
that short-term re-planning should only be recorded by the operator and should only be
reported to the competent authority upon demand. Others recommended the CAP 371
provisions on delayed reporting. One operator mentioned that crew members should
know the full rostered itinerary of a split duty before they commence it.
281. One Member State requested a clearer text and the meaning of ‘shortly’ to be defined. It
was also commented that the reporting requirement was an unnecessary burden for the
Member States; this view was not shared by all the commenting Member States. One
Member State suggested that short-term re-planning should be reported within 14
working days. A group of Member States suggested using the CAP 371 provisions for
‘delayed reporting’. It was also commented by Member States that it should be clarified if
crew schedules could be adjusted at and after the reporting time or also before. One
Member State suggested this provision to be moved to the section addressing ‘operator
requirements’; they also recommended clarification of what the ‘unforeseen
circumstances’ could be. One Member State even suggested removing this provision
completely from the proposal.
282. One scientist recommended the use of ‘delayed reporting’ provisions to cater for
situations such as aircraft becoming unserviceable shortly before reporting. According to
his report short-term changes of this nature should be accommodated in FRM rather than
in a general FTL. Another scientist stated that this is not a problem as long as the overall
wakefulness times from the prescriptive scheme are observed; he would see a potential
fatigue impact only if FDP needed to be extended. The third scientist found the provisions
acceptable as proposed provided they allowed crew members to anticipate rest.
283. Commentators from all stakeholder groups and one scientist suggested replacing the
provisions for short-term re-planning with ‘delayed reporting’. The Agency accepts the
proposal and introduces provisions for delayed reporting in the Certification Specification
CS FTL.1.210(4).
Different limits for cabin crew and pilots
284. Crew organisations and individual commentators stated that there was no reason for
allowing different maximum FDPs for cabin and flight crew.
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285. Although the Agency agrees that pilots and cabin crew are equally affected by fatigue, no
clear conclusion could be drawn from the stakeholders’ comments or from the scientists’
reports as regards the safety impact of performance degradation on cabin crew members
due to different FDP limits resulting from the possibility to report up to 60 minutes earlier
than the flight crew.
286. The Agency believes that the proposed rule is an improvement to the existing regulations
on differences between the reporting time for pilots and for cabin crew. The stakeholders’
proposal to delete the rule is therefore not accepted.
FDP table for unacclimatised crew
287. Crew organisations defended the need for an additional table for unacclimatised crew
establishing maximum FDP in operations with augmented crew when the crew members
were likely to be unacclimatised. They argued that time awake was an important
contributing factor in performance degradation. In their comments they connected time
awake to the WOCL of the time zone where a crew member was acclimatised.
288. The principle that maximum FDP values for augmented crew operations had been
proposed irrespective of the WOCL was supported by operator organisations.
289. The need for an additional table to take due account of the time zone de-synchronisation
was supported by one Member State.
290. In their reports the three scientists coincided that the maximum FDP in operations with
extended FDP due to in-flight rest should take circadian aspects into account. One
scientist elaborated that the assumption that the maximum FDP in extended FDPs due to
in-flight rest was irrespective of the WOCL could only be defended if it was possible to
guarantee that the pilot at the controls for the landing phase would be sleeping during
the WOCL. They concluded that extensions of FDP due to in-flight rest should be based
upon the basic FDP according to the reporting time of the day. The scientists also agreed
that it was sensible to take acclimatisation into account when determining the maximum
FDP; they recommended applying a conservative maximum basic FDP of between 9 and
11 hours whenever the state of acclimatisation of a crew member was uncertain.
291. The Agency takes account of the scientists’ advice to apply conservative maximum FDP
limits of between 9 and 11 hours whenever the state of acclimatisation of crew members
is unknown and they have had less than 30 hours of continuous rest at destination. The
11-hour maximum FDP is consistent with the proposed maximum FDP for night
operations out of home base.
292. Whenever the continuous rest at a destination is 30 hours or more, but a crew member
has not yet spent enough time at a destination to be acclimatised to the WOCL of the
destination, the Agency believes that a more generous limit of 12 hours regardless of the
time of the day is safe. In that case crew members should be able to manage their rest
to be fully rested before undertaking the subsequent duty of 12 hours.
293. An additional table has been inserted in ORO.FTL.210(b)(2) setting the maximum FDP for
crew members when they are in an unknown state of acclimatisation. In line with the
maximum FDP limit of 11 hours that is applied for FDPs at home base reporting at the
most unfavourable time of the day, the Agency proposes a more conservative limit of
11 hours maximum FDP for an FDP with one to two sectors if the crew member:
(a)

has spent enough time at a destination and is therefore no longer acclimatised to a
2-hour wide time zone surrounding the local time of their point of departure; and

(b)

has not yet spent enough time at a destination to become acclimatised, being a 2hour wide time zone surrounding the local time where the crew member has
finished his/her duty; and

(c)

is required to perform duties at the destination and does not have a continuous rest
of 30 hours or more.
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Agency’s conclusions on flight duty period (FDP)
294. The maximum daily FDP is reflected in a table. The GM containing the formula has been
deleted.
295. The basic values for the maximum daily FDP have been defined in the table taking into
account circadian factors.
296. The maximum daily FDP shall be reduced due to the number of sectors as follows: no
reduction for sector one and two; 30 minutes for sector three and beyond. The maximum
daily FDP shall never be reduced to less than 9 hours due to sector reduction.
297. The revised proposal takes due account of circadian factors and allows for an FDP of
14 hours at most favourable reporting time, but limits FDP to 11 hours at unfavourable
starting times after 19:00 and before 04:15.
298. The Agency amends the proposal as regards the obligation to extend the recovery rest
period when four or more consecutive night duties are performed and extends the
requirement to consecutive early starts and late finishes. The provisions for additional
rest have been moved to Certification Specification CS FTL.1.235(1)(b).
299. An additional point has been inserted in ORO.FTL.230 Standby requiring that flight time
specification schemes shall specify the relationship between standby and any assigned
flight duty resulting from standby. The prescriptive limits for this requirement are
contained in CS FTL.1.230.
300. ORO.FTL.235 Rest periods(c) requires that flight time specification schemes shall specify
how an FDP shall be reduced after a reduced rest period. CS.FLT.1.235-3(d) explains how
the subsequent FDP shall be reduced after a reduced rest period. In-flight rest provisions
have been produced for pilots and cabin crew following qualitatively the
recommendations of the scientists’ reports.
301. Provisions for short-term re-planning are replaced by a new paragraph describing
provisions for delayed reporting in the Certification Specification CS FTL.1.210(4).
302. An additional table for the maximum daily FDP when crew members are unacclimatised
has been introduced. This new table does not take circadian aspects into account, but
assumes a more conservative limit at any time of the day when crew members have less
than 30 hours of continuous rest at a destination.
Flight times and duty periods
303. The section on flight times and duty periods attracted a large amount of comments from
all stakeholders and was also part of the scientists’ assessment of the NPA.
304. The majority of the comments requested the inclusion of an additional 14-day duty limit
of 90 or 100 hours next to the current 7-day limit of 60 duty hours and the deletion of
the gliding limit of 1 000 flight hours in any 12 consecutive months.
Limits of total duty period
Daily duty limit
305. Several crew organisations requested to include a daily duty limit of 16 and 17 hours for
un-augmented and augmented crews respectively to prevent daily duties with excessive
duty hours.
7-day duty limit
306. In addition to the 14-day limit, some crew organisations proposed a limit of 50 hours per
7 days and 550 duty hours in any 6 consecutive calendar months. One crew organisation
proposed a maximum duty of 50 hours in 7 consecutive days with a roster limit of
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45 rostered duty hours per any 7 consecutive days, which due to unforeseen
circumstances could be increased by up to 5 hours in any 28 consecutive days.
307. One operator operating under the UK CAP 371 scheme pointed out that the current
scheme permits an increase in the number of duty hours in a week for flight crew to be
extended from 55 to 75 hours, provided that the hours worked in excess of 55 are spent
on standby duty. The figure for cabin crew is an increase from 60 to 80 for the same
scenario. The operator argued that there is no evidence to suggest that these limits have
any safety risk associated with them and requested clarification from the Agency whether
it can continue operating under these limits that are inclusive of standby duties. The
Agency notes that this clarification is included in the section on standby, where standby
duty hours are accounted towards cumulative duty hours depending on whether the crew
member is on airport standby or on other standby.
14-day limit
308. All crew organisations and individual commentators where in favour of a 14-day duty
limit of 100 hours. Only some requested a 14-day limit of 90 hours, while others stated
that a 14-day limit would only be necessary for those operators not using an FRM. Such a
limit, they argued, is necessary to prevent the possibility of 190 duty hours within a
period of 3 weeks, to ensure that duties are spread more evenly, to avoid peaks, and to
reduce the high workload intensity after being absent due to holidays or sickness.
309. Those commentators also stated that the Explanatory Note of the NPA in point 110
wrongly stated that ‘the impact of a 14-day limit would be significant, not only on charter
operators having to face peaks of activity, but also on airlines with regular patterns like
5-days-on/4-days-off, since such a limit would artificially constrain sequences of ‘5 on-4
off-5 on’. They requested to delete the sentence since according to them during the work
of the OPS.055 Rulemaking Group the mentioned effect had not been demonstrated. On
the contrary, they stated, it was very clear that there would not be any impact on
patterns like 5-days-on/4-days-off or similar.
310. Many crew organisations requested that the Guidance Material on a 14-day limit
contained in the NPA’s GM1-OR.OPS.FTL.215(a)(2) should be removed and upgraded to
the Implementing Rule section.
311. Contrary to crew organisations, all operator organisations and operators are in favour of
the NPA proposal and welcomed the confirmation of the fact that there is no safety
justification for a 14-day duty limit.
312. Some Member States requested a 14-day limit of 100 hours (one Member State
suggested 95 hours in any consecutive 14 days or 95 hours in any 2 consecutive
calendar weeks) to manage cumulative fatigue. According to one Member State the
allowance of 60 hours in 7 consecutive days is in order to cope with a peak of work and
should not be used as a normal limit for rostering purposes. The addition of a 14-day
limit would prevent this allowance being used over successive weeks, thereby building up
possible cumulative fatigue issues for the crew. The provision of the condition ‘spread as
evenly as possible’ has no weight in practice and the possibility of 3 weeks each of 60
hours has to be regulated against. However, where an operator could demonstrate
through a robust FRM and a stable work pattern an equivalent level of safety then maybe
this limit could be raised.
313. The Agency presented a separate question on flight times and duty periods to scientists
asking them to clarify if there is a need for an additional duty limit of 14 days and/or
recovery rest over a series of weeks to counter cumulative fatigue. The answers from the
three scientists were split. While two scientists stated there is little scientific evidence to
support specific limits for cumulative duty hours, they would prefer a total duty limit of
100 hours in 14 days to ensure that duty times are spread evenly. One scientist stated
that such an additional 14-day limit would not be necessary if the 7-day limit applies.
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Spreading duty as evenly as possible
314. The NPA requirement taken from EU-OPS 1.1100 stating that ‘the operator is required to
spread duty periods within any 28 consecutive days as evenly as practicable’ was
believed to be too ambiguous, subjective and open to an individual’s interpretation.
According to crew organisations the only possibility to ensure an even spread is to
implement a 14-day limit of 100 hours, which was recommended by the Moebus report
and which would allow for legal certainty. According to those commentators a limit of
90 hours within 2 weeks is established in the European Regulation for truck and bus
drivers [(EC) No 561/2006]. One operator also suggested to delete any reference to
‘spreading duty as evenly as possible’ and a second operator questioned the practicalities
of the requirement to spread duty as evenly as possible, questioning who would be able
to oversee such a vague requirement and if the crew member would have a legal basis in
changing the roster even after the planning stage by swapping trips or picking up
overtime that groups work together.
Rules for flight and cabin crew
315. Some operators operating under the UK’s CAP 371 argued that under their current
national scheme the total duty hours per 28 days are prescribed differently for cabin crew
and for flight crew leading to the possibility of 210 duty hours for cabin crew and
190 duty hours for flight crew. The limit for cabin crew is higher due to the additional
report and debriefing times associated with cabin crew duties. According to those
commentators a similar more flexible requirement for cabin crew should be included into
the European FTL rules.
316. The Agency notes that neither the NPA nor the CRD foresee different limits for flight and
cabin crew. Different cumulative duty hours for cabin crew and for flight crew are
currently only foreseen under the UK’s CAP 371 requirements, cannot be seen in isolation
and have to be assessed in the context of the complete set of FTL rules contained in
CAP 371, e.g. how standby times account for cumulative duty times.
Total flight time
317. The NPA added a gliding limit on total flight hours in any 12 consecutive calendar months
to the total flight hour limit of 900 hours in ‘any calendar year’ of Subpart Q. The NPA
stated: ‘the Rulemaking Group was concerned by the fact that the current Subpart Q
limit of 900 Flight (Block) Hours per calendar year could lead to a theoretical peak of
1 200 Flight Hours in twelve consecutive months, and by its consequence on cumulative
fatigue. However, it noted that setting this 900-hour limit per any twelve consecutive
calendar months would particularly affect charter operators whose activities are very
sensitive to holiday peak periods, such peaks varying in time from one year to another’.
The NPA argues that the introduction of a limit in ‘any 12 consecutive calendar months’ is
more in line with the ICAO proposed text ‘in 365 consecutive days’, but does not have a
penalty of dissociation with normal alternation of years (every fourth year is a leap year
which has 366 days) and is less complex for the operators in respect of calculations of
total flight time.
Additional 6-month flight time gliding limit
318. Some crew organisations argued in favour of an additional maximum of 550 hours flight
time in 6 months, to avoid a compression of 650 flight hours in half a year, based on the
currently required 100 flight hours in 28 days (EU-OPS) and mirrored in FTL.1.215(b)(2).
Such requirement exists within the UK, where the CAP 371 scheme allows only 600 hours
in 6 months.
Additional gliding limit of 1 000 flight hours in any 12 consecutive months
319. Operator organisations were split. While some are in favour of the flight time limits
included in the NPA, others argued that the additional gliding limit is overly prescriptive
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and is limiting roster flexibility, particularly in those countries where holiday seasons are
not consistent throughout the country and as a result peaks change considerably.
320. Those operator organisations argued against such an additional gliding or rolling limit,
since a gliding limit is a ‘rule on a rule’ and is not supported by scientific evidence. The
900 flight hour limit in a calendar year, they argued, is already the most restrictive but
stable limit. The commentators presented scientific advice stating that an additional
gliding limit is not necessary and that it would destabilise rosters. They argued that the
gliding system would actually create a ‘year end’ situation of unpredictability and
potential instability, which would occur at the end of the year when all of those duty
hours have accumulated. This would parallel a flight duty extension when at the end of a
planned flight (fatigue may already be an issue) the duty is lengthened, creating an
unpredictable and less stable operation’. In addition, the US Federal Aviation
Administration’s Federal Aviation Regulations allow for an annual limit of 1 000 hours per
any 365 days.
321. Some operator organisations requested that the calendar year should be specified by
each operator and that it would provide greater control for flight crew to take leave and
obtain rest and recovery to fit their individual needs.
322. One Member State stated that the limit of 900 flight hours should be any calendar year
nominated by the operator and acceptable to the National Authority.
323. Another Member State stated that the total flight time limits should be on a
12 consecutive rolling month basis. While the Member State appreciates that the Agency
has retained the WTD limit of 900 hours in a calendar year, in line with the Moebus
recommendations, this 900-hour limit should be in any 12 consecutive months. The
Member State recognises that the Agency has introduced a limit of 1 000 hours of flight
time in any 12 consecutive calendar months in order to prevent excessive flight time, but
feels that the argument for 1 000 hours is weak.
324. The scientists contracted by the Agency were asked whether any need for a 12-month or
365-day rolling limit to counter cumulative fatigue (as opposed to a calendar year limit)
would be advisable. All three scientists stated that from a scientific point of view the limit
is unknown, but they agreed to the need of a gliding limit to avoid excessive flight hours
across a period of 18 months. Two scientists also recommended that it would be better to
stipulate continuous periods of time off at regular intervals (for example at least 7
consecutive days off every 3 months) to counter cumulative fatigue.
365-day limit instead of calendar year limit
325. Crew organisations stated that a limit per calendar year, although it is contained in the
Working Time Directive 2000/79/EC, is not required in addition to a 12-month/365-day
limit. Some crew organisations therefore requested to modify the limit to 1 000 flight
hours per 365 consecutive days to keep consistency with the ICAO Annex 6 attachment
4.7.1 and the US proposed rule.
Daily flying time limit
326. Crew organisations also requested to include a further daily limit for the flight time per
flight duty period as per ICAO Annex 6 attachment A 4.7.1, while one operator asked for
guidance on commencing a sector below the limits and exceeding the limit at the
destination.
Proving effectiveness of the rule
327. One operator organisation argued that any requirement for an operator to demonstrate
effectiveness of a roster as stated in FTL.1.215(c) of the NPA has no basis in safety and
is an entirely unnecessary administrative burden. Rosters must be produced and
implemented in accordance with an approved FTL system.
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Post-flight duty
328. Some operator organisations stated that there is no safety justification to include postflight duty into the flight duty period. Therefore, the NPA proposal on post-flight duty
should be deleted since any requirement of an operator to ‘demonstrate’ effectiveness of
a roster is not a safety issue. Rosters must be produced and implemented in accordance
with the approved FTL system.
329. Crew organisations on the other hand argued that time related to aircraft and passenger
safety should be included, such as delayed disembarking. While other crew organisations
stated that the proposal should be amended to include a reference to ‘the type of plane
and layout in relation with seat available’.
330. One Member State stated that as this point is addressed to the operator it should be part
of OR and that a minimum of 45 minutes for pre and post-flight duties per day should be
established in a separate point (d).
331. The Agency concludes that the wording in (d) refers to post-flight duty only, which shall
count as duty and does not refer to flight duty period (FDP) or flight duty, which are
clearly defined terms. The definition of duty period has been transposed from Subpart Q
and means ‘a period which starts when a crew member is required by an operator to
report for or to commence a duty and ends when that person is free from all duties’,
therefore post-flight duty is naturally included in the definition of ‘duty period’.
Guidance Material & Working Time Directive
332. Crew organisations stated that the Working Time Directive is a legally binding text. This
provision should therefore not be in Guidance Material, as this would give the wrong
impression that the applicability of the Directive is optional. Instead reference to the
Working Time Directive should be elevated to the level of the Implementing Rule.
333. One Member State agreed stating that GM1-OR.OPS.FTL.215 Flight times and duty
periods referring to the Working Time Directive is fundamental and should be part of OR
in Chapter 2.
Other Guidance Material
334. With respect to the Guidance Material commentators noted that GM should contain
recommendations on how operators can spread duty as evenly a useful mitigation.
Account has been taken that this might not always be practical under complex
operational circumstances.
335. One operator organisation and one operator stated that the Guidance Material had the
sole purpose of imposing further restrictions (albeit through the back door via GM). Any
reference to additional limits (e.g. 14 consecutive days, which would not be a legal limit)
which have no scientific of safety basis should be removed.
Agency’s conclusion on flight times and duty periods
336. The CRD foresees all rules relating to flight times and duty periods to be included in the
Implementing Rule (IR).
337. A 14-day limit of 110 hours has been introduced to the rule and as a consequence the
GM on the 14-day limit has been deleted.
338. The gliding limit of 1 000 flight hours in any 12 consecutive calendar months has been
maintained.
339. The reference to the Working Time Directive has been elevated to the Implementing Rule
level and is now included in ORO.FTL.200 of the proposed rule. As a result the reference
to the Working Time Directive in the Guidance Material (GM) has been deleted.
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340. A new paragraph has been included on post-flight duties ensuring that post-flight duties
count as duty and that the operator shall specify in its OPS Manual the minimum time
period for post-flight duties.
341. A new operator requirement to specify in its OPS Manual the minimum time period for
post-flight duties has been introduced into ORO.FTL.215 and a new GM1-ORO.FTL.215(c)
recommends that the post-flight duty times should take account of the type of the
operation, type and size of the aircraft and the airport conditions.
Positioning
342. Provisions related to the positioning duty were transposed from OPS.1.1105(5) into
OR.OPS.FTL.220 and reflect corresponding requirements of Subpart Q. All commentators
from crew organisations wished to clarify the link between positioning in-between two
flights to ensure that positioning in-between two flights pertaining to a single FDP shall
be included as part of the FDP.
343. Crew organisations declared that the NPA proposal leaves a gap since there is no duty
time period limit, but only a flight duty time limit. This could mean that after 14 hours of
FDP the crew member could be positioned for an unlimited time. Those commentators
requested that there should be a limit to the total duty time period including possible
positioning. Some commentators also asked whether cabin crew members positioning on
a flight without being operating can be responsible for arming/disarming slides, opening
doors, or any other possible in-flight emergency.
344. Crew organisations stated that the definition must be clarified. If the crew is away from
their home base and do not go back to the airport they arrived at, the portion of the time
that is longer than the transport back to the arrival airport must be regarded and must
count as ‘positioning’. Otherwise it would be possible to ‘hide’ positioning time by
transporting crew from one airport to a suitable accommodation, but after the adjacent
rest time, transport them to a different airport to continue their duty in their rest time.
345. Finally, those commentators also requested to change (a) to read ‘positioning prior to
operating shall be included as part of the FDP but shall not count as a sector’ and to
delete ‘positioning after reporting but prior to operating’, since any positioning prior to
operating shall be part of the FDP.
346. Operator organisations requested more flexibility by stating that positioning should not
account for 100 % of FDP in case the operator has determined differently in the
operator’s FRM. On demand operators, who are confronted with long positioning flights to
a rest location, requested more flexibility in case the positioning would occur prior to an
extended recovery rest period. For those operators the Agency notes that FTL schemes
for air taxi operators, which include on demand operators, will be developed as part of a
separate rulemaking task.
347. Some Member States stated their approval of the clear definition in (b) that all the time
spent in positioning shall count as duty time, since positioning contributes to fatigue. One
Member State requested to change the wording of (b) to state that ‘all the time spent in
positioning shall count as part of the duty period’ instead of ‘duty time’.
348. Questions on positioning were not included in the questions submitted to scientists, but
the answer to home base included a recommendation that the definition of home base
should be qualified to ensure that it is not used to evade the requirement for positioning
flights to count as duty.
Agency’s conclusion on positioning
349. The Agency notes that there is a separate rulemaking task for on demand operators, and
proposes no change to the existing proposal.
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Split duty
350. The Agency’s proposal on split duty attracted a wide range of comments, among which
roughly half expressed full support and the other half varied between full disagreement
and proposals of more or less significant changes.
Length of the break and maximum FDP
351. Crew organisations proposed increasing the minimum length of the break to 4 hours,
while one crew organisation proposed to limit it to 2 hours. In all cases the
commentators referred rather to existing national regulations than scientific data.
352. One crew organisation suggested that breaks of less than 3 hours should not be used to
extend the FDP. In fact this is already covered by FTL.1.225. Several crew organisations
suggested that the maximum length of the break and/or the maximum FDP (or FDP
extension) should be specified. This is not deemed necessary as above 10 hours of break
(where a suitable accommodation is required) it is the interest of the operators to
consider this break as a rest instead of using split duty, as this is less limiting in terms of
FDP and subsequent rest.
353. No clear safety arguments could be derived from the comments, therefore the proposed
length of the minimum duration of the break remains as proposed.
Number of breaks
354. One crew organisation pointed out that the rule would allow multiple short breaks leading
potentially to up to 60 hours of non-stop duty (note: this is not possible). This is clearly
not the intent of the provision, therefore the text is modified to authorise only one break
within a single FDP.
Break: Duty period vs FDP
355. Two operators and one Member State suggested that the break on the ground should
count as DP instead of FDP. They argued that if the break was counted as FDP the
subsequent rest would be too long to plan any duty on subsequent days. This argument
is not valid because rest is based on duty and not on FDP. The same commentators also
argued that by counting the break as FDP it would sometimes be impossible to complete
a planned series of flights. It is correct that counting the break as FDP has an impact on
the cumulative flight duty time. The intention of these provisions is to allow for an
extension of an FDP due to a break on the ground avoiding at the same time excessive
flight duty times. Therefore the text in unchanged.
356. One crew organisation suggested that the NPA proposal in OR.OPS.FTL.225(b) should
read: ‘The break on the ground shall count as FDP in full’. This comment is accepted as it
may remove some ambiguities, knowing that current national regulations permit a
‘discount’ on the time spent in a ground rest facility during split duties.
357. One crew organisation suggested limiting the number of split duties to 3 in 7 consecutive
days, and another to 2. This proposal is based upon an existing national regulation. This
is however not deemed necessary under this proposal, as the additional rest period
provided (the break counts as FDP) is considered to mitigate the fatigue created by the
extended FDP. The text remains unchanged.
Suitable accommodation
358. Crew organisations suggested allowing that the break should only be taken in a suitable
accommodation, thereby providing a sleep opportunity (in order to recover from the
homeostatic sleep pressure accumulated). In relation to this, some crew organisations
also suggested setting the minimum break to 4 hours to ensure at least 2 hours of sleep.
One crew organisation also suggested providing suitable accommodation for breaks of
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more than 4 hours. All those comments show that there can be different valid
approaches to split duty. There is no clear evidence that the current proposal (based
upon CAP 371) itself based on scientific and significant operational experience should be
questioned. The definition of accommodation has been amended. Facilities equivalent to
class 3 in-flight rest facilities are now a requirement, therefore the Agency believes that
the proposed rule improves CAP 371 and most existing national regulations regarding
split duty.
Break on board the aircraft
359. Operator organisations and one Member State suggested that the break could be taken
on board the aircraft. Some clarify that there should be no passengers on board, and that
the APU or ground power unit should be running. The Agency agrees that it should be
possible to allow for breaks on board the aircraft as long as the aircraft fulfils the
requirements of accommodation. AMC material is added to clarify this point.
Pre and post-flight duties, and travelling
360. One crew organisation suggested extending the duration of pre and post-flight duties to
1 hour. Some crew organisations and one Member State suggested that travelling time
should not be included in the break. Some also suggested a minimum duration for the
travelling time.
Combination with reduced rest
361. Conflicting views were expressed by commentators regarding the possibility to combine
split duty and reduced rest. While crew organisations rejected any combination, the
majority of operator organisations supported allowing any combination of both concepts.
One operator suggested that split duty should not be allowed after reduced rest and one
crew organisation recommended forbidding the use of split duty before reduced rest.
Combination with extensions
362. Crew organisations suggested that split duty should not be combined with FTL.1.210(b)
extensions.
Other combinations
363. The same commentators also suggested that split duty should not be allowed for FDPs
that involve extensive time zone crossing (four or more time zones) and extensions due
to in-flight rest.
Prescriptive rules
364. One crew organisation suggested that split duty be approved under the operators’
scheme in association with FRMS, instead of being addressed by prescriptive rules. The
Agency thinks on the contrary, based on CAP 371 experience, that split duty can be
addressed through prescriptive rules.
365. One Member State observed that the NPA's proposal in FTL.1.225(c) does not need to
repeat ‘of 3 hours or more’ as (a) already stipulates that all breaks are ‘of 3 hours or
more’. One operator suggested that the anomaly of splitting rest between 3–10 hours as
stated in CAP 371 and 3–11 hours as it should read needs to be addressed. One operator
pointed out that the case of breaks planned under the 6-hour limit or planned outside the
WOCL but which, for operational reasons (like delays), exceed the 6-hour limit or
encroach the WOCL is not addressed.
366. The three scientists showed a rather different approach to split duty. One stated that
CAP 371 was an acceptable basis but makes suggestions for improvement, although not
based on specific research. One considered that split duty and in-flight rest should have
the same rules. The third scientist considered the opposite. One suggested that suitable
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accommodation should be provided and that split duty should be limited to daytime,
while this is not recommended by the two others. Overall, there was no clear scientific
indication that the approach, based on CAP 371, should be changed.
Agency’s conclusion
367. The Agency believes that commentators have not presented plausible evidence to justify
increasing the minimum of 30 minutes for pre and post-flight duties and travelling time.
General requirements that shall apply to split duty establish that a flight time
specification scheme shall specify relevant factors. CS FTL.1.225(b) prescribes a
minimum of 30 minutes for pre and post-flight duties and travelling time. Additional
GM1 CS FTL.1.225(b) has been introduced recommending that the operator should take
into account the type of aircraft, type of operation and airport conditions when defining
the pre and post-flight duty and travelling times.
368. The Agency continues to believe that split duty may be followed by reduced rest. Since
split duty counts in full as FDP, it generates a rest period as long as the split duty period
itself. According to the proposed reduced rest rules, this rest period could be reduced up
to a minimum of 12 hours at home base or 10 hours out of home base, leading to a
shortfall of the subsequent FDP equal to the shortfall of the rest period. That means that
a reduced rest period after a long split duty period would either lead to a rather long
reduced rest period or a rather short FDP following the reduced rest. In any case a sleep
opportunity of 8 hours is protected.
369. This is not the case if split duty would be allowed after a reduced rest, therefore the text
remains unchanged and split duty shall not be allowed after a reduced rest period.
370. The Agency accepts that split duty should not be combined with FDP extensions due to
in-flight rest. Commentators did not present scientific data substantiating such a practice
and it seems unlikely that enough recuperative sleep can be achieved in two shorter
breaks. This is also in line with the provisions for split duty which only allow for a single
break during the FDP.
371. The Agency does not see why the combination of split duty and time zone crossing
should be excluded. The effects of circadian de-synchronisation are mitigated by the
rules addressing acclimatisation. A break on the ground during an FDP crossing several
time zones should be as effective as in-flight rest during an FDP crossing the same
amount of time zones for the purpose of achieving recuperative sleep.
Standby
372. Requirements for the assignment of crew members to standby duty reflect corresponding
requirements of Subpart Q.
373. Operator organisations argued that the NPA proposal in OR.OPS.FTL.230(a) should be
clarified to make it clear that this should not apply to re-planning in actual flight
operations. Airlines often need to re-plan crew (for example crew who were originally
assigned to conduct a flight which has been cancelled and who are therefore re-planned
into standby). The operator organisation therefore suggests amending this paragraph to
read ‘(a) Standby shall be rostered and the affected crew members shall be notified in
advance, except when re-planned into standby’. The Agency notes that the NPA and this
CRD contain a separate provision for unforeseen circumstances in actual flight
operations, which allows adjusting crew schedules in the event of unforeseen
circumstances.
374. One operator welcomed the proposal to harmonise standby across EU Member States and
lamented the fact that standby is currently regulated differently across Europe and that
the Working Time Directive (Council Directive 2000/79/EC) allows different countries to
apply different criteria for the counting of standby time towards the annual total limit of
2 000 duty hours. According to the operator this gives an unfair advantage to competing
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operators from different countries especially where standby availability is part of the
contract.
375. Several crew organisations proposed to roster standby (including defined start and end
time) rolling 14 days in advance as any other duty or days free of duty. Rest around
standby duty should be as predictable as rest around any other FDP.
376. Another crew organisation stated that the wording of OR.OPS.FTL.230(c)(3) is confusing
and could give the wrong impression that the rest period following standby, which does
not lead to assignment on a flight duty, could be specified without applying the basic
minimum rest period requirements in FTL.1.235. The Agency notes this concern and will
propose an amendment to the proposed rule to ensure that if standby does not lead to
assignment on a flight duty minimum rest requirements as in FTL.1.235 apply.
377. Finally, one crew organisation stated that the NPA proposal in OR.OPS.FTL.230(a), which
states that standby shall be rostered and the affected crew members shall be notified in
advance, should be changed into a certification specification (CS) and that the text
should be changed to read: ‘Standby duty shall be rostered by the p ublication of the 28
consecutive day ros ter wi th 7 da ys in adva nce or due to contingences at the o perator
with at least 48 ho urs including 2 local nights, and the affected crew m embers shall be
notified in advance’.
378. The Agency has amended the proposal accordingly to include Certification Specifications.
With regard to the text proposal to publish standby rosters 7 days in advance, the
Agency refers to OR.OPS.FTL.110(a) Operator requirements, which requires the operator
to ‘publish duty rosters sufficiently in ad
vance to provide the
opportunity for crew
members to plan adequate rest.’
Agency’s conclusions on general elements of standby
379. The Agency proposes new wording to align with GM1-OR.OPS.FTL.235 Minimum Rest
periods point(b) by stating that ‘Standby shall be rostered and the affected crew
members shall be notified sufficiently in advance to provide the opportunity for crew
members to plan adequate rest’.
380. For the case of re-planning into standby the proposed rule already includes a separate
provision for unforeseen circumstances in actual flight operations. Therefore the text
remains unchanged.
Airport standby
381. The Agency received a large number of comments regarding airport standby. However,
the comments do not present a coherent approach against or in favour of the proposed
rule, but mirror the wide array of different national provisions that are currently in place
due to Article 8 of Subpart Q, which leaves it to the national regulator to regulate on
standby.
382. Regarding airport standby in many Member States the maximum FDP counts for 100 %
from the standby reporting time, whereas in other Member States standby only counts
towards FDP after a certain time of airport standby ranging from 2 hours to 6 hours. In
addition, in very few Member States airport standby does not account at all for
subsequent FDP. Several Member States have no existing regulation on maximum hours
for airport standby, whereas others limit the maximum time allowed from 8 hours to
13 hours with a general average of 12 hours.
Limit of airport standby duty hours
383. All individual commentators and crew organisations, as well as some Member States,
referred to the need to limit duties involving airport standby duty, suggesting limits
ranging from 12 hours to 16 hours. The NPA proposal does not include such a limit. The
Explanatory Note to the NPA explained that the maximum time for airport standby is selflimiting since any subsequent FDP with a preceding airport standby of more than 6 hours
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would have to be decreased accordingly. The commentators raised the concern that a
crew member could still go on a 4-hour duty after having spent 16 hours on airport
standby (in accommodation), of which 6 hours would be unaccounted for FDP and
10 hours would be accounted for. This would mean that 20 hours would have elapsed
between reporting for airport standby and end of final FDP duty. Therefore, they argued
that airport standby should not be considered as any less fatiguing than flight duty and
reference was made to the US proposal on Flight Duty Rules and Rest Requirements
(US NPRM), which states that ‘because of the uniq ue nat ure of thes e assign ments, a nd
the fact that the flight cre w m ember is not resti ng, a n air port/standby reserve
assignment is considered to be an FDP, regardless of whether a fl ying assi gnment is
ultimately received by the flight crew member’.
384. One Member State voiced fundamental disagreement with the proposal due to concerns
of excessive FDP as a result of long airport standby. By citing the Moebus report (Q. 14)
and the US NPRM proposal, this Member State proposed that as a general rule 100 % of
the airport standby duty should count towards a subsequent flight duty when calculating
the maximum FDP.
385. Another Member State requested that there should be a limit of 20 hours to airport
standby to prevent duty period lengths unacceptable for safe operations and
physiological limits. The Member State argued, through an example, that without a limit
it could happen that a crew member is called for an extended FDP after a 6-hour
standby. In such a case the total service would be (6 + 18 hrs) 24 hours, which would be
excessive. In addition, the same Member State requested that the word ‘immediately’ in
FTL.1.230(1)(c) should be deleted. Since a crew member on airport standby could be
called to start an FDP either immediately after the reporting time or later, the word
‘immediately’ should be deleted.
386. Regarding the overall limit of airport standby duty hours, the Agency continues to believe
that the maximum time for airport standby and subsequent FDP is self-limiting. The
example given by one Member State (6 + 18 hrs) would only be possible under
augmented crew provisions, which would include a mandatory sleep opportunity during
the FDP.
Airport standby buffer
387. Next to those calling for a limit on the maximum standby duty, many crew organisations
stated that airport standby, including that in accommodation, requires a constant state of
semi-preparedness and therefore presents a potential cause of fatigue. FTL.1.230(1)
establishes two cases depending on whether an accommodation (as defined in
ORO.FTL.105) is provided to the crew or not: in the NPA proposal standby time counts as
FDP where no accommodation is provided, but a 6-hour buffer is granted where
accommodation is provided.
388. Some Member States requested this buffer to be reduced to 4 hours and to be
scientifically assessed, while crew organisations and individual commentators stated that
accommodation (e.g. in a crew room) does not allow the crew to rest properly prior to
the duty and therefore 100 % of the time spent in an accommodation should be
accounted for FDP.
389. One operator requested clarification if airport standby takes place in a suitable
accommodation and asked if in this case the rules regarding ‘Other standby’ would apply.
The Agency responds that this is indeed the case, since the proposal on ‘Other standby’
applies to standby either at home or in a suitable accommodation irrespective of whether
the suitable accommodation is at the airport or at home.
390. The operator also stated that the NPA lacks any guidance on those cases where the crew
has been notified at least 8 hours before the reporting time, allowing them sufficient time
to rest before the start of the FDP. The Agency takes note of this request and has
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changed the proposal on ‘Other standby’ to include a provision where the crew is notified
at least 10 hours before the reporting time.
Airport standby vs split duty
391. Some Member States stated that airport standby should mirror the provisions on split
duty. They proposed that if accommodation is provided to the crew member the
allowable FDP shall be calculated from the reporting time of the airport standby and can
be increased by 50 % of the time the crew member is in accommodation up to a total
increase of 3 hours. This calculated increased FDP shall start from the reporting time of
the airport standby. The justification given for this change is the avoidance of excessive
FDP. As the crew members have already reported, this requirement would mirror the
duty calculation in split duty. Therefore, if the crew member is in accommodation the
duty could be increased by 50 % of the time in accommodation where the crew member
is undisturbed.
392. The Agency disagrees with the proposal to use the same provisions for airport standby
and split duty. Both duties differ; split duty allows predicting when the duty starts and
finishes and when the break is going to take place whereas standby is unpredictable.
Adjustment of airport standby
393. Regarding the rostering of standby and the duty length of airport standby, the NPA
transposed Subpart Q, which states that ‘the crew member shall be considered on
standb y
standby fro m reporting at the reportin g po int until the end of the notified
period’. Operator organisations requested flexibility to adjust those airport standby hours
in case the crew member is released earlier than planned from airport duty, e.g. in the
event that no subsequent FDP takes place. They argued that the current wording is a
likely source of debate/conflict in advances of crew duties and would require significant
changes to the operators’ electronic crew rostering and control systems.
394. The Agency notes that as in Subpart Q the proposed rules will require all standby to be
rostered. In those cases where airport standby is reduced by the operator and where no
subsequent FDP takes place, the crew member’s minimum rest requirements, as
stipulated in FTL.1.235 Minimum Rest Periods, apply.
Minimum rest and airport standby
395. Crew organisations stated that airport standby shall be followed by a minimum rest
period as foreseen in the proposed rules on minimum rest requirements. They argued the
NPA lacks a clear link between airport standby duty and minimum rest, which could mean
that airport standby could be immediately followed by other standby or training, etc.
Therefore, it should be explicitly written into the rule that any type of standby must be
followed by a rest period or that airport standby should be limited to a maximum of 12–
16 hours.
396. The Agency notes that since airport standby is considered to be duty, if the airport
standby is not immediately followed by FDP, the basic minimum rest requirements are
applicable. This would also apply in those cases where airport standby is followed by
training, since the definitions also include training as duty. The Agency strongly believes
that the safety concern, which addresses rest before any subsequent FDP, is fully
covered by the provisions on minimum rest periods. According to those provisions, even
in those cases where airport standby plus training would lead to duties of more than
12 hours, the rest before any subsequent FDP would have to be at least as long as the
preceding duty (airport standby + training).
397. One Member State referred to the need to link airport standby duty with general rest
requirements to ensure that if airport standby is not immediately followed by FDP the
minimum rest requirements are applicable.
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398. The Agency will include new Guidance Material (GM) to clarify that standby is considered
as duty and that therefore in case of standby not followed by an FDP the minimum rest
requirements apply.
Airport standby in-between two FDP duties
399. Crew organisations raised their concern that airport standby could take place between
two FDP duties.
400. The Agency notes that airport standby cannot take place between two FDP duties. Airport
standby can only take place at the beginning of the FDP. For all other cases, split duty
provisions apply.
Confusion about calculation of maximum FDP
401. Most commentators stated that FTL.1.230 (1)(c)(2) and (3) contradict each other.
FTL.1.230 (1)(c)(2) states that ‘if accommodation is provided to the crew the FDP shal l
count from the start of the FDP’, while FTL.1.230(1)(c)(3) states that ‘the maximum FDP
shall count from the standb y reporting time’ . The Agency agrees and has deleted
FTL.1.230(1)(c)(3) and amended FTL.1.230(1)(c)(1), which now reads: ‘if no
accommodation is pro vided to the crew, the FD P shall count in full from the s tart of the
standby reporting time’.
402. The scientists contracted by the Agency noted that there is no coherent scientific
evidence regarding airport standby duty.
403. One scientist stated that if a comfortable, quiet environment is not available for rest, or if
a crew member is on immediate readiness, it is unlikely that much benefit would be
derived from the standby period. In this case, it is reasonable that the FDP should count
in full from the start of the standby, as is foreseen in the NPA. The other two scientists
based their advice on the different provisions when suitable accommodation is available
(either at home or at the airport) and when no suitable accommodation is provided, e.g.
at the airport. According to their view the only distinguishing factor for standby should be
whether suitable accommodation is provided or not.
404. The Agency notes that there is not sufficient scientific evidence available. Depending on
the timing of the airport standby, a crew room (which would satisfy the definition of
‘accommodation’) might not provide the recuperative rest required to avoid fatigue
during the subsequent FDP. Therefore, the Agency has included a new provision which
does not provide for a 6-hour buffer in case standby takes place during the period
23:00 to 07:00.
Agency’s conclusion on airport standby
405. Airport standby provisions have been included in Certification Specifications and a new
CS FTL.1.230(1)(d) now states that ‘if no accommodation is provided to the crew, the
FDP shall count in full from the start of the standby reporting time’.
406. A new provision has been included into the Certification Specification which states that if
airport standby is immediately followed by an FDP, the following shall apply:


if no accommodation is provided to the crew, the FDP shall count in full from the
start of the standby reporting time;



if accommodation is provided to the crew, the FDP shall count from the start of the
FDP. The maximum FDP shall be reduced by any time spent on standby in excess of
4 hours or during the period 23:00 to 07:00.

407. The Agency maintains the requirement that all standby should be rostered and notified as
per Subpart Q and where crews are released earlier from standby, minimum rest
provisions apply.
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Other standby
408. Regarding other standby at home or in a suitable accommodation, Member States’
approaches differ even more than on airport standby. This explains the large amount of
comments received from Member States. The limit in most Member States for the
maximum allowable hours for this type of standby is between 12–24 hours. As an
example, in one Member State the maximum time for standby in a suitable
accommodation is 24 hours with no impact on the maximum allowable FDP or on
cumulative duty totals. In another Member State all standby duty is accountable in full
towards cumulative duty totals and is limited to 12 hours.
409. The proposed rules in this NPA are based on the wide variety of existing national rules
and operational practices and will create a level playing field. As for airport standby,
other standby provisions are currently regulated at national level and considerable
variations exist across EU Member States. While in some Member States standby at
home does not count at all towards cumulative duty limits and the time spent in home
standby is not limited, on the other hand in other Member States home standby accounts
towards cumulative duty limit and is limited.
Limit of other standby to 12 hours
410. Comments varied widely regarding the limit of other standby.
411. All crew organisations strongly supported the 12-hour limit. They argued that since
standby is immediate readiness to operate, and the crew member is expected to be able
to take a call to conduct an FDP either at the very start or at the very end of the standby
period, it is essential that this period is limited in order to allow the crew member the
possibility to plan their rest for the standby and the range of possible duties arising from
it.
412. All operator organisations and most of the operators proposed to extend the 12-hour
limit either to 14 or 16 hours, stating that the NPA proposal is far more restrictive than
some national rules (i.e. France and Germany) which have been proven to be safe and
which allowed for 24-hour standby with no impact on the flight duty period and
cumulative duty limits. In order to prevent an unjustified increase in crew cost without
safety justification (due to doubling of standby shifts), the maximum time for standby at
home should be raised to 16 hours as a minimum (in case the notification time is less
than 8 hours). In addition, it should still be possible to have a 24-hour standby in case of
an 8-hour notification time. Such a requirement would still cater for the Agency’s desire
to allow for an 8-hour sleep opportunity.
413. One operator organisation and its Member State did not see any merit in limiting the
maximum time of home standby since they argued that there is no difference between a
crew member reporting for a pre-notified duty and a crew member on home standby.
This operator organisation and its Member State used the example of a first crew
member being on standby between 6AM and 6PM, a second crew member (not on
standby) is scheduled to report at 10PM. In terms of fatigue and alertness exposition,
they argued that there would be no difference between the crew member on standby if
they were allowed to report at 10PM and the second crew member scheduled at 10PM.
There would therefore be no rationale to exclude the standby between 6PM and 10PM.
The operator organisation argued that the crew member not on standby would probably
have more fatiguing activities than the one on standby who know they can be called at
any time, provided that the preceding rest is adequate. The operator organisation and its
Member State proposed a provision which would ensure an adequate preceding sleep
opportunity and to extend the maximum time for standby up to 16 hours if standby
begins after 05:00 and ends before 24:00. Provided that an adequate sleep opportunity
is protected, the operator organisation and its Member State recommended allowing the
possibility to plan another 16-hour standby the day after.
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414. Another operator organisation stated that the limit should be 16 hours, which would
ensure an 8-hour mitigating rest opportunity in any 24-hour period.
415. One operator stated that a 12-hour standby duty limit is acceptable, but should be able
to be extended under FRM/fatigue mitigation provisions.
416. Two Member States requested that in all cases standby duty should be a maximum of
12 hours.
417. One Member State argued that a limit of 14 hours would be more reasonable.
418. Scientists did not comment on the 12-hour limit.
Cumulative duty limits
419. Opinions were split with respect to how ‘Other standby’ could be accounted towards
cumulative duty limits. Most crew organisations requested that 100 % (instead of the
NPA proposal of 25 %) of duty times should be taken into account when calculating
cumulative duty limits. According to crew organisations the NPA does not distinguish
between ‘immediate readiness’ and ‘reserve for other standby’; in the worst case a crew
member could be scheduled to 72 hours of immediate readiness in 7 days and only 25 %
would count as cumulative duty. However, they also proposed to count less towards
cumulative duty and to permit more allowable FDP when the period between call and
report is longer. This period should be made known to the crew member before starting
the standby period. Similar comments requested the Agency to adopt a similar position
as the US NPRM with respect to other standby, since the US NPRM’s point of departure is
a lack of predictability, which means that a crew member on standby at home cannot
schedule naps or otherwise control his/her sleep opportunities to assure that he/she is
adequately rested when reporting for duty.
420. On the other hand, some operator organisations stated that although the NPA proposal of
a 25 % impact on cumulative duty limits is more stringent than the limits in some
previous national rules (which had 0 % impact), they could accept this limitation as a
compromise as long as it remains 25 % in relation to cumulative duty limits. They
requested that if the standby is planned at home, and if there is at least 8 hours between
the call and the reporting time, the 25 % duty calculation (for cumulative purposes)
should be removed.
421. One operator organisation stated that any accounting of other standby towards 25 % of
cumulative duty limits is not logical, overly burdensome and creates a likely source of
debate and conflict in advance of crew duties, whereas following minimum rest crews are
able to undertake maximum FDP; this should also be the case for crews that had
minimum rest plus non-airport standby, which is also restful.
422. One Member State stated that standby duty counting as only 25 % of duty time is not
representative of the stress of being on standby. There is a possibility for excessive
cumulative duty totals especially when combined with flying duty periods within the
working week. The Member State suggested amending the requirements to allow for
standby to be calculated as 25 % of the time spent on standby between the hours of
22:00 and 06:00 and 50 % for all other times.
423. For the purpose of calculating duty time when a crew member is required to report for a
flight duty when on standby at home or in a suitable accommodation, two Member States
suggested that 50 % of the length of the time spent on standby should count towards
the calculation of total duty time. For the purpose of calculating duty time when on
standby duty at home or in a suitable accommodation, and the crew member is not
required to report for a flight duty, duty time should be calculated as follows: Standby
duty time less than 6 hours, 25 % of the time spent on standby will count towards the
total duty time. Standby duty time of 6 hours or more — 25 % of the first 6 hours of
standby time plus 50 % of standby time in excess of 6 hours will count towards total
duty time.
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424. Another Member State stated that the question of accounting home or hotel standby is
not related to safety. Standby compensation is a real issue but a social one. This
statement is true and important for CAT regulated by the future NPA. This is true and
even more important for air taxi operations where much time is spent on standby.
425. Scientists’ opinion differs with respect to the counting of standby hours towards
cumulative duty limits. One scientist states that the proposed contribution of 25 % of
standby to duty limits appears reasonable based on general considerations. However, as
stated in the Moebus report, there is no scientific evidence available that addresses this
question. Another scientist proposes a sliding scale if suitable accommodation is provided
or in case of standby at home. According to this sliding scale, from 0 to 3 hours standby
there would be 25 %, from 3 to 6 hours 37 %, and from more than 6 hours of standby
there would be 50 % of standby duty accounted for in cumulative duty limits. The
scientist argues that when compared with the NPA’s 6-hour cut off proposed for airport
standby, this sliding scale has the advantage to be more progressive than a single value.
426. The third scientist presents the ‘focus-on-sleep approach’. Standby may interfere with
regular sleeping times and this approach takes into account the influence of standby on
regular sleep (e.g. from 23:00 to 7:00 hours). This approach differs largely from that
followed in the NPA. According to the third scientist, the consideration of standby as duty
may be subject to industrial contracts and may depend on the proportion of standby of
all duty time. According to the scientist, the proposed NPA rules (100 % airport, 25 %
home standby) are right from a scientific point of view but they could be negotiated with
a different result.
Limit the length of subsequent FDP following other standby
427. The NPA proposal on other standby proposed to reduce the subsequent FDP following
other standby of more than 4 hours, provided that the flight duty is within 8 hours after
the call.
428. As with airport standby, most of the comments expressed concerns about excessively
long FDPs following other standby, e.g. at home. According to one crew organisation the
proposal would allow starting a home standby at 06:00 hours for the duration of 12
hours. At 17:55 hours the flight crew member, after being awake for the entire day,
would get called for a duty at 22:00 hours with a following flight duty period of 11 hours.
As a result the flight crew member would get off duty at 09:00 hours the next morning
after not having slept for about 28 hours. According to the commentator the crew
member could not rest at home and the proposal is therefore highly unsafe, since the
flight crew member needs a chance to rest adequately before the flight. Therefore, they
argued that standby times should count as 100 % of duty unless sufficient notification is
given to the crew member to rest before the duty, in which case a reduction in the
percentage attributed to duty calculation would be acceptable. They are concerned that
the Agency’s focus is on the operators’ need for productivity and flexibility rather than on
safety considerations and that the proposed rules cater for the airlines’ commercial
interests rather than for safety.
429. One crew organisation stated that to prevent abuse and severe fatigue the total of
standby and FDP must be limited to 16 hours for a non-augmented crew and to 17, 18 or
20 hours for augmented crew with class 3, 2 and 1 rest facilities respectively. To prevent
abuse and severe fatigue, after being called for duty and without an intervening rest
period (FTL.1.235), the remaining standby should still count as standby and duty, and
cannot be used to plan the 2-hour pre-flight rest for an FDP with extension.
430. Crew organisations stated that the proposed other standby provision does not distinguish
between ‘immediate readiness’ and ‘reserve’. In the worst case where a crew member
could be scheduled to 72 hours of immediate readiness in 7 days, only 25 % would count
as cumulative duty. According to their view scientific studies (Torsvall L. & Åkerstedt T.,
1988) have established that sleep on standby is shorter and of poorer quality. The
limitation of cumulative duty is a mitigating measure for cumulative fatigue. The
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possibility for immediate readiness would therefore not allow for optimal rest during the
standby period.
431. Therefore, all crew organisations rejected the table proposed in the NPA in paragraph
(d), but stated that the proposed reductions to the subsequent FDP following other
standby have not been discussed in the OPS.055 Rulemaking Group. The paragraph
should also distinguish between immediate readiness (i.e. reporting up to 4 hours after
call) and being called to report between 4 and 10 hours after call. According to their
view, a crew member cannot plan for rest during the standby period and the fact of
possibly being called to immediately go to the airport will not even allow for a nap during
the standby period. Accounting for this only reducing by 15 to 60 minutes the maximum
FDP seems unreasonable. The Explanatory Note fails to explain how the table has been
drafted and on what scientific knowledge it is based. The questions in the Explanatory
Note do not address the issue. Question 11 mentions the commercial background. The
RIA does not consider or explain what rationale has led to the table. The time awake
before being called out must be taken into account when calculating the maximum FDP
on standby.
432. All operator organisations also opposed the table contained in paragraph (d) and the
reduction of the subsequent FDP. One operator organisation argued that any reduction of
the FDP depending on the length of the standby is an unnecessarily complex provision,
would generate disproportionate administration, is a likely source of debate/conflict in
advances of crew duties and would require unnecessary and significant changes to the
operators’ electronic crew rostering and control systems.
433. Other operator organisations stated that the 4-hour limit is far too restrictive and has no
safety justification. Therefore, paragraph (d) should be deleted since there is no safety
justification to reduce the maximum FDP following standby at home given that several
previous national rules did not consider any FDP reduction.
434. Two Member States stated that the current Agency’s proposal does not take account of
the time spent on standby prior to a call-out on FDP (e.g. standby report time 06:00
FDP, report time of 16:00, this would permit maximum FDP 11 hours and 25 minutes).
This would result in a total duty period of 21 hours and 25 minutes and could lead to a
period where the crew member could be awake for 21 hours and 25 minutes. The
Member States consider this to be fatigue-inducing and therefore unsafe. They proposed
that there should be some system of standby time accrual as FDP prior to being called
out on FDP. The Member States proposed that the maximum allowable FDP when
required to report for a flight duty when on standby at home or in a suitable
accommodation should be as follows: If a crew member is required to report for a flight
duty before completing 6 hours of standby duty, the maximum allowed FDP is as
prescribed in FTL 1.230; if a crew member is required to report for a flight duty after
completing 6 hours or more of standby duty, the maximum allowed FDP is that
prescribed in FTL 1.230 minus the length of the time on standby in excess of 6 hours.
435. Other Member States equally concerned about an excessively long FDP following other
standby voiced their concern that the current proposal allows for excessive total duty,
potentially with inadequate rest due to the nature of rostered standby times. According
to those Member States this could mean a crew member being on standby from 05:00
and being called at 12:00 for a report at 17:00 with an FDP of 10 hours plus extension,
leading to an 11-hour FDP finishing at 04:00, i.e. a possible 23-hour duty ending in the
WOCL.
436. One Member State stated that the method for reduction of the FDP allowed should be
based on the total time allowed and the report time to protect the pre-flight rest
opportunities afforded to the crew. This could be done either by setting a total duty time
limit on the standby and FDP of a total of 18 hours or by requiring that the allowable FDP
limit is reduced by any standby over 6 hours in duration.
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437. Another Member State stated that the table with reductions of FDP according to the
reporting times is acceptable, provided that a call to report for a duty occurs after the
first 6 hours (instead of the NPA’s proposed 4 hours) of the standby period, and the
reporting time of the flight duty is within 8 hours after this call. This Member State also
argued that there should be no reduction to the maximum FDP if flying under augmented
crew provisions, since in this case fatigue mitigation is provided on board.
438. Another Member State stated that the table included in paragraph (d) has no safety
justification. For flights with FDPs close to the legal limit this reduction of FDP would
make standby inoperative and the only solution for the operator would be to cancel the
flight. Therefore, according to this Member State, the reduction proposed in paragraph
(d) should be removed for reporting times between 05:00 and 24:00 (in other words, for
standbys of 16 hours). The Member State argued that when comparing the situation of a
crew member who is scheduled and a crew member on a 16-hour standby, it is
inconsistent to consider a reduction of the maximum FDP for the latter, not for the
former, since the crew member on standby might be even more rested than the
scheduled crew member.
439. Scientists agreed that there is very little scientific data available on standby followed by
FDP. However, scientists also agreed that there is some evidence that individuals who
are on call suffer a degree of sleep disturbance, while there is no direct evidence from
aircrew studies in favour or against. This should be further investigated. One of the key
issues in standby duty according to the scientists is the schedules’ unpredictability and
the associated difficulties to plan an appropriate sleep-wake schedule such as a nap.
According to one scientist, the shorter the notice the higher the potential impact on
sleep.
440. A third scientist presented a different approach to the NPA with a ‘focus-on-sleep’
approach. This approach distinguishes whether standby interferes with regular sleeping
times (i.e. from 23:00 to 7:00 hours) or not. This approach differs largely from that
followed in the NPA and the subsequent reduction of FDP does not correspond to the
table in the NPA proposal of paragraph (d), in which reductions are listed dependent on
reporting time. The scientist emphasizes on sleep during standby and does not consider
whether standby should be considered duty or not.
Maximum number of standby hours per any 7 consecutive days
441. All operator organisations rejected the additional limit of 72 hours of standby hours in
any 7 consecutive days stating that it is purely social and has no safety justification at
all and should therefore be deleted and that the Agency should refrain from devising
rules on hours ‘not spent flying’. One operator stated that paragraph (e) prevents the use
of standby blocks, which are commonly used to avoid disruption of rosters for the benefit
of both crew and operator.
442. Another operator proposed to increase the limit to 84 hours in any 7 consecutive days.
One operator organisation argued that if someone is planned for standby a whole week
there should not be any safety implication. If called to perform a series of flights, he/she
will have to rest afterwards anyway. If not called, there should not be a problem in
planning 5 consecutive standbys of 16 hours each from a safety perspective. The Agency
notes that fatigue-mitigating measures should be based on ensuring adequate pre-flight
rest. While rules around post-flight rest are important and take into account the length of
the previous FDP or duty period, the Agency is focusing on ensuring adequate pre-flight
rest to make sure that the crew member is not starting an FDP fatigued.
443. Some Member States stated that the limit of 72 hours of standby in any 7 consecutive
days should be reduced to 60 hours, as is currently applied in the Netherlands; this
approach would be supported as the crew member should not be on standby for more
hours than they could have worked in a week. According to this Member State crew
members are unable to adequately plan their rest periods when working blocks of
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standby duties. Therefore, excessive amounts of duty that are not being fully accounted
for could lead to cumulative fatigue.
444. One Member State requested to increase the limit to 84 hours in any 7 consecutive days.
Credit for longer notification prior to other standby (long-call)
445. Crew organisations as well as operator organisations and Member States asked for a
different approach to other standby depending on the length of the notification period
and therefore on the availability and readiness of the crew member. They argued that
the time awake before being called out must be taken into account when calculating the
maximum FDP after standby.
446. Most commentators deplored the fact that the proposal on other standby does not
distinguish between standby requiring a short reporting time (the so-called ‘short-call’)
and standby applying a notification period of 8 hours or 10 hours before reporting time
(the so-called ‘long-call’ or ‘contactable period’). Yet, there is no single proposal on how
credit should be given to those operators who allow for sufficient time and an opportunity
of rest before reporting time. On the one hand commentators from crew organisations
propose a phased approach depending on whether notification is given within 8 or
10 hours before reporting time. This would mean that if the time between notification
and reporting time for a flight duty is less than 10 hours, the maximum time between
end of duty and the beginning of standby shall not exceed the maximum applicable flight
duty period plus 4 hours. Where the time between notification and the reporting time for
a flight duty is 10 hours or more, the maximum FDP at the reporting time shall be
applied. However, the reporting time for a flight duty period must be within the prenotified standby period.
447. Some crew organisations requested to adopt the concept of a reserve status, as
proposed in the US NPRM proposal, and to be incorporated by the Agency into its
standby regulation. They argued that the key issue of reserve or standby is whether
there is a minimum rest period in-between the notification of the flight duty and the
reporting time for it. According to those commentators, the US NPRM proposal recognizes
the importance of a notification well in advance of the start of the FDP and includes it in
the proposed FTL Regulation by proposing to count less cumulative duty and more
allowable FDP when the period between call and report is longer. However, this period
must be made known to the crew member before starting the standby period.
448. On the other hand commentators from European operator organisations deplore that the
proposal is far more restrictive than some national rules (i.e. France and Germany) which
have been proven to be safe and which allow for a 24-hour standby with no impact on
the flight duty period and cumulative duty limits. Some UK operators and operator
organisations request that the UK system of ‘contactable’ described in CAP 371 should
continue to be available. According to them such a means of ‘standby’ does not impose
any obligation on the crew and hence should not count towards cumulative duty.
449. Operators requested that schemes which do not account as duty period and enable crew
to obtain sufficient and undisturbed rest during the WOCL prior to commencing a duty
(e.g. the UK’s contactable scheme or ‘reserve period’ scheme or ‘time assignability’
scheme) should be continued to be applied. According to those commentators this would
enable a 24-hour standby pattern with no impact on cumulative duty limits. In the UK
‘reserve periods’ for instance of up to 28 days in duration are possible under the current
CAP 371 scheme. These days have no duties on them until at the latest the evening
before. Operators use a ‘contactable period’, i.e. a window of 2 hours during the day, to
inform pilots and crew about their duties — be it flying, ground or home/airport standby
— on the next day. The operator does not allocate defined home or airport standbys at
the roster publication stage and argues that this has no safety implications and therefore
requests clarification whether this practice will be allowed to continue. According to the
operator the use of this system actually increases roster stability by preventing
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assignments on standby days scattered throughout rosters clashing out existing allocated
duties. This allows better planning of days off and rest, thus reducing cumulative fatigue.
450. One operator stated that 24-hour standby periods are usual but they are not considered
to be ‘standby’ since they include a long notification time of 8 hours or more, depending
on the length of the assigned flight duty. The possibility to assign such reserve patterns
is considered to be beneficial for employees as well, because it reduces the number of
such events throughout the year. In Germany it is well received by employees as it
reduces personal calendar periods just being ‘blocked’ by single day standby. Crew
members could stay at home for some days, even a week, but have it done then for the
rest of the year. As long as pre-flight rest is protected (which is the case), there should
be no safety justification to prohibit such a practice. Therefore, the operator proposes to
distinguish between long-call reserve and short-call standby (similar to the German and
US NPRM concept), but generally allow for 24-hour reserve patterns. Also, there should
be no cumulative limit for weekly standby as this proposal ensures an adequate
preceding sleeping opportunity, comparable to crews whose flight would be scheduled in
advance in the same window.
451. Some Member States supported this approach and requested a possible addition of a
contactable regulation, which would allow the operator to roster a short (2 hours)
window of time other than on an extended recovery period, on a day where the crew
member has no other rostered duties but would be required to take a call giving them at
least 10 hours’ notice of a report time.
452. One Member State stated that the FDP limits proposed in the NPA could be excessive
from a standby duty given the allowances in FTL 1.230(2) afforded to the operators when
calling crew from standby. The reduction proposals do not go far enough to limit the total
allowable duty from a standby start to end of duty after completing an FDP since airport
and home standby require the crew member to be ready to receive a call to operate
immediately, and therefore the start point and the reduction in the allowable FDP needs
to be reduced to limit the possible excessive total duty periods. The Agency should
therefore consider setting regulations for other forms of call to duty allowing the crew
member to take a rest period before operating. This would afford flexibility for the
operator while still protecting the crew’s ability to be rested for the FDP. The Member
States proposed that the method for reduction of the FDP allowed should be based more
on the total time allowed and the report time to protect the pre-flight rest opportunities
afforded to the crew. This could be done either by setting a total duty time limit on the
standby and FDP of a total of 18 hours or by requiring that the allowable FDP limit is
reduced by any standby over 6 hours in duration.
Minimum rest and other standby
453. As with airport standby most crew organisations stated that it should be explicitly written
in the rule that that any type of standby must be followed by a rest period. Those
commentators want to ensure that two periods of other standby shall be separated by a
minimum rest period. They are concerned that without such a provision a standby of
12 hours with no call-out could immediately be followed by another 12-hour standby. The
Agency notes the concern and will include additional Guidance Material (GM) in the link
between minimum rest and standby.
454. One operator stated that the minimum rest period after a standby period which does not
lead to assignment on a flight duty should be 8 hours.
455. One Member State referred to the need to link airport standby duty with general rest
requirements to ensure that if airport standby is not immediately followed by FDP the
rest requirements of FTL.1.235 are applicable.
456. The Agency notes that since other standby is considered to be duty, if the standby is not
immediately followed by FDP, the rest requirements of FTL.1.235 are applicable. This
would also apply in those cases where home standby is followed by another home
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standby, since OR.OPS.FTL.105 Definitions also includes standby as duty. Whether duty
is accounted for 100 % as in airport standby or 25 % as in home standby of cumulative
duty limits does not have an impact on the basic minimum rest provisions of FTL.1.235
and rest before any subsequent FDP would have to be at least as long as the preceding
duty.
457. The Agency will include new Guidance Material (GM) to clarify that standby is considered
as duty and that therefore in case of standby not followed by an FDP the minimum rest
requirements apply.
Setting of a minimum response time
458. Individual commentators requested that other standby shall have a reporting time of
minimum 90 minutes at home base after being called out for flight duty. They also
propose that the response time can be reduced to 60 minutes, but then the belonging
standby duty shall count as 50 %. The commentators have experienced cases where the
operator assigned crew on other standby, but at the same time required that the aircraft
would be airborne 30 minutes after call-out. The commentators argued that the operator
would not require the crew to be at the airport as long as crew were airborne 30 minutes
after called out from standby. This would lead to extremely short reporting times and to
cases where the pilots would be sitting in their cars on the terminal parking lots or in the
passenger terminals when on ‘other standby’.
459. The Agency notes that the definition of other standby clearly states that standby must be
either at home or in a suitable accommodation. Since the car seat in the crew member’s
car neither qualifies as his/her home nor does it present a suitable accommodation, such
practices would not be possible under the proposed rule. However, the Agency believes
there might be some merit in including appropriate Guidance Material to ensure that
operators apply realistic reporting times when calling out crew members from other
standby.
Agency’s conclusion on home standby
460. According to the scientists’ reports there is little scientific evidence available on home
standby.
461. The CRD proposal foresees Certification Specifications (CS) for airport and other standby
and introduces the concept of short-call and long-call standby. Short-call standby at
home or in a suitable accommodation is limited to 12 hours, with a reduction of the
subsequent FDP after the first 6 hours and accounts for 25 % for cumulative duty limits.
Long-call standby is also at home or in a suitable accommodation, does not limit the
subsequent FDP, is not limited in length, does not account for any duty time, but requires
a pre-notification of at least 10 hours to ensure adequate rest before reporting for duty.
462. The CRD proposal introduces a new requirement for operators to establish a response
time between call and reporting that takes into account that crew members can arrive
from their place of rest to the designated reporting place within a reasonable time.
463. The maximum standby hours that were in paragraph (e) of the NPA have been deleted.
464. The new rule includes a clarification when standby duty will cease, i.e. when the crew
member reports at the designated reporting point.
465. A new rule has been inserted in the CS sections on short-call and long-call standby to
ensure that minimum rest periods apply where there is no assignment for a flight
following standby or if there are other duties following standby, e.g. training, office work,
etc.
466. New GM has been included to state that if airport or short-call standby is adjusted by the
operator during standby which does not lead to an assignment to a flight duty period, the
crew member’s minimum rest requirements stipulated under ORO.FTL.235 apply.
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467. A clarification has been introduced that standby provisions do not apply in case the crew
member has received basic minimum rest before commencing an FDP.
Rest periods
468. A wide range of individual comments were received on the proposals regarding provisions
for minimum rest; some of the commentators expressed full support while others
disagreed. Commentators proposed more or less significant changes.
Minimum rest period at home base
469. Crew organisations stated that rest should be provided before any duty, not only before
FDP. However, by limiting the amount of cumulative duty and providing rest equal to the
preceding duty when longer than 12 hours, the proposed provisions (identical to those
from Subpart Q) should adequately compensate long or excessive duty hours. One crew
organisation gave the example of an 11-hour FDP followed by an 11-hour positioning
duty back to home base, which would lead to only 12 hours of rest at home base. The
Agency notes that this example is not fully correct because the 11-hour FDP followed by
an 11-hour positioning back, plus probably 2 hours turnaround time, would mean a duty
of 24 hours. Therefore, the minimum rest provided to the crew following such a duty
would be 24 hours, not 12 hours.
470. Operators proposed to allow reducing cabin crew members’ rest by 1 hour from that
provided to flight crew. They argued that this was necessary for operational flexibility
reasons, while the impact on fatigue is claimed to be negligible. In fact the NPA’s
FTL.210 (1)(c) already provided the possibility to extend cabin crew FDP by 1 hour
allowing cabin crew to report up to 1 hour earlier than flight crew and this provision has
been transferred to the CRD’s proposed rule. The Agency believes that the combination
of allowing for a 1-hour longer FDP and reducing the rest by 1 hour is excessive.
471. One operator suggested clarifying the wording by adding that rest shall be taken ‘directly’
before the FDP in order to avoid any ‘undefined time period’ between the rest and the
FDP. In fact this is not necessary because there cannot be by definition any ‘undefined
time period’: if the time period before the FDP is not rest, then it is duty and this duty is
regarded as FDP.
472. Crew organisations stated that rest away from base should be as long as rest at home
base. In reality the difference in duration is due to the fact that when at home base the
crew member is supposed to fulfil certain social and family obligations, which is not the
case away from base. The minimum of 12-hour rest at home base and the minimum of
10-hour rest away from base are both intended to protect the 8-hour sleep opportunity,
but in different contexts.
473. One operator, while supporting the paragraph, stated that the minimum rest period
should be the planned rest period, and should not refer to the actual rest period. The
Agency disagrees because this could lead to significant rest reductions, e.g. in case of
long delays out of base. Furthermore, the so-called ‘commander’s discretion’ provisions
already foresee the possibility for the commander to reduce the crew rest under certain
conditions and in unforeseen circumstances.
474. Scientists did not comment on minimum rest periods.
Minimum rest period away from home base
475. Commentators from all stakeholder groups requested a better definition of physiological
needs and asked for clarification on the time needed for those physiological needs. Some
of them argued that if the minimum time for physiological needs was not defined it could
be reduced to allow for longer travelling times to the suitable accommodation.
476. Crew organisations also recommended that the suitable accommodation be available to
the crew for a minimum of 10 hours but did not state the reason for this request.
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Recurrent extended recovery rest periods
477. Some operators suggested reinstating the Subpart Q exemption allowing a reduction of
the second night while extending the rest to 40 hours. The Agency notes that this
exemption was removed because there was no scientific evidence that the lack of a
second local night could be compensated by only 4 additional hours of rest.
478. One crew organisation noticed that the provisions as proposed could lead to as little as 3
instances of a 36-hour break in a calendar month. The Agency notes that the proposal
does not repeat the provision of the EU Working Time Directive, which requires 7 days
free of duty per 28 days. The reference to the EU Working Time Directive, which takes
precedence over the FTL rules described in this CRD, has been included in the
Implementing Rules of the CRD’s proposed rules.
479. Some Members States suggested increasing the length of the extended recovery rest
period to include 3 local nights, either systematically or twice in every 28 days.
480. A number of crew organisations proposed including the extended recovery rest within the
168-hour period to avoid the possibility of an extended recovery rest period after
168 hours.
481. A number of commentators proposed either to increase the recurrent recovery period or
to decrease the interval between 2 rest periods.
482. One scientist recommended a period of continuous time off at regular intervals, e.g. at
least 7 consecutive days off every 3 months to mitigate against cumulative fatigue.
Disruptive schedules
483. Some commentators supported the text without any change.
484. Crew organisations requested to extend the definition of early starts and late finishes.
Respectively the periods for early starts between 05:00–06:59 and 00:00–01:59 are also
supported by the three scientists. The Agency agrees and has changed the proposed rule
accordingly.
485. Commentators from all stakeholder groups also noted that the term ‘late arrival’ is not
defined and should be replaced by ‘late finish’. The Agency agrees and has changed the
proposed rule accordingly.
486. Operator organisations suggested clarifying that the text addresses only transition at
home base, while crew organisations suggested this should apply to any location. In fact
the original intent of the text was to address home base transitions only and the Agency
has clarified the proposed rule text accordingly.
487. One operator organisation noted that the provision should apply to ‘planned transitions’
in order to maintain roster stability. The Agency agrees and has changed the text
accordingly.
488. Crew organisations also remarked that transitions from late finishes to night starts should
also be addressed. This is accepted; however, those cases are already covered by the
provisions on night duties and therefore do not require a change in the proposed rule.
489. Some crew organisations suggested a similar provision for transitions from early start to
late finish. However, this is not necessary as this type of transition automatically includes
a local night.
490. Two Member States also recommended requiring extended recovery rest periods to
include 3 local nights when more than 3 early/late/night duties occur between 2 such
periods. This change is also supported by the three scientists and is therefore accepted
and the text of the proposed rule has been changed accordingly.
491. The scientists consulted by the Agency stated that critical times are around midnight for
a late finish and at 07:00 for an early start. One scientist stated that the definition of the
late finishes is less critical, but the same scientist also recommended advancing the
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period to 00:00 instead of 01:00 to be more consistent with the physiological rhythms.
All scientists recommended advancing 1 hour for a late finish and delaying 1 hour for an
early start.
Back-to-back operations
492. The practice of ‘back-to-back’ operations attracted numerous comments.
493. Crew organisations highlighted the potential social impact of the proposal and the Agency
takes note of these comments.
494. Crew organisations suggested that the crew should have the choice between suitable
accommodation provided by the operator and rest to take place at home. This is not
accepted as the reduction of rest is in essence linked to the rest not being taken at
home, but in a suitable accommodation, where the crew member’s rest is less likely to be
disturbed.
495. One Member State and some crew organisations expressed concerns on the possible
combination of the proposal with circadian disruption. Crew organisations therefore
suggested limiting the number of back-to-back operations to e.g. 1 per 28 days, while a
few crew organisations also recommend deleting all back-to-back operations but failed to
provide clear justification.
Time zone crossing
496. On paragraph (a)(1) Rest at home base some crew organisations and one Member State
commented that the minimum rest at home base should be increased, in particular for
more than 3 time zone crossings. Commentators from all stakeholder groups also pointed
towards the complexity of the issue: since fatigue is not only caused by the number of
the time zones crossed but also depends on the degree of acclimatisation of the crew and
e.g. on the time at which the crew had their rest during the time away from home base.
The Agency acknowledges that the variety of scenarios cannot be possibly addressed in a
single rule and a simple requirement. Therefore, the Agency proposes amending the
proposal in order to address both issues:


how many time zones have been crossed during a rotation; and



the duration of the rotation.

The Agency also proposes to reword paragraph (b) to cover the monitoring not only of
the combination of rotations, but also of single rotations.
497. On paragraph 2 (a)(2) Rest away from base two Member States noted that a series of
sectors encompassing less than 4 time zones within 1 FDP could lead to significant time
zone crossing. The Agency agrees and the text is changed to read ‘FDP’ instead of
‘sector’.
498. One Member State proposed to further increase the rest by 1 hour per time zone above 3
zones, with a limit of 6 hours. However, in case of disrupted sleep patterns, 14 hours of
rest should be sufficient to provided adequate rest.
499. On paragraph (a)(3) Eastward-Westward and Westward-Eastward transition one operator
suggested clarifying that the provision applies only at home base. This is agreed as this
was the original intent of the text. The commentator also pointed out that reference
should be made to paragraph (a)(1). The Agency also agrees to this.
500. A few crew organisations proposed increasing the number of local nights at home base.
The Agency considers that as a minimum 3 local nights should be sufficient, also bearing
in mind that paragraph (b) applies and could result in an increase of the rest at home
base.
501. Commentators from all stakeholder groups proposed a clarification of the definition, in
particular of the term ‘rotation’. This is agreed and the definition has been added.
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502. Some operator organisations disagreed with the requirement to apply FRM requirements.
However, FRM would only be required in case of deviation from the requirement. Another
operator organisation supported the approach in the NPA while pointing out that this may
not apply to flights with intermediate stopovers with rest periods; typically this would
concern cargo operations. In fact, the intent of the Agency was rightly to provide the
possibility to implement alternative mitigating measures, as written in the second part of
the paragraph (intermediate stopovers with rest periods might me a mitigating
measure). Therefore, in essence, the text does not need to be amended. The Agency
proposes moving the detailed requirement to a Certification Specification. The approach
taken by the Agency is indeed to include any provision including a degree of flexibility in
a Certification Specification.
503. The requirements to monitor the combination of rotations in paragraph 2(b) raised three
types of comments:


full support;



support with a note that the purpose of the monitoring (e.g. adapt the
schedules, provide additional rest, etc.) should be specified;



no support, considering there is no need to monitor something that is
already covered by prescriptive rules.

504. The Agency disagrees that the rules dealing with a combination of rotations are
prescriptive enough. A combination of rotations is a very complex subject in terms of
possible impact to the crew fatigue, which cannot possibly be addressed by a simple set
of requirements. It is well known that some routes are more fatiguing than others, as
this arises from a combination of start of the FDP at home base and lay-over, length of
the FDP, number of time zones crossed, rest at layover, etc. Hence the requirement that
operators shall monitor fatigue risks arising from the combination of rotations combining
multiple time zone crossings. Therefore, the Agency agrees that the purpose of the
monitoring should also be clarified.
Reduced rest
505. A wide range of comments were received on the reduced rest provisions of the NPA
proposed rule. Comments varied from full support to strong opposition or support with
more or less significant changes. Commentators from all stakeholder groups expressed
concerns that a rule would virtually allow any operator to implement reduced rest not
allowing the minimum 8-hour sleep opportunity. A number of commentators also
criticised the complexity of the proposal.
506. The concerns regarding reduced rest provision not allowing the minimum 8-hour sleep
opportunity were also shared by the three scientists consulted by the Agency. One
scientist stated that reduced rest provisions as proposed in the NPA do not fit into a
general FTL scheme and depend on the types of schedules and the types of operations. A
second scientist stated that reduced rest may be acceptable as a variation for a specific
operation and studied then accordingly, but should not be included in a general FTL
scheme.
507. A third scientist stated that reduced rest would be acceptable provided that the
combination of reduced rest with other disruptive schedules is avoided and that a number
of mitigating measures apply, such as:
 no other reduced rest or early starts in the same week;
 limit the number of sectors to 1 after the reduced rest;
 no FDP extension should be used;
 no extension of FDP due to augmented crew;
 limit the time zone crossing to 2 time zones from home base;
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 suitable accommodation should be provided;
 monitor these operations through an FRMS and use of mitigating measures if
necessary (accommodation, meal, etc.);
 ensure specific aircrew training about sleep management and fatigue.
508. Therefore, the Agency has proposed simplified reduced rest provisions that ensure the
minimum 8-hour sleep opportunity and contain a number of limitations such as:
 the requirement to use FRM provisions;
 an extension of the subsequent rest period by the shortfall of the basic
minimum rest;
 as well as a limit of a maximum of 2 reduced rests between 2 recurrent
extended recovery rest periods.
509. By placing reduced rest provisions in a Certification Specification the possibility to go
below the 8-hour minimum remains an option and provides for ‘controlled flexibility’ for
some operators through the approval of an individual scheme by the Agency. However,
the operator would have to demonstrate an equivalent level of safety via proven fatigue
mitigating measures. This should allow those regional airlines currently using such
provisions to continue this operation insofar the individual scheme demonstrates an
equivalent level of safety and is approved by the Agency.
AMC and Guidance Material
510. Commentators from all stakeholder groups criticised the related Guidance Material,
mainly pointing to a lack of clarity, little added value and redundancies with the proposed
rules on operator’s responsibility (ORO.FTL.110) and CAT.GEN.MPA.100 on crew
responsibility. See also paragraph 151 to 154 of the Explanatory Note on new paragraph
ORO.FTL.115.
511. Two crew organisations required in particular the material to be upgraded to the level of
Implementing Rules, especially concerning the guidance to ‘prepare the roster sufficiently
in advance’ in GM1-OR.OPS.FTL.235. In fact this is already the case as this wording is
already included in ORO.FTL.110 (a).
512. Other specific comments suggested requiring rosters to be prepared 14 days in advance;
upgrading the ‘non-punitive process’ to the level of the Implementing Rule; pointed
towards the difficulty for an operator to monitor that crew report well-rested; the
difficulty for crews to assess the fatigue level of other crew; etc.
Agency’s conclusions on rest periods
513. Regarding minimum rest requirements, the Agency will not propose minimum rest
requirements before any duty nor will reduce the minimum rest of cabin crew by 1 hour.
514. The Agency confirms that rest requirements apply to actual rest.
515. The Agency maintains different rest requirements at home and out of home base. The
purpose of a minimum rest period is to protect the sleeping opportunity of 8 hours; this is
the case because the operator provides suitable accommodation and transportation from
the airport to the suitable accommodation. The Agency agrees that the time needed for
physiological needs should be indicated. However, flexibility should be given to the
operators to adjust this time depending on the conditions of their operations. Therefore,
the text is proposed in AMC.
516. Regarding extended recovery rest periods, the CRD proposal increases the extended
recovery rest period to 2 days twice in every 28 days.
517. With respect to disruptive schedules the Agency changed the definition of early starts
(05:00–06:59) and delayed the start of the early start by 1 hour. With respect to late
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finishes the Agency has changed the definition of late finishes (00:00–01:59) and
advanced the late finish by 1 hour.
518. Regarding disruptive schedules, the new term ‘late finish’ has been used instead of ‘late
arrival’.
519. The new rule text clarifies that the provisions on disruptive schedules apply only to home
base and to planned transitions.
520. Regarding back-to-back operations, the potential social impact of the proposal is
acknowledged to a certain extent. However, from a safety point of view undisturbed rest
for back-to-back operations is ensured since the operator is responsible for a suitable
accommodation. Therefore, the Agency maintains its proposal and does not agree to limit
the number of times of back-to-back operations.
521. Regarding time zone crossings, the criterion for significant time zone crossing should be
the full time zone span of the full FDP and not of the individual sectors, and the Agency
has changed the text to read ‘FDP’ instead of ‘sector’.
522. After considerable time zone crossings, the 14-hour minimum rest away from base is
maintained.
523. The Eastward-Westward and Westward-Eastward transition provisions apply to home
base, and the definition includes a clarification of the term ‘rotation’. The additional local
night is maintained.
524. The purpose of monitoring combination of rotations is clarified, and the requirement to
monitor is extended to single rotations.
525. With respect to reduced rest, the Agency acknowledges that the proposed text of the NPA
was not mature and redundant. Therefore, the Agency has removed the reduced rest
provisions of the NPA from the IRs. This CRD contains a new section with reduced rest
provisions in a Certification Specification (CS) that ensures a minimum 8-hour sleep
opportunity.
Nutrition
EU-OPS requirement is sufficient
526. Operator organisations argued that the current EU-OPS wording (OPS 1.1130: A meal
and drink opportunity must occur in order to avoid any detriment to a crew member’s
performance, especially when the FDP exceeds 6 hours) is sufficient and that the
additional requirement to specify crew member’s nutrition in the Operations Manual is
too prescriptive, does not have a safety justification, creates potentially significant
limitations, and is purely an industrial issue. The great variety of flights, operations and
rotations prohibit the use of such a prescriptive requirement.
527. Operator organisations also requested deleting the AMC text since the NPA proposal is
unworkable especially for low cost operators with mainly short-haul flights and very short
turnaround times which would require a minimum duration of the meal break to be
included in the Operations Manual. Operators stated that the NPA would mandate a
particular style of meal that is to be provided, which is impossible for an industry with
huge cultural differences, and also huge differences in on-board catering facilities.
528. In addition, while meals are provided by some operators other operators choose to
provide meal allowances for crew (which according to those commentators many crew
prefer), or indeed, simply factor in the terms and conditions that no meals are provided.
In addition, commentators pointed to the fact that the provision of crew meals is seen by
some government agencies as forming part of their remuneration.
529. One operator stated that the responsibility for correct nutrition to avoid detriment in crew
performance cannot rest on the operator only. Crew members are responsible for
ensuring that they commence an FDP having had suitable nutrition to avoid detriment in
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their performance for up to the first 6 hours of the FDP. For FDPs greater than 6 hours,
the opportunity to eat a regular meal will occur within the first 6 hours of the FDP in
accordance with the criteria laid down in the Operations Manual.
NPA proposal is too vague and ambiguous
530. Crew organisations argued that the current proposal, which requires a ‘meal and drink
opportunity’ is too vague and ambiguous when compared with the existing EU-OPS
requirement and that the AMC material cannot be enforced due to the fact that Guidance
and AMC material is not mandatory.
531. Many crew organisation and one operator stated that a clear 20-minute opportunity in
every 6 hours of duty must be guaranteed. This 20-minute break should be
designated/rostered in advance of the flights or series of flights. Commentators from
Swedish crew organisations stated that such a 20-minute break should occur after
5 hours of duty in accordance with the national working time requirements.
Quality of food in accordance with WHO standards
532. Crew organisations also stated that food and drink should meet the quality standards
according to official recommendations (e.g. World Health Organisation) to support
sufficient nutrition and vitamins to ensure a healthy diet and shall be provided in
accordance with the appropriate circadian timings even if the FDP does not exceed
6 hours. According to those commentators meal timings and conditions are an essential
factor to body clock synchronization, health promotion and human performance
conservation. Bad practices should be avoided, e.g. if a crew member reports for duty at
10.30 local time and ends his/her FDP after 5 hours and 30 minutes at 16.00 local time
he/she may not have the chance to consume any meal and the operator will not be
required to provide any meal and drink opportunity.
533. The proposed AMC material by crew organisations suggested expanding the AMC material
to ensure that the operator shall specify in its operating manual procedures,
requirements and limitations for directly before, during and, if so required, directly after
an FDP that ensure that operating crew members do not suffer from decreased
performance due to under-nutrition and dehydration, including: (a) length of each meal
and drink opportunity; (b) suitable location for each meal and drink opportunity; (c)
frequency of each meal and drink opportunity; (d) easy availability of adequate types
and quantities of food and drinks.
Expanded Guidance Material & rule structure
534. One Member State requested that the Operations Manual should contain, at least,
guiding material to address the points included in the AMC text.
535. Another Member State stated that the text included in FTL.1.240 is superfluous and that
all aspects regarding nutrition should be included in the operator requirements under
Chapter 2.
536. The issue of nutrition was not presented to scientists for comments.
Agency’s conclusion on nutrition
537. The original wording of Subpart Q of EU-OPS has been reinserted.
538. The different operational realities are acknowledged. Therefore, the Agency proposes that
the possibility to cater for different operational realities is available under Article 22 of
the Basic Regulation and consequently the nutrition requirement is placed in a
Certification Specification.
539. The AMC material has been amended to cater for those operators who do not provide
meals as such, but supply vouchers or factorise this into other conditions.
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540. The requirement to specify in its Operations Manual how the crew member’s nutrition is
ensured during FDP is removed since the complete set of FTL rules must be included into
the Operations Manual in any case.
541. No further extension of the AMC material to specify nutrition according to WHO standards
is deemed necessary.
Records
542. Requirements
are laid down
be kept and
correspond to

related to the records of flight duty time limitations and rest requirements
in paragraph OR.OPS.245.FTL. It is explained what kind of records should
for how long they shall be kept by the operator. These requirements
those of OPS 1.1135.

543. OR.OPS.245.FTL (b) requires the operator to provide individual FTL records for crew
members concerned and other operators in the case when crew members are employed
by them.
544. Comments received during the public consultation period stated that those crew
members who are irregularly employed by the operator shall provide their employers
with up-to-date records and that these records have to be checked by the operator
before they offer duty to the crew member. For newly hired crew, some commentators
requested that the operator would have to include records for 365 days of newly
employed or contracted pilots to control the related cumulative limits.
545. Operator organisations requested that not only the operator should be responsible for the
record of duty time. Therefore, in the case of freelance pilots and for crew members who
perform functions for more than one operator, they shall maintain and present their
records to any operator who employs their services before they commence a flight duty
period (EU-OPS 1.1135). This concept was supported by Member States who also stated
that there needs to be a requirement on the operator to request these records and to
check them before offering a duty.
546. Finally, crew organisations requested that operators shall maintain an individual and
permanent record that tracks and documents home base assignation to each crew
member. They also requested that roster planning be included in the records.
547. Member States also requested that standby times be included in the records
requirements.
Storage of records
548. Crew organisations also commented on the length of time that records should be kept,
arguing that today’s low cost of data storage would justify a general requirement for
operators to store records for up to 2 years, instead of the 15-month period stipulated by
OPS 1.1135. According to those commentators records for truck and bus drivers must be
kept for 2 years in accordance with Regulation (EC) No 561/2006.
549. Regarding the content of records, some commentators requested to add standby duties
as well as records related to home base assignation for each crew member.
Agency’s conclusion on records
550. The Agency agrees that records shall be maintained for a period of 24 months.
551. Requirements for irregularly employed crew members already exist under
CAT.GEN.MPA.100 Crew responsibilities, requiring crews to inform each operator about
their activities. Therefore, there is no need to reiterate this requirement.
552. The Agency decided that no further reference of standby duty is needed in the records
requirements. Standby is considered to be duty, has to be rostered and is therefore
included in the records requirements under ORO.FTL.245 (a)(1)(ii).
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553. The Agency has amended the records requirement to be maintained, to include assigned
home base under ORO.FTL.245 (a)(1)(iv).

V.

How to submit reactions

554. The Agency accepts reactions to this CRD and to the responses given in this CRD.
555. Following the closing date for reactions, the Agency will conduct a final review and will
subsequently issue the Executive Director Decision/Opinion related to this task.
556. Reactions to this CRD should be received by the Agency not later than 19 March 2012
and
should
be
submitted
using
the
Comment
Response
Tool
at
http://hub.easa.europa.eu/crt.
When submitting their reactions, stakeholders are kindly invited to follow the
recommendations stipulated in the Guidelines on how to submit reactions document
(which is to be found under
http://easa.europa.eu/rulemaking/comment-response-documents-CRDs-and-reviewgroups.php).
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Draft Opinion — Draft Cover Regulation to Regulation on Air Operations

DRAFT COMMISSION REGULATION (EU) No …/…
of […]
amending Commission Regulation (EU) No …/… laying down technical requirements
and administrative procedures related to air operations

THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION,
Having regard to the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union,
Having regard to Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 ( 13 ) of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 20 February 2008 on common rules in the field of civil aviation and establishing a
European Aviation Safety Agency, and repealing Council Directive 91/670/EEC, Regulation (EC)
No 1592/2002 and Directive 2004/36/EC, and in particular Articles 8(5) and 10(5) thereof,
Whereas:
(1)

Commission Regulation (EU) No …/… is amended to include a new Subpart on Flight and
Duty Time Limitations and rest requirements (Subpart-FTL) in Annex III laying down
Requirements for Air Operations (Part-ORO).

(2)

The European Aviation Safety Agency prepared draft implementing rules and submitted
them as an opinion to the Commission in accordance with Article 19(1) of Regulation
(EC) No 216/2008.

(3)

The measures provided for in this Regulation are in accordance with the opinion of the
Committee established by Article 65 of Regulation (EC) No 216/2008,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1
Commission Regulation (EU) No …/… is amended as follows:
1.

In article 2, the following definition is added:
‘“Air taxi operation” means, for the purpose of flight time and duty time limitations, nonscheduled on demand commercial operations with an aeroplane with a passenger seating
configuration of 19 or less.’

(13) OJ L 79, 13.3.2008, p. 1.
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Article 7 is amended as follows:
‘Article 7
Flight time limitations

1.

The following CAT operations shall not be subject to compliance with Subpart FTL of
Annex III to this Regulation:
air taxi operations by aeroplane;
emergency medical service operations by aeroplane;
single pilot aeroplane operations; and
helicopter operations.

2.

3.

Until the related implementing rules are adopted for such operations, the following shall
apply:
(a)

In the case of operations referred to in (1)(a) to (c), Article 8(4) and Subpart Q of
Annex III to Regulation (EEC) No 3922/91 and related national exemptions based
on safety risk assessments carried out by the competent authorities;

(b)

In the case of operations referred to in (1)(d), national requirements.’

A new paragraph ARO.OPS.230 is included in Annex II (Part-ARO) to this Regulation.
Article 2

This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following that of its publication in the Official
Journal of the European Union.
It shall apply as from [the day following that of its publication in the Official Jo urnal of the
European Union].
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.
Done at Brussels, […]

For

the Commission

The

President
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Annex III, PART-ORO (ORGANISATION REQUIREMENTS)

Subpart — Flight and duty time limitations and rest requirements
Section 1
General
ORO.FTL.100

Scope

This section establishes the requirements to be met by an operator on flight and duty time
limitations and rest requirements for crew members.
ORO.FTL.105

Definitions

For the purpose of this subpart, the following definitions shall apply:
‘Acclimatised’: a crew member is considered to be acclimatised to a 2-hour wide time zone
surrounding the local time of his/her point of departure. Where the local time of the place
where the duty commences differs more than 2 hours from that at the place where the duty
ends the crew member is considered to be acclimatised in accordance with the values in the
table below for the calculation of the maximum daily FDP.
time zone
transitions
EastWestward
ward

<36

<3

<4

B

D

D

D

D

D

3–4

4–6

B

X

D

D

D

D

5–6

7–8

B

X

X

D

D

D

7–8

9–11

B

X

X

X

D

D

9–12

12

B

X

X

X

X

D

Time spent (h) in the same time zone
36–
59:59

60–
83:59

108–
131:59

84–107:59

132<

‘B’ means acclimatised to the local time of the departure time zone,
‘D’ means acclimatised to the local time where the crew member’s duty finishes, and
‘X’ means that a crew member is in an unknown state of acclimatisation.
‘Accommodation’ means, for the purpose of standby and split duty, a quiet and comfortable
place not open to the public with the ability to control light and temperature, equipped with
adequate furniture comparable to a ‘class 3’ in-flight rest facility, with enough capacity to
accommodate all crew members present at the same time and with access to food and drink.
‘Augmented flight crew’ means a flight crew which comprises more than the minimum number
required to operate the aircraft, allowing each flight crew member to leave his/her assigned
post and be replaced by another appropriately qualified flight crew member for the purpose of
in-flight rest.
‘Break’ means a period of time within an FDP, shorter than a rest period, during which a crew
member is free of all tasks within a flight duty period. A break counts as duty.
‘Crew member’ means a flight crew, cabin crew or technical crew member.
‘Delayed reporting’ means the postponement of a scheduled FDP by the operator before a crew
member has left his/her place of rest.
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‘Duty’ means any task that a crew member performs for the operator, including flight duty,
administrative work, giving or receiving training, checking, positioning, and some elements of
standby.
‘Duty period’ means a period which starts when a crew member is required by an operator to
report for or to commence a duty and ends when that person is free from all duties.
‘Early start’ means a duty period starting in the period between 05:00 and 06:59 hours in the
time zone to which a crew member is acclimatised.
‘Eastward-Westward and Westward-Eastward transition’ means the transition at home base
between a rotation crossing 6 or more time zones in one direction and a rotation crossing 4 or
more time zones in the opposite direction.
‘Flight duty period (FDP)’ means a period which commences when a crew member is required
to report for duty, which may include a flight or a series of flights, and finishes when the
aircraft finally comes to rest and the engines are shut down, at the end of the last flight on
which he/she acts as an operating crew member.
‘Flight time’ means, for aeroplanes and touring motor gliders, the time between an aircraft first
moving from its parking place for the purpose of taking off until it comes to rest on the
designated parking position and all engines or propellers are shut down.
‘Home base’ means the location, assigned by the operator to the crew member, from where
the crew member normally starts and ends a duty period or a series of duty periods and
where, under normal circumstances, the operator is not responsible for the accommodation of
the crew member concerned.
‘Late finish’ means a duty period finishing in the period between 00:00 and 01:59 hours in the
time zone to which a crew member is acclimatised.
‘Local day’ means a 24-hour period commencing at 00:00 local time.
‘Local night’ means a period of 8 hours falling between 22:00 hours and 08:00 hours local
time.
‘A single day free of duty’ means, for the purpose of complying with the Council Directive
2000/79/EC of 27 November 2000, a time free of all duties consisting of a single day and two
local nights and which may include a rest period as part of the day off.
‘Night duty’ means a duty period encroaching any portion of the period between 02:00 and
04:59 hours in the time zone to which the crew is acclimatised.
‘Operating crew member’ means a crew member carrying out his/her duties in an aircraft
during a flight.
‘Positioning’ means the transferring of a non-operating crew member from one place to
another, at the behest of the operator, excluding the time from home to the designated
reporting place at home base and vice versa, as well as the time for local transfer from a place
of rest to the commencement of duty and vice versa.
‘Rest facility’ means a bunk or seat that provides a crew member with a sleep opportunity on
board an aircraft:
1.

‘Class 1 rest facility’ means a bunk or other surface that allows for a flat or near flat
sleeping position. It reclines to at least 80° back angle to the vertical and is located
separately from both the flight crew compartment and the passengers cabin in an area
that allows the crew member to control light, and provides isolation from noise and
disturbance;

2.

‘Class 2 rest facility’ means a seat in an aircraft cabin that reclines at least 45° back
angle to the vertical, has at least a pitch of 55 inches (137,5 cm), a seat width of at least
20 inches (50 cm) and provides leg and foot support. It is separated from passengers by
at least a curtain to provide darkness and some sound mitigation, and is reasonably free
from disturbance by passengers or crew members;
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‘Class 3 rest facility’ means a seat in an aircraft cabin or flight crew compartment that
reclines at least 40° from the vertical, provides leg and foot support and is separated
from passengers by at least a curtain to provide darkness and some sound mitigation,
and is not adjacent to any seat occupied by passengers.

‘Rest period’ means a continuous, uninterrupted and defined period of time, subsequent to
and/or prior to duty, during which a crew member is free from all duties.
‘Rotation’ is a duty or a series of duties, including at least one flight duty, and rest periods out
of home base, starting at home base and ending when returning to home base for a rest
period where the operator is no longer responsible for the accommodation of the crew
member.
‘Standby’ means a pre-notified and defined period of time during which a crew member is
required by the operator to be available to receive an assignment for a flight, positioning or
other duty, as follows:
—

airport standby means a standby performed at the airport, which may lead to an
assignment of duty without an intervening rest period;

—

short-call standby means a standby either at home or in a suitable accommodation,
which may lead to an assignment of duty without an intervening rest period;

—

long-call standby means a standby during which a crew member receives a notification at
least 10 hours before the start of the assigned duty.

‘Suitable accommodation’ means, for the purpose of standby, split duty and minimum rest, a
separate room with appropriate facilities for each crew member located in a quiet environment,
equipped with a bed, sufficient ventilation and a device for regulating temperature and light
intensity and access to food and drink.
‘Ultra long range operations (ULR)’ means long range flights having a planned flight duration
greater than 16 hours or a flight duty period that exceeds 18 hours.
‘Window of Circadian Low (WOCL)’ means the period between 02:00 and 05:59 hours in the
time zone to which the crew is acclimatised.
ORO.FTL.110

Operator responsibilities

An operator shall, where applicable to the type of operation:
(a)

publish duty rosters sufficiently in advance to provide the opportunity for crew members
to plan adequate rest;

(b)

ensure that flight duty periods are planned in a way that enables crew members to
remain sufficiently free from fatigue so that they can operate to a satisfactory level of
safety under all circumstances;

(c)

specify reporting times to allow sufficient time for ground duties;

(d)

take into account the relationship between the frequencies and pattern of flight duty
periods and rest periods and give consideration to the cumulative effects of undertaking
long duty hours combined with minimum rest periods;

(e)

allocate duty patterns which avoid practices that cause a serious disruption of established
sleep/work pattern, such as alternating day/night duties;

(f)

provide rest periods of sufficient time to enable crew members to overcome the effects of
the previous duties and to be rested by the start of the following flight duty period;

(g)

plan recurrent extended recovery rest periods and notify crew members sufficiently in
advance;

(h)

ensure that flights are planned to be completed within the allowable flight duty period
taking into account the time necessary for pre-flight duties, the flight and turnaround
times;
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change a schedule and/or crewing arrangements if the actual operation exceeds the
maximum flight duty period on more than 33 % of the flights in that schedule during a
scheduled seasonal period.

ORO.FTL.115

Crew member responsibilities

Crew members shall:
(a)

comply with CAT.GEN.MPA.100 of Annex IV (Part-CAT); and

(b)

make optimum use of the opportunities and facilities for rest provided and plan and use
their rest periods properly.

ORO.FTL.120

Fatigue risk management (FRM)

(a)

When FRM is required by an applicable certification, the operator shall establish,
implement and maintain FRM as an integral part of its management system. FRM shall
ensure compliance with the Essential Requirements 7.g. and 8.f. of Annex IV to
Regulation (EC) No 216/2008.

(b)

When FRM is required by this Regulation, the operator shall establish it in the Operations
Manual.

(c)

The FRM shall:

(d)

(e)

(1)

incorporate scientific principles and knowledge;

(2)

manage the operational risk(s) of the operator arising from crew member fatigue
on an ongoing basis;

(3)

ensure that remedial actions, necessary to effectively mitigate the operator’s risk(s)
arising from crew member fatigue, are implemented promptly;

(4)

correspond to the roster system or flight time specification scheme used by the
operator;

(5)

provide for continuous monitoring and regular assessment of the mitigation of
fatigue risks achieved by such actions; and

(6)

provide for continuous improvement to the overall performance of the FRM.

The FRM shall contain the following components in proportion to the type, size and
complexity of the operations and the applicable flight time specification scheme:
(1)

FRM policy and documentation;

(2)

FRM processes addressing:
(i)

hazard identification,

(ii)

risk assessment,

(iii)

risk mitigation;

(3)

FRM safety assurance processes;

(4)

FRM promotion processes.

The operator shall take mitigating actions when the FRM safety assurance process shows
that the required safety performance is not maintained.
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Section 2

Commercial Air Transport Operators
ORO.FTL.200

Flight time specification schemes

(a)

Without prejudice to Council Directive 2000/79/EC of 27 November 2000 concerning the
European Agreement on the Organisation of Working Time of Mobile Workers in Civil
Aviation, operators shall establish, implement and maintain flight time specification
schemes which are appropriate for the type(s) of operation performed, which comply
with Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 and this Subpart.

(b)

Before being implemented, flight time specification schemes shall be approved by the
competent authority.

(c)

In establishing compliance with Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 and this Subpart, the
operator may follow the applicable Certification Specifications developed by the Agency.
If the operator wants to deviate from these Certification Specifications when establishing
its flight time specification scheme, it shall provide the competent authority with an
assessment demonstrating that the requirements of Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 and of
this Subpart are met.

ORO.FTL.205

Home base

An operator shall assign a home base for each crew member.
ORO.FTL.210
(a)

(b)

Flight duty period (FDP)

The operator shall:
(1)

define reporting times appropriate to the operation;

(2)

establish procedures specifying how the commander shall — in case of special
circumstances which could lead to severe fatigue, and after consultation with the
crew members affected — reduce the actual FDP and/or increase the rest period in
order to eliminate any detrimental effect on flight safety; and

(3)

require the commander to submit a report whenever an FDP is increased beyond
the maximum at his/her discretion, or when a rest period is reduced below the
minimum, in actual operation. Where the increase of an FDP or the reduction of a
rest period exceeds 1 hour, the operator shall send a copy of the report, together
with its comments, to the competent authority, no later than 28 days after the
event.

Basic maximum daily FDP.
(1)

The maximum daily FDP without the use of extensions for acclimatised crew
members shall comply with the following table:
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Maximum daily FDP — Acclimatised crew members
Start of
FDP
0600–1329

1–2
Sectors
13:00

3
Sectors
12:30

4
Sectors
12:00

5
Sectors
11:30

6
Sectors
11:00

7
Sectors
10:30

8
Sectors
10:00

9
Sectors
09:30

10
Sectors
09:00

1330–1359

12:45

12:15

11:45

11:15

10:45

10:15

09:45

09:15

09:00

1400–1429

12:30

12:00

11:30

11:00

10:30

10:00

09:30

09:00

09:00

1430–1459

12:15

11:45

11:15

10:45

10:15

09:45

09:15

09:00

09:00

1500–1529

12:00

11:30

11:00

10:30

10:00

09:30

09:00

09:00

09:00

1530–1559

11:45

11:15

10:45

10:15

09:45

09:15

09:00

09:00

09:00

1600–1629

11:30

11:00

10:30

10:00

09:30

09:00

09:00

09:00

09:00

1630–1659

11:15

10:45

10:15

09:45

09:15

09:00

09:00

09:00

09:00

1700–0414

11:00

10:30

10:00

09:30

09:00

09:00

09:00

09:00

09:00

0415–0429

11:15

10:45

10:15

09:45

09:15

09:00

09:00

09:00

09:00

0430–0444

11:30

11:00

10:30

10:00

09:30

09:00

09:00

09:00

09:00

0445–0459

11:45

11:15

10:45

10:15

09:45

09:15

09:00

09:00

09:00

0500–0514

12:00

11:30

11:00

10:30

10:00

09:30

09:00

09:00

09:00

0515–0529

12:15

11:45

11:15

10:45

10:15

09:45

09:15

09:00

09:00

0530–0544

12:30

12:00

11:30

11:00

10:30

10:00

09:30

09:00

09:00

0545–0559

12:45

12:15

11:45

11:15

10:45

10:15

09:45

09:15

09:00

(2)

The maximum FDP when crew members are in an unknown state of acclimatisation
shall comply with the following table:

Maximum daily FDP — Crew members in an unknown state of acclimatisation
Duration of
continuous rest at
destination
Below 30 hours
30 hours or more

(3)

(c)

Maximum daily FDP according to sectors
1–2
11:00
12:00

3
10:30
11:30

4
10:00
11:00

5
09:30
10:30

6
09:00
10:00

7
09:00
09:30

8
09:00
09:00

FDP with different reporting time for flight crew and cabin crew.
In cases where cabin crew require more time than the flight crew for their pre-flight
briefing for the same flight or series of flights, the FDP of the cabin crew may be
extended by the difference in reporting time between the cabin crew and the flight
crew as long as the difference does not exceed 60 minutes. The maximum daily
FDP for cabin crew shall be based on the time at which the flight crew report for
their FDP, but the FDP shall start at the reporting time of the cabin crew.

Maximum daily FDP with the use of extensions without in-flight rest.
(1)

The maximum daily FDP may be extended by up to 1 hour up to two times in any 7
consecutive days. In that case:
(i)

the minimum pre-flight and post-flight rest periods shall be increased by 2
hours; or

(ii)

the post-flight rest period shall be increased by 4 hours.
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(d)

The use of the extension shall be planned in advance, and shall be limited to a
maximum of:
(i)

5 sectors; or

(ii)

4 sectors, when the WOCL is encroached; or

(iii)

2 sectors, when the FDP encroaches the WOCL by more than 2 hours.

(3)

Extension of the maximum basic daily FDP without in-flight rest shall not be
combined with extensions due to in-flight rest or split duty in the same duty period.

(4)

Where the extensions are used for consecutive FDPs, the additional pre and postflight rest between the two extended FDPs shall be provided consecutively.

(5)

Flight time specification schemes shall specify the limits for extensions of the
maximum basic daily FDP in accordance with the Certification Specification
applicable to the type of operation, taking into account:
(i)

the number of sectors flown; and

(ii)

WOCL encroachment.

Maximum daily FDP with the use of extensions due to in-flight rest.
(1)

(e)

18 Jan 2012

Flight time specification schemes shall specify the conditions for extensions of the
maximum basic daily FDP with in-flight rest in accordance with the Certification
Specification applicable to the type of operation, taking into account:
(i)

the number of sectors flown;

(ii)

the minimum in-flight rest allocated to each crew member;

(iii)

the type of in-flight rest facilities; and

(iv)

the augmentation of the basic flight crew.

Unforeseen circumstances in flight operations — commander’s discretion
(1)

The conditions to modify the limits on flight duty, duty and rest periods by the
commander in the case of unforeseen circumstances in flight operations which start
at the reporting time shall comply with the following:
(i)

the maximum basic daily FDP which results after applying (b) and (c) and
ORO.FTL.225 may not be increased by more than 2 hours unless the flight
crew has been augmented, in which case the maximum flight duty period may
be increased by not more than 3 hours;

(ii)

if on the final sector within an FDP unforeseen circumstances occur after takeoff and result in the permitted increase being exceeded, the flight may
continue to the planned destination or alternate;

(iii)

the rest period following an FDP may be reduced but never below 10 hours.

(2)

The commander shall, in case of unforeseen circumstances which could lead to
severe fatigue, reduce the actual flight duty period and/or increase the rest period
in order to eliminate any detrimental effect on flight safety.

(3)

The commander shall consult all crew members on their alertness levels before
deciding these modifications.

(4)

The operator shall require the commander to submit a report to the operator when
an FDP is increased or a rest period is reduced by his/her discretion.

(5)

Where the increase of an FDP or reduction of a rest period exceeds 1 hour, a copy
of the report, to which the operator shall add its comments, shall be sent to the
competent authority not later than 28 days after the event.
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The operator shall implement a non-punitive process for the use of the discretion
described under this provision and shall describe it in the Operations Manual.

ORO.FTL.215
(a)

(b)

(c)

18 Jan 2012

Flight times and duty periods

The total duty periods to which a crew member may be assigned shall not exceed:
(1)

60 duty hours in any 7 consecutive days;

(2)

110 duty hours in any 14 consecutive days; and

(3)

190 duty hours in any 28 consecutive days, spread as evenly as practicable
throughout this period.

The total flight time of the flights on which an individual crew member is assigned as an
operating crew member shall not exceed:
(1)

100 hours of flight time in any 28 consecutive days; and

(2)

900 hours of flight time in any calendar year; and

(3)

1 000 hours of flight time in any 12 consecutive calendar months.

Post-flight duty shall count as duty. The operator shall specify in its Operations Manual
the minimum time period for post-flight duties.

ORO.FTL.220

Positioning

If operators assign crew members to positioning, the following shall apply:
(a)

Positioning after reporting but prior to operating shall be counted as FDP but shall not
count as a sector.

(b)

All time spent on positioning shall count as duty time.

ORO.FTL.225
(a)

Split duty

Flight time specification schemes shall specify the following elements for split duty in
accordance with the Certification Specification applicable to the type of operation:
(1)

the minimum duration of a break on the ground;

(2)

by derogation from ORO.FTL.210 (b), the possibility to increase the FDP taking into
account the duration of the break on the ground, and facilities provided to the crew
member to rest and other relevant factors.

(b)

The break on the ground shall count in full as FDP.

(c)

Split duty shall not follow a reduced rest.

ORO.FTL.230

Standby

If operators assign crew members to standby, the following shall apply in accordance with the
Certification Specification applicable to the type of operation:
(a)

Standby shall be rostered and the start and end time of standby shall be defined and
notified in advance to the affected crew members to provide them with the opportunity
to plan adequate rest.

(b)

Flight time specification schemes shall specify the following elements:
(1)

the maximum duration of any standby;

(2)

the impact of standby on the maximum FDP that may be assigned resulting from
standby, taking into account facilities provided to the crew member to rest, and
other relevant factors such as the need for immediate readiness of the crew
member, the interference of standby with sleep and/or sufficient notification to
protect a sleep opportunity between the call for duty and the assigned FDP;
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the basic minimum rest period following standby which does not lead to assignment
on an FDP;

(4)

how time spent on standby shall be counted for the purpose of cumulative duty
hours.

ORO.FTL.235
(a)

18 Jan 2012

Rest periods

Minimum rest period at home base.
The minimum rest period provided before undertaking an FDP starting at home base
shall:

(b)

(1)

be at least as long as the preceding duty period, or 12 hours, whichever is greater;
or

(2)

comply with (b), if the operator provides a suitable accommodation to the crew
member.

Minimum rest period away from home base.
The minimum rest period provided before undertaking an FDP starting away from home
base shall be at least as long as the preceding duty period, or 10 hours, whichever is
greater. This period shall include an 8-hour sleep opportunity in addition to the time for
travelling and physiological needs.

(c)

Reduced rest
By derogation from (a) and (b), flight time specification schemes may reduce the
minimum rest periods taking into account the following elements in accordance with the
Certification Specification applicable to the type of operation:

(d)

(1)

the minimum reduced rest period;

(2)

the increase of the subsequent rest period; and

(3)

the reduction of the FDP following the reduced rest.

Recurrent extended recovery rest periods
Flight time specification schemes shall specify recurrent extended recovery rest periods
to compensate for cumulative fatigue. The minimum recurrent extended recovery rest
period shall be 36 hours, including 2 local nights, such that there shall never be more
than 168 hours between the end of one recurrent extended recovery rest period and the
start of the next. The recurrent extended recovery rest period shall be increased to 2
days twice every 28 days.

(e)

Flight time specification schemes shall specify additional rest periods to compensate for:
(1)

the effects of time zone differences and extensions of the FDP;

(2)

additional cumulative fatigue due to disruptive schedules; and

(3)

a change of home base.

ORO.FTL.240

Nutrition

(a)

A meal and drink opportunity shall occur in order to avoid any detriment to a crew
member’s performance, especially when the FDP exceeds 6 hours.

(b)

An operator shall specify in its Operations Manual how the crew member’s nutrition
during FDP is ensured.
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ORO.FTL.245
(a)

(2)

(c)

Records of flight and duty times and rest periods

Operators shall maintain, for a period of 24 months:
(1)

(b)

18 Jan 2012

Individual records for each crew member including:
(i)

flight times;

(ii)

start, duration and end of each duty period and FDP;

(iii)

rest periods and days free of all duties; and

(iv)

assigned home base.

Reports on extended flight duty periods and reduced rest periods.

Upon request, the operator shall provide copies of individual records of flight and duty
times and rest periods to:
(1)

the crew member concerned; and

(2)

to another operator, in respect of a crew member who is or becomes a crew
member of the operator concerned.

Records referred to in CAT.GEN.MPA.100 (b)(5) in relation to crew members who
perform functions for more than one operator shall be kept for a period of 24 months.

ORO.FTL.250

Fatigue management training

(a)

The operator shall provide initial and recurrent fatigue management training to crew
members, crew rostering personnel and concerned management personnel.

(b)

This training shall follow a training programme established by the operator. The syllabus
for the training shall cover the possible causes and effects of fatigue, and fatigue
countermeasures.
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Section 3

Commercial Operators other than CAT

(Reserved)

Section 4

Non-Commercial Operators of Complex Motor-Powered Aircraft

(Reserved)
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III. Draft Opinion — Annex II, PART-ARO (AUTHORITY REQUIREMENTS)

SUBPART OPS — AIR OPERATIONS
SECTION I — CERTIFICATION OF COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT OPERATORS
Insert:
ARO.OPS.230

Approval of individual flight time specification schemes

(a)

The Agency shall develop Certification Specifications on flight time limitations to ensure
compliance with Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 and this Regulation.

(b)

The competent authority shall approve flight time specification schemes proposed by
operators when compliance with Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 and this Regulation has
been demonstrated by the operator.

(c)

Whenever a flight time limitation scheme proposed by an operator deviates from the
applicable Certification Specifications developed by the Agency, the competent authority
shall apply the procedure established in Article 22(2) of Regulation (EC) No 216/2008.
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Draft Decision — Certification Specifications, flight time specification schemes

Certification Specifications FTL 1
Commercial Air Transport by Aeroplane — Scheduled and Charter Operations
CS FTL.1.200

Applicability

These Certification Specifications are applicable to commercial air transport operations by
aeroplanes other than emergency medical service (EMS), air taxi and single pilot operations.
CS FTL.1.205

Home base

(a)

The home base is a single airport location assigned with a high degree of permanence.

(b)

In the case of a change of home base, the recurrent extended recovery rest period prior
to starting duty at the new home base is increased once to 72 hours, including 3 local
nights. Travelling time between the former home base and the new home base is
positioning or FDP.

CS FTL.1.210

Flight duty period (FDP)

1 — Night duties
For consecutive night duties, the number of sectors is limited to 4 sectors per duty.
2 — Extension of FDP without in-flight rest
The extension of FDP without in-flight rest under the provisions of ORO.FTL.210(c)(5) is limited
to the values specified in the table below.
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Maximum daily FDP with extension
Start of FDP

1–2 sectors

3 sectors

4 sectors

5 sectors

0600–0614

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0615–0629

13:15

12:45

12:15

11:45

0630–0644

13:30

13:00

12:30

12:00

0645–0659

13:45

13:15

12:45

12:15

0700–1329

14:00

13:30

13:00

12:30

1330–1359

13:45

13:15

12:45

12:15

1400–1429

13:30

13:00

12:30

12:00

1430–1459

13:15

12:45

12:15

N/A

1500–1529

13:00

12:30

12:00

N/A

1530–1559

12:45

12:15

11:45

N/A

1600–1629

12:30

12:00

11:30

N/A

1630–1659

12:15

N/A

N/A

N/A

1700–1729

12:00

N/A

N/A

N/A

1730–1759

11:45

N/A

N/A

N/A

1800–1829

11:30

N/A

N/A

N/A

1830–1859

11:15

N/A

N/A

N/A

1900–0359

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0400–0414

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0415–0429

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0430–0444

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0445–0459

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0500–0514

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0515–0529

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0530–0544

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0545–0559

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3 — Extension of FDP due to in-flight rest
(a)

(b)

The extension of FDP with in-flight rest under the provisions of ORO.FTL.210(d) complies
with the following:
(1)

the FDP is limited to 3 sectors;

(2)

the minimum in-flight rest period is a consecutive 90-minute period for each crew
member and 2 consecutive hours for those flight crew members at control during
landing.

The maximum daily FDP may be extended due to in-flight rest for flight crew:
(1)

(2)

with one additional flight crew member:
(i)

up to 14 hours with class 3 rest facilities;

(ii)

up to 15 hours with class 2 rest facilities;

(iii)

up to 16 hours with class 1 rest facilities;

with two additional flight crew members:
(i)

up to 15 hours with class 3 rest facilities;

(ii)

up to 16 hours with class 2 rest facilities;

(iii)

up to 17 hours with class 1 rest facilities;
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(c)

The limits in (b) may be increased by 1 hour for FDPs that include 1 sector of over
9 hours continuous flight time and a maximum of 2 sectors.

(d)

The minimum in-flight rest for each cabin crew member is:
(1)

33 % of the planned extended FDP if the in-flight rest is taken in class 3 rest
facilities;

(2)

25 % of the planned extended FDP if the in-flight rest is taken in class 2 rest
facilities; and

(3)

20 % of the planned extended FDP if the in-flight rest is taken in class 1 rest
facilities.

(e)

All time spent in the rest facility is counted as FDP.

(f)

The minimum rest at destination is at least as long as the preceding duty period, or
14 hours, whichever is greater.

(g)

A crew member does not start a positioning sector to become part of this operating crew
on the same flight.

4 — Unforeseen circumstances in actual flight operations — Delayed reporting
(a)

The operator may delay the reporting time in the event of unforeseen circumstances, if
procedures for delayed reporting are established in the Operations Manual. In such a
case, if the crew member is informed of the delayed reporting time before leaving his/her
place of rest, the FDP is calculated as follows:
(1)

when the delay is less than 4 hours, the maximum FDP is calculated based on the
original reporting time and the FDP starts counting at the delayed reporting time;

(2)

when the delay is 4 hours or more, the maximum FDP is calculated based on the
more limiting of the original or the delayed reporting times and the FDP starts
4 hours after the original reporting time;

(3)

when the delay is 10 hours or more, the time between the original and the delayed
reporting time counts as a rest period.

CS FTL.1.225 Split duty
The increase of limits on flight duty, under the provisions of ORO.FTL.225, complies with the
following:
(a)

The break on the ground within the FDP has a minimum duration of 3 consecutive hours.

(b)

The break excludes the time for post and pre-flight duties and travelling time which are
counted for a minimum of 30 minutes.

(c)

The maximum FDP specified in ORO.FTL.210(b) may be increased by up to 50 % of the
break.

(d)

Suitable accommodation is provided for a break of 6 hours or more, and for a break that
encroaches the WOCL.

(e)

In all other cases:

(f)

(1)

accommodation is provided; and

(2)

any time of the actual break exceeding 6 hours or any time of the break that
encroaches the WOCL does not count for the extension of the FDP.

Split duty cannot be combined with in-flight rest.
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Standby

The modification of limits on flight duty, duty and rest periods under the provisions of
ORO.FTL.230 complies with the following:
1 — Airport standby
(a)

A crew member is considered on airport standby from reporting at the reporting point
until the end of the notified airport standby period.

(b)

Where airport standby does not lead to assignment on a flight duty, it is followed by a
rest period as specified in ORO.FTL.235.

(c)

Airport standby counts in full as duty time.

(d)

If an assigned FDP starts during the airport standby, the following applies:
(1)

if no accommodation is provided to the crew member, the FDP counts in full from
the start of the standby reporting time;

(2)

if accommodation is provided to the crew member, the FDP counts from the start of
the FDP. The maximum FDP is reduced by any time spent on standby in excess of
4 hours or between 23:00 hours and 07:00 hours.

2 — Other standby
(a)

(b)

For short-call standby the following applies:
(1)

the maximum time for short-call standby is 12 hours;

(2)

short-call standby times count as 25 % of duty time for the purpose of
ORO.FTL.215;

(3)

a short-call standby that does not lead to assignment of a duty is followed by a rest
period in accordance with ORO.FTL.235;

(4)

if a call to report for a duty occurs within the first 6 hours of the short-call standby
the maximum FDP counts from reporting;

(5)

if a call to report for a duty occurs after the first 6 hours of the short-call standby
the maximum FDP is reduced by the amount of short-call standby time exceeding
6 hours; and

(6)

the standby ceases when the crew member reports at the designated reporting
point;

(7)

the response time between call and reporting time established by the operator
allows the crew member to arrive from his/her place of rest to the designated
reporting place within a reasonable time.

For long-call standby an assigned FDP counts from the reporting time. Standby times do
not count as duty time for the purpose of ORO.FTL.215 and ORO.FTL.235.

CS FTL.1.235

Minimum rest period

1 — Disruptive schedules
(a)

When a transition at home base is planned from a late finish/night duty to an early start,
the rest period between the 2 FDPs includes 1 local night.

(b)

For a crew member performing 4 or more night duties, early starts or late finishes
between 2 extended recovery rest periods as defined in ORO.FTL.235(d), the second
extended recovery rest period is extended to 60 hours.
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2 — Time zone differences
(a)

The operator monitors rotations and combinations of rotations in terms of their effect on
crew fatigue, and adapts the crew schedules if necessary.

(b)

Time zone differences are compensated by additional rest, as follows:
(1)

At home base, if an FDP encompasses 4 time zones or more, the minimum rest
is as specified in the following table and includes at least 2 local nights.

Minimum rest at home base to compensate for time zone differences
Maximum TZ
crossed
during
rotation

Duration of rotation
(hours)
< 60

≥ 60

5

36

36

6

36

36

7

36

42

8

36

48

9

36

54

10

40

60

11

44

66

12

48

72

(2)

Away from home base, if the FDP encompasses 4 time zones or more, the minimum
rest provided is at least as long as the preceding duty period, or 14 hours, whichever is
greater. Notwithstanding (b)(1), this provision may also apply to home base if the
operator provides suitable accommodation to the crew.

(3)

In case of an Eastward-Westward or Westward-Eastward transition, a local night of rest
at home base in addition to the rest periods established in (b)(1) is provided between
alternating rotations.

3 — Reduced rest
(a)

The minimum reduced rest periods under reduced rest arrangements are 12 hours at
home base and 10 hours out of base.

(b)

Reduced rest is used under fatigue risk management.

(c)

The rest period following the reduced rest is extended by the difference between the
minimum rest period specified in ORO.FTL.235(a) or (b) and the reduced rest.

(d)

The FDP following the reduced rest is reduced by the difference between the minimum
rest period specified in ORO.FTL.235(a) or (b) as applicable and the reduced rest.

(e)

There is a maximum of 2 reduced rest periods between 2 recurrent extended recovery
rest periods as specified in ORO.FTL.235(d).
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Certification Specification FTL 2
Commercial Air Transport by Aeroplane — EMS Operations
[Reserved]

Certification Specification FTL 3
Commercial Air Transport by Aeroplane — Air Taxi Operations
(including Single Pilot Operations)
[Reserved]

Certification Specification FTL 4
Commercial Air Transport by Helicopter
[Reserved]

Certification Specification FTL 5
Commercial Air Transport by Aeroplane —
Alternative Scheme for Sole Night Operations
[Reserved]

Certification Specification FTL 6
Commercial Air Transport by Aeroplane — Ultra Long Range Operations
[Reserved]
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Draft Decision — Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) an d Guidance Materi al
(GM) to Part ORGANISATION REQUIREMENTS (PART-ORO)

Section VIII — Flight and duty time limitations and rest requirements

AMC1 ORO.FTL.110(a)

Operator responsibilities

Rosters should be published 14 days in advance.
AMC1 ORO.FTL.120(d)(1)

Fatigue risk management (FRM)

COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT OPERATORS FRM POLICY
The operator should define its FRM policy, with all the elements of FRM clearly identified.
(a)

The FRM policy should define the scope of FRM in terms of the operations to which it
applies.

(b)

The FRM policy should:
(1)

reflect the shared responsibility of management, flight crew, cabin crew and
technical crew, and other involved personnel;

(2)

clearly state the safety objectives of FRM;

(3)

be signed by the accountable manager;
(i)

be communicated, with visible endorsement, to all the relevant areas and
levels of the organisation;

(ii)

declare management commitment to effective safety reporting;

(iii)

declare management commitment to the provision of adequate resources for
FRM;

(iv)

declare management commitment to continuous improvement of FRM;

(v)

require that clear lines of accountability for management, flight, technical and
cabin crews, and all other involved personnel are identified; and

(vi)

require periodic reviews to ensure it remains relevant and appropriate.

AMC2 ORO.FTL.120(d)(1) Fatigue risk management (FRM)
COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT OPERATORS FRM DOCUMENTATION
An operator should develop and keep current FRM documentation that describes and records:
(a)

FRM policy and objectives;

(b)

FRM processes and procedures;

(c)

accountabilities, responsibilities and authorities for these processes and procedures;

(d)

mechanisms for ongoing involvement of management, flight crew, cabin crew and
technical crew members, and all other involved personnel;

(e)

FRM training programmes, training requirements and attendance records;

(f)

scheduled and actual flight times, duty periods and rest periods with deviations and
reasons for deviations; and

(g)

FRM outputs including findings from collected data, recommendations, and actions taken.
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Fatigue risk management (FRM)

COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT OPERATORS IDENTIFICATION OF HAZARDS
An operator should develop and maintain three fundamental and documented processes for
fatigue hazard identification:
1. Predictive
The predictive process should identify fatigue hazards by examining crew scheduling and
taking into account factors known to affect sleep and fatigue and their effects on performance.
Methods of examination may include, but are not limited to:
(a)

operator or industry operational experience and data collected on similar types of
operations;

(b)

evidence-based scheduling practices; and

(c)

bio-mathematical models.

2. Proactive
The proactive process should identify fatigue hazards within current flight operations. Methods
of examination may include, but are not limited to:
(a)

self-reporting of fatigue risks;

(b)

crew fatigue surveys;

(c)

relevant flight, technical and cabin crew performance data;

(d)

available safety databases and scientific studies; and

(e)

analysis of planned versus actual time worked.

3. Reactive
The reactive process should identify the contribution of fatigue hazards to reports and events
associated with potential negative safety consequences in order to determine how the impact
of fatigue could have been minimized. At a minimum, the process may be triggered by any of
the following:
(a)

fatigue reports;

(b)

confidential reports;

(c)

audit reports;

(d)

incidents; and

(e)

flight data analysis events.

AMC1 ORO.FTL.120(d)(2)(ii)

Fatigue risk management (FRM)

COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT OPERATORS RISK ASSESSMENT
An operator should develop and implement risk assessment procedures that determine the
probability and potential severity of fatigue-related events and identify when the associated
risks require mitigation. The risk assessment procedures should review identified hazards and
link them to:
(1)

operational processes;

(2)

their probability;

(3)

possible consequences; and

(4)

the effectiveness of existing safety barriers and controls.
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Fatigue risk management (FRM)

COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT OPERATORS RISK MITIGATION
An operator should develop and implement risk mitigation procedures that:
(1)

select the appropriate mitigation strategies;

(2)

implement the mitigation strategies; and

(3)

monitor the strategies’ implementation and effectiveness.

AMC1 ORO.FTL.120(d)(3)

Fatigue risk management (FRM)

COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT OPERATORS FRM SAFETY ASSURANCE PROCESSES
The operator should develop and maintain FRM safety assurance processes to:
1.

2.

3.

provide for continuous FRM performance monitoring, analysis of trends, and
measurement to validate the effectiveness of the fatigue safety risk controls. The sources
of data may include, but are not limited to:
a.

hazard reporting and investigations;

b.

audits and surveys; and

c.

reviews and fatigue studies;

provide a formal process for the management of change which should include, but is not
limited to:
a.

identification of changes in the operational environment that may affect FRM;

b.

identification of changes within the organisation that may affect FRM; and

c.

consideration of available tools which could be used to maintain or improve FRM
performance prior to implementing changes; and

provide for the continuous improvement of FRM. This should include, but is not limited to:
a.

the elimination and/or modification of risk controls have had unintended
consequences or that are no longer needed due to changes in the operational or
organisational environment;

b.

routine evaluations of facilities, equipment, documentation and procedures; and

c.

the determination of the need to introduce new processes and procedures to
mitigate emerging fatigue-related risks.

AMC1 ORO.FTL.120(d)(4)

Fatigue risk management (FRM)

COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT OPERATORS FRM PROMOTION PROCESS
FRM promotion processes support the ongoing development of FRM, the continuous
improvement of its overall performance, and attainment of optimum safety levels.
The following should be established and implemented by the operator as part of its FRM:
1.

training programmes to ensure competency commensurate with the roles and
responsibilities of management, flight, technical and cabin crew, and all other involved
personnel under the planned FRM; and

2.

an effective FRM communication plan that:
a.

explains FRM policies, procedures and responsibilities to all relevant stakeholders;
and
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describes communication channels used to gather and disseminate FRM-related
information.

GM1 ORO.FTL.210

Flight Duty Period

(a)

Scheduling has an important impact on a crew member’s ability to sleep and to maintain
a proper level of alertness. When developing a workable roster, the operator should strike
a fair balance between the commercial needs and the capacity of individual crew
members to work effectively. Rosters should be developed in such a way that they
distribute the amount of work evenly among those that are involved.

(b)

Schedules should allow for flights to be completed within the maximum permitted flight
duty period and flight rosters should take into account the time needed for pre-flight
duties, taxiing, the flight and turnaround times. Other factors to be considered when
planning duty periods should include:
(1)

the allocation of work patterns which avoid undesirable practices such as
alternating day/night duties, alternating eastward-westward or westward-eastward
time zone transitions, positioning of crew members so that a serious disruption of
established sleep/work patterns occurs;

(2)

scheduling sufficient rest periods especially after long flights crossing many time
zones;

(3)

preparation of duty rosters sufficiently in advance with planning of recurrent
extended recovery rest periods and notification of the crew members well in
advance to plan adequate pre-duty rest.

AMC1 ORO.FTL.235(b)

Minimum rest periods

The time allowed for physiological needs should be 1 hour. Consequently, if the travelling time
to the suitable accommodation is more than 30 minutes, the operator should increase the rest
period by twice the amount of difference of travelling time above 30 minutes.
AMC1 ORO.FTL.240

Nutrition

The operations manual should specify the minimum duration of the meal opportunity, when a
meal opportunity is provided, in particular when the FDP encompasses the regular meal
windows (e.g. if the FDP starts at 11:00 hours and ends at 22:00 hours two meals should be
provided and two meal opportunities should be given).
It should define the time frames in which a regular meal should be consumed in order not to
alter the human needs for nutrition without affecting the crew member’s body rhythms.
AMC1 ORO.FTL.250

Fatigue management training

The training syllabus should contain the following:
(a)

Applicable regulatory requirements for flight, duty and rest;

(b)

The basics of fatigue including sleep fundamentals and the effects of disturbing the
circadian rhythms;

(c)

The causes of fatigue, including medical conditions that may lead to fatigue;

(d)

The effect of fatigue on performance;

(e)

Fatigue countermeasures;

(f)

The influence of lifestyle, including nutrition, exercise, and family life, on fatigue;

(g)

Familiarity with sleep disorders and their possible treatments;

(h)

Where applicable the effects of long range operations and heavy short range schedules
on individuals;
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(i)

The effect of operating through and within multiple time zones;

(j)

The crew member responsibility for ensuring adequate rest and fitness for duty.

GM1 ORO.FTL.210(a)(1) Flight Duty Period (FDP)
The operator should specify reporting times taking into account the type of operation, the size
and type of aircraft and the reporting airport conditions.
GM1 ORO.FTL.1.210(3)
UNFORESEEN
DISCRETION

Flight Duty Period (FDP)

CIRCUMSTANCES

IN

ACTUAL

FLIGHT

OPERATIONS

—

COMMANDER’S

(a)

As general guidance when developing a commander’s discretion policy, the operator
should take into consideration the shared responsibility of management, flight crew and
cabin crew in the case of unforeseen circumstances. The exercise of commander’s
discretion should be considered exceptional and should be avoided at home base and/or
company hubs where standby crew members should be available. Operators should asses
on a regular basis the series of pairings where commander’s discretion has been
exercised in order to be aware of possible inconsistencies in their rostering.

(b)

The operator’s policy on commander’s discretion should state the safety objectives,
especially in the case of an extended FDP or reduced rest and should take due
consideration of additional factors that might decrease crewmember’s alertness levels,
such as:
(1)

WOCL encroachment;

(2)

weather conditions;

(3)

complexity of the operation and/or airport environment;

(4)

aeroplane malfunctions or specifications;

(5)

flight with training or supervisory duties;

(6)

increased number of sectors;

(7)

circadian disruption; and

(8)

individual conditions of affected crew members (time since awake, sleep-related
factor, workload, etc.).

GM1 CS FTL.1.210(3) Flight Duty Period (FDP)
In-flight rest should be taken during the cruise phase of the flight.
GM1 CS FTL.1.210(3)(d) Flight Duty Period (FDP)
In-flight rest periods should be allocated in order to optimise the alertness of those crew
members at control during landing.
GM1 CS FTL.1.210(4) Flight Duty Period (FDP)
Operator procedures for delayed reporting should:
(a) specify a contacting mode;
(b) establish minimum and maximum notification times; and
(c) avoid interference with sleeping patterns when possible.
GM1 ORO.FTL.215(c)

Flight times and duty periods

The operator should specify post-flight duty times taking into account the type of operation,
the size and type of aircraft and the airport conditions.
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GM1 CS FTL.1.205 Home Base
Crew members should consider making arrangements for temporary accommodation closer to
their home base if the travelling time from their residence to their home base usually exceeds
90 minutes.
GM1 CS FTL.1.225(b) Split duty
The operator should specify post and pre-flight duty and travelling times taking into account
aircraft type, type of operation and airport conditions.
GM1 CS FTL.1.230

Standby

(a) If airport or short-call standby initially assigned is reduced by the operator during standby
that does not lead to an assignment to a flight duty period, the minimum rest requirements
specified in ORO.FTL.235 should apply.
(b) If a minimum rest period as specified inORO.FTL.235 is provided before reporting for the
duty assigned during the standby, this time period should not count as standby duty.
AMC1 CS FTL.1.235(2)(b)(i)

Minimum Rest periods

The monitoring of rotations and combinations of rotations should be conducted under the
operator’s safety management system.
AMC1 CS FTL.1.235(2)(c)

Minimum rest periods

The monitoring of combinations of rotations should be conducted under the Operator’s Safety
Management provisions.
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VI. EU/JAR-OPS reference — EASA reference
Note: This cross-reference table lists EU-OPS rules (SUBPART Q — FLIGHT AND DUTY TIME LIMITATIONS AND REST REQUIREMENTS) which have a
direct reference to the EASA rules.

EU-OPS reference

Subject

EU-OPS 1.1090(1)

Objective and scope

EU-OPS 1.1090(2)

Objective and scope

EU-OPS 1.1090(3)

Objective and scope

EASA reference

Subject

ORO.FTL.100

Scope

CS FTL.1.200
ORO.FTL.110
AMC1-ORO.FTL.110(a)

Operator responsibilities
Operator responsibilities/Home
Base

ORO.FTL.205
ORO.FTL.110
ORO.FTL.120
GM1 ORO.FTL.210

EU-OPS 1.1090(4)

Crew members’ responsibility

GM1 ORO.FTL.1.210(3)

Crew members’ responsibility

GM1 ORO.FTL.235(b)
GM1 ORO.FTL.235(2)(2)
ORO.FTL.115
AMC1 ORO.FTL.120(d)(1)
AMC2 ORO.FTL.120(d)(1)
N/A

N/A

AMC1ORO.FTL.120(d)(2)(i)
AMC1 ORO.FTL.120(d)(2)(ii)

Fatigue risk management (FRM)

AMC1 ORO.FTL.120(d)(2)(iii)
AMC1 ORO.FTL.120(d)(3)
AMC1 ORO.FTL.120(d)(4)
EU-OPS 1.1090(5)

Objective and scope

N/A

N/A

EU-OPS 1.1095

Definitions

ORO.FTL.105

Definitions

ORO.FTL.215(a)

Flight times and duty periods

EU-OPS 1.1100(1.1)

Flight and duty limitations
(cumulative duty hours)
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EU-OPS reference
EU-OPS 1.1100(1.2)

Subject
Flight and duty limitations
(Limit on total block times)

18 Jan 2012
EASA reference

Subject

ORO.FTL.215(b)

Flight times and duty periods

ORO.FTL.210(b)
EU-OPS 1.1105

Maximum daily flight duty period (FDP)

Flight duty period (FDP)

CS FTL.1.210(1)
CS FTL.1.210(2)

EU-OPS 1.1110

Rest

EU-OPS 1.1115

Extension of flight duty period due to
in-flight rest

EU-OPS 1.1120

Unforeseen circumstances in actual
flight operations — commander’s
discretion

ORO.FTL.235

Minimum rest periods

CS FTL.1.235
ORO.FTL.210(d)

Flight duty period (FDP)

CS FTL.1.210(3)
ORO.FTL.210(a)(2);(3)
ORO.FTL.210(e)

Flight duty period (FDP)

ORO.FTL.230
EU-OPS 1.1125(1)

Standby (Airport Standby)

Airport standby

CS FTL.1.230(1)
GM1 CSFTL.230
ORO.FTL.230

EU-OPS 1.1125(2)

Standby (other forms of standby)

CS FTL.1.230(2)

Other standby

GM1 CSFTL.230
ORO.FTL.240

EU-OPS 1.1130

Nutrition

EU-OPS 1.1135(1) & (2)

Flight duty, duty and rest period
records

EU-OPS 1.1135(3)

Flight duty, duty and rest period
records

ORO.FTL.245

Records of flight and duty times
and rest periods

EU-OPS 1.1135(4)

Flight duty, duty and rest period
records

ORO.FTL.245

Records of flight and duty times
and rest periods

AMC1 ORO.FTL.240
ORO.FTL.245(a)

Records of flight and duty times
and rest periods

ORO.FTL.245(b)
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EU-OPS reference

Subject

EASA reference

Subject

EU-OPS 1.1135(5)

Flight duty, duty and rest period
records

ORO.FTL.245

Records of flight and duty times
and rest periods
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EASA reference — EU-OPS reference
Note: This cross reference table lists the Agency’s rules which have a direct reference to the EU-OPS rules (SUBPART Q — FLIGHT AND DUTY TIME
LIMITATIONS AND REST REQUIREMENTS).

EASA reference
ORO.FTL.100
CS FTL.1.200
ORO.FTL.105
ORO.FTL.110
AMC1-ORO.FTL.110(a)

Subject

EU-OPS reference

Subject

Scope

EU-OPS 1.1090(1)

Objective and scope

Definitions

EU-OPS 1.1095

Definitions

Operator responsibilities

EU-OPS 1.1090(2)

Objective and scope

Fatigue risk management (FRM)

N/A

N/A

Flight time specification schemes

EU-OPS 1.1090(1)

Objective and scope

Home base

EU-OPS 1.1090(3)

Objective and scope

EU-OPS.1.1105(1.3)–(1.5)

Maximum daily flight duty
period

ORO.FTL.115
AMC1 ORO.FTL.120(d)(1)
AMC2 ORO.FTL.120(d)(1)
AMC1ORO.FTL.120(d)(2)(i)
AMC1 ORO.FTL.120(d)(2)(ii)
AMC1ORO.FTL.120(d)(2)(iii)
AMC1ORO.FTL.120(d)(3)
AMC1ORO.FTL.120(d)(4)
ORO.FTL.200
FTL.1.200
ORO.FTL.205
CS FTL.1.205
GM1 CS.FTL.1.205
ORO.FTL.210 (b)
CS FTL.1.210(1);(2)
FDP — Maximum daily FDP
GM1 ORO.FTL.210
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Subject

EU-OPS reference

Subject

FDP — Extension of FDP due to inflight rest

EU-OPS 1.115

Extension of flight duty period
due to in-flight rest

FDP — Unforeseen circumstances in
actual flight operations —
commander’s discretion

EU-OPS 1.1120

Unforeseen circumstances in
actual flight operations —
commander’s discretion

CS FTL.1.210(4)

FDP — Unforeseen circumstances in
actual flight operations — delayed
reporting

N/A

N/A

ORO.FTL.2159(a)

Flight times and duty periods

EU-OPS 1.1100(1.1)

Flight and duty limitations

ORO.FTL.215(b)

Flight times and duty periods

EU-OPS 1.1100(1.2)

Flight and duty limitations

ORO.FTL.220

Positioning

EU-OPS.1.1105(5)

Maximum daily flight duty
period

Split Duty

EU-OPS.1.1105(6)

Maximum daily flight duty
period

Airport standby

EU-OPS 1.1125(1)

Standby

Other standby

EU-OPS 1.1125(2)

Standby

ORO.FTL.235

Minimum rest periods —
Basic Minimum Rest

EU-OPS 1.1110(1.1), (1.2)

ORO.FTL.235

Minimum rest —

CS FTL.1.235(2)

Time zone differences

ORO.FTL.235

Minimum rest periods —

CS FTL.1.235(3)

Reduced rest

ORO.FTL.210(d)
CS FTL.1.210(3)

ORO.FTL.210(a)(2);(3)
ORO.FTL.210(e)

ORO.FTL.225
CS FTL.1.225
ORO.FTL.230
CS FTL.1.230(1)
GM1 CS.FTL.230
ORO.FTL.230
CS FTL.1.230(2)
GM1 CS.FTL.230
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Rest
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Subject

EU-OPS reference

Subject

Nutrition

EU-OPS 1.1130

Nutrition

Records of flight and duty times and
rest periods

EU-OPS 1.1135(1) and (2)

Flight duty, duty and rest period
records

ORO.FTL.245

Records of flight and duty times and
rest periods

EU-OPS 1.1135(4)

Flight duty, duty and rest period
records

ORO.FTL.245

Records of flight and duty times and
rest periods

EU-OPS 1.1135(5)

Flight duty, duty and rest period
records

ORO.FTL.245

Records of flight and duty times and
rest periods

EU-OPS 1.1135(3)

Flight duty, duty and rest period
records

Fatigue management training

N/A

N/A

ORO.FTL.240
AMC1 ORO.FTL.240
ORO.FTL.245(a)
ORO.FTL.245(b)

ORO.FTL.250
AMC1 ORO.250
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Appendix

I.

Commentators

II.

Comments received

18 Jan 2012

Please note that due to the size of the comments received, the file which contains all the
commentators and their comments is published under the Agency’s Comment
Response Documents (CRDs) and Review Groups webpage
(http://easa.europa.eu/rulemaking/comment-response-documents-CRDs-and-reviewgroups.php).
III. Scientists’ Reports
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1 Inttroduction

The context of th
his work co
oncerns thee update and
a amend
dment of tthe currentt Flight Tim
me
Limitatiions regula
ations (Subpart Q o
of the EU-O
OPS) takin
ng into acccount rece
ent scientiffic
and tecchnical evid
dence and
d focusing on the app
plicable tec
chnical proovisions. The propose
ed
update and ame
endment has been p
published in a Notic
ce of Propposed Ame
endment (2
20
December 2010)) ‘Impleme
enting Rulles on Flig
ght and Duty
D
Timee Limitations and re
est
require
ements for commercial air tran sport (CAT
T) with aerroplanes’. This NPA is now ope
en
to comments for a period of
o 3 month
hs. This NP
PA containss explanatoory note th
hat identifie
ed
some q
questions for
f which it was no
ot possible to reach a consenssus and th
herefore, for
f
which a scientific input is ne
eeded.
The ob
bjective of the work is the provvision of a scientific expertise tto EASA re
egarding th
he
aspectss raised byy the quesstions. A fiirst series of 14 que
estions wass initially raised
r
in th
he
NPA. Then an add
ditional serries of 8 qu
uestions was
w provide
ed by EASA
A by the en
nd of April.
This do
ocument iss the finall report th
hat was prrepared affter the reeview mee
eting held in
Cologne from May 17 to 19, 2011. Th
herefore, th
his report takes
t
into aaccount so
ome remarrks
that we
ere raised during the meeting and some
e of the answers to some que
estions we
ere
comple
eted on the
e basis of the
t meeting
g discussio
on.
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2 Background
d and me
ethod
The 22
2 questionss raised by EASA haave variou
us impacts on aircrew
w fatigue but also on
o
social a
and econom
mic aspects. The exp
pertise prov
vided in this work is however limited to th
he
issues a
associated with sleep
p and fatig
gue regardlless of the social andd economicc impacts.
Each o
of the que
estions was reviewe d regardin
ng the ava
ailable scieentific datta on slee
ep,
fatigue and biolog
gical rhythms publish
hed in peerr-review jo
ournals andd scientific reports. For
F
questions, no direct or
o scarce d
data was available. In
n these ca ses, as farr as safety is
some q
concern
ned, conse
ervative asssumption w
was taken..
Most off the know
wledge accumulated over the la
ast years has
h addresssed mainly
y one of th
he
compon
nents of fa
atigue, nam
mely sleep
piness that is related to 3 mainn underlyin
ng processes
(Akersttedt and Fo
olkard, 199
97):
- the p
process C (Circadian
n), regulatted by the
e so-called biologicall clock. Th
his circadia
an
factor initiates sle
eep every 24
2 hours.
- a hom
meostasic process,
p
th
he processs S (Sleep) associated
d with the amount of
o prior wake
and am
mount of prior
p
sleep
p. That meeans that sleep
s
is in
nitiated aftter a certa
ain length of
wake (a
around 16 hours for most indivviduals)
- a pro
ocess W (W
Waking) which
w
refleccts sleep inertia, ie. “a transittional state
e of lowere
ed
arousall occurring
g immediately after awakening
g from sle
eep and pproducing a tempora
ary
decrem
ment in sub
bsequent performan
p
ce” (Tassi and Muze
et, 2000). The amount of slee
ep
inertia is related to
t the amo
ount of deeep sleep (sstages 3 an
nd 4).
In norm
mal sleep-w
wake cond
ditions (daytime duty
y), processs C and S are synch
hronised, i..e.
sleep iss initiated in the circadian low and when the proce
ess S reachhes a thresshold. Und
der
these cconditions,, sleep ine
ertia is relaatively sho
ort upon waking
w
up (around 30
3 minutess).
Howeve
er, with disruptive scchedules ( morning or
o night duties or afteer a rapid transition of
time zone), thesse processes are d
desynchron
nized leading to sleeep disturrbances an
nd
fatigue. Sleep ine
ertia dissipation can b
be very lon
ng (up to 4 hours aft
fter waking
g up) in case
of prevvious sleep loss (Ding
ges, 1987)..
The ab
bove processses describe clearly fatigue re
esulting from an acute
te sleep losss. Howeve
er,
fatigue is known to build in
n a cumulaative manner over co
onsecutive days. Thiss means th
hat
repetitive slight sleep redu
uction will produce similar efffects thann a single large slee
ep
depriva
ation (Van Dongen, 2003). H owever, there are fewer scieentific data
a describin
ng
cumula
ative fatigue that is th
herefore m
more difficu
ult to predic
ct.
It has b
been demo
onstrated that
t
the im
mpact of disruptive schedules ssuch as nig
ght duties or
morning duties or
o the rapid
d transitio n of time zone lead to objectiive signs of
o sleepine
ess
asured by electrophyysiological data (Nich
holson et aal, 1986, Cabon
C
et al,
a
during flight mea
1993, S
Samel et al, 1997).
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This lo
ow alertnesss state has
h been sshown to be a conttributing fa
factor of a number of
acciden
nts (NTSB, 1999). A recent reseearch (Goo
ode, 2003)) has demoonstrated an
a increase
ed
risk of a
h long dutyy hours.
aircraft acccident with
As for many asp
pects of Human
H
Facctors scien
ntific data often refeer to averrage trend
ds.
Howeve
er, the exa
amination of the datta distributtion revealss large inteer-individu
ual variabiliity
generally associated with la
arge differrences in in
ndividual sleep
s
need s or differences in th
he
circadia
an type (m
morningnesss or even
ningness ty
ype). This practicallyy means th
hat an earrly
start w
will producce a large
er sleep deeprivation for an ev
vening typpe person than for a
morning type perrson. As FT
TL should apply to everyone, a conservattive approach is to set
s
the limitations according to the least ffavourable
e profile.
Even iif most of
o the lab
boratory rresearches show th
hat fatiguee produce
es cognitivve
impairm
ment and that
t
severa
al aircraft accidents has been partially aattributed to
t fatigue, it
does no
ot mean th
hat there is
i a linear link betwe
een fatigue
e and safetty in comp
plex system
ms
like aviiation. Ind
deed, several studiess (Foushee
e et al, 19
986, Thom
mas and Pe
etrelli, 200
06)
suggesst that with
h an increa
asing level of fatigue
e, pilots de
evelop straategy to prrotect safe
ety
(e.g. in
ncrease offr cross ch
heck, use of automation,…). This meanns that, paradoxically,
safety could be more
m
impa
aired at mo
oderate level of fatig
gue (whenn fatigue awareness
a
is
low) than for high
h level (wh
hen fatiguee awarenesss is high).
Therefo
ore, the co
omplexity of
o the undeerlying me
echanisms of fatigue and the complexity of
the linkk between fatigue and safety suggest th
hat a presc
criptive appproach on
nly based on
o
duty tim
me limitations will no
ot be sufficcient to manage
m
thiss specific rrisk. It emphasises th
he
need o
of managin
ng fatigue and safetyy globally and there
efore the rrelevance of
o a Fatigu
ue
Risk Ma
anagementt System fully integraated into the airline Safety
S
Mannagement System.
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3 Co
omments to questiions
For the
e consistency of the report,
r
the answers to
t the quesstions havee been gatthered into
o9
differen
nt topics :
123456789-

Home Base
e
Maximum FDP
A
Augmented
d crews
Unforeseen circumstances
C
Cumulative
e fatigue
S
Split duty
S
Standby
Disruptive schedules
Reduced re
est and split duty.

3.1 H
Home ba
ase
Questi
tion 1: Thee definition
n of a Homee Base — especially
e
with
w multipple airports
ts — could
not reaach a conseensus with
hin the Rule
lemaking Group.
G
One
e open item
m was relatted to the
above llimitation of
o 50km diistance/60m
0min travellling time, the
t safety iimpact of allowing
a
multiple
le airports is probablyy negligiblee, but the social
s
and economicaal impacts of the
proposa
sal are diffic
icult to asse
sess. In this
is respect the
t RIA nee
eeds further
er considera
ation.
Stakeho
holders aree invited to comment and provid
de justifica
ation elemeents on the
e possible
safety, social and
d economicc impact off the propo
osal, as we
ell as on the
he proposed
d related
definit
itions of positioning
p
ng, travelli
ling, etc.
The definition of a home ba
ase with m
multiple airp
ports set a limitation of 50km/6
60 min
travellin
ng time. When
W
FDP starts
s
and finishes in different locations w
within the home
h
base
e,
then th
he transfer from the final
f
point of landing back to th
he initial loocation of the
t start
shall co
ount as possitioning. The
T impactt of travelliing time in terms of ffatigue and
d safety will
vary co
onsiderablyy as a function of two
o main facttors: the re
eporting tim
me and the
e
commu
uting time.
The rep
porting tim
me could be
e especiallyy critical fo
or early sta
art given thhe physiolo
ogical
difficultty to advan
nce sleep pattern.
p
Fo
or an early start (i.e. duty startiing betwee
en 05:00
and 05:59 in the proposed definition) , the addittional trave
elling time (up to 60 min) will
significa
antly reducce the prio
or sleep len
ngth. Scien
ntific researches (Sim
mons and Valk,
V
1997))
have sh
hown that the earlierr the duty sstart, the greater
g
the
e sleep redduction (1 hour
h
of
reductio
g between 07:00 and
d 08:00 and
d 2 hours ffor duties starting
on for dutiies starting
betwee
en 06:00 an
nd 07:00). Thereforee adding trravelling tim
me for the early startt will
increasse the risk of significa
ant sleep lo
oss and of low alertness levels during the
e
subsequent FDP.
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Anothe
er factor th
hat might impact thiss definition
n is the long commutiing time, which
w
is
commo
on in aircre
ews. In casse of long ccommuting
g time, hom
me base w
with multiple airports
can significantly reduce
r
slee
ep and incrrease fatig
gue. Thereffore it is reecommended that
accomm
modation should
s
be provided
p
to
o mitigate the effect of multiplee home bases in case
e
of earlyy start.

Additio
ional quesstion 8: Comment
C
oon the pote
tential safe
ety impact of multiple
le airports as
home b
base, inclu
uding effeccts on safe
fety of add
ditional tra
avelling not
ot accounta
table as du
uty
time, aand the neeed for a de
efinition off ‘designate
ed reporting
ng point’.
The additional tra
avelling not accountaable as dutty time sho
ould be connsidered with
w care ass
the amount of ad
dditional tra
avelling tim
me may inccrease the cumulativee fatigue especially
e
arly starts.
with ea
During the review
w meeting, the discusssion on th
his question
n was focuused on the
e risk of
instability of the home
h
base
e. Thereforre a design
nated reporting pointt appears to be
necessa
ary.

3.2 M
Maximum
m FDP
Additio
ional quesstion 1 - Maximum
M
m FDP: Com
omment on
n the provissions for th
he maximu
um
daily flilight duty period
p
(FDP
P), includinng:
aa) The efffectivenesss of the m
mitigating measuress in the N
NPA for th
he one ho
our
extensi
sions (transsient and ccumulative effects),
b) The eff
ffectiveness
ss of the m
mitigating measures
m
in
i the NPA
A for the 2 or 3 hou
urs
commaander discrretion (trannsient and
d cumulative
ve effects),
cc) Any neeed for add
ditional mittigating me
easures forr consecutitive early starts
st
and for
f
conseccutive night
ht duties,
d
d) The effectivenes
ef
ss of the mitigating
g measure
res in thee NPA forr the WOC
OCL
encroac
achment an
nd for the nnumber off sectors
a) The maximum
m daily FDP with exttensions as proposed
d in the taable 37 ra
aises severral
issues:
-

tthe cumula
ative effeccts of the time on time and tim
me of the day for extensions
e
of
FDP’s startting in the evening (ssee questio
on 2)
e
extensionss of FDP’s starting beetween 06
600 and 12
259. In casse of reporrting time at
0
0600, this will inducce a large reduction of sleep due
d to a veery early waking
w
tim
me.
T
This is associated witth the defiinition of early
e
start (see
(
questiion 13).

The inccrease of 2 hours of pre and po
ost-flight re
ests or the
e increase oof 4 hours of the posstflight rrest is dee
emed acceptable alth
hough we consider that
t
post-fflight rest is the mo
ost
importa
ant to prevvent fatigu
ue for the n
next FDP. However, the limitattion to 2 extensions
e
in
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any co
onsecutive days cou
uld be criitical as itt could allow 2 coonsecutive extension
ns.
Provisio
ons shall be
b taken to
o ensure tthat the re
est betwee
en 2 extenssions inclu
udes at lea
ast
one loccal night (if
( no time
e zone cro
ossing) or one “basse night” ((in case of
o time zon
ne
crossing).
b) Provvisions forr the 2 or 3 hours eextension due to co
ommander discretion
n should not
n
allow re
educed resst after the
e extended
d FDP. To avoid cumulative effe
fects of FD
DP extensio
on,
only 2 extensionss due to commanderr discretion
n shall be used in anny 7 conse
ecutive days
me zone cro
ossing) or one
o “base night” (in case of tim
me
with at least one local nightt (if no tim
zone crrossing) du
uring the re
est betweeen 2 extenssions.
c) As morning and
a
night duties arre known to be asssociated with signiificant slee
ep
disruptions, it is necessary to take p
provision to
o mitigate the cumuulative effe
ects of these
disruptive duties.. Figure 1 shows sleeepiness da
ata collecte
ed upon att bed time
e and get up
u
or pilots on
n multi-sectors short haul flightts (Bourgeois-Bougrinne et al, 2003a).
2
Eacch
time fo
aircrew
w was eith
her workin
ng on con
nsecutive “early sta
arts” or “llate startss” (up to 7
consecutive dayss). The datta clearly sshow that after 3 consecutive days the bedtime
b
an
nd
getup ttime sleepiness value
es were no
o longer siignificant suggesting
s
g that the rest
r
was not
n
enough
h to recove
er from the
e sleepinesss.
- For du
uties startiing before 0600, onlyy 2 consecutive early
y starts shoould be allo
owed
- For du
uties startiing after 06
600, only 3 consecuttive early starts
s
shou ld be allow
wed
- For cconsecutive duties starting
s
beetween 04
400 and 0900, the dduty startt should not
n
advancce. Ideally, consecutiv
ve morning
g duties sh
hould be de
elayed of 1 hour per day.
- After consecutive early starts,
s
restt should in
nclude at least one llocal nightt (if no tim
me
zone crrossing) orr one “base
e night” (in
n case of tiime zone crossing)
c
- A maxximum of 2 consecuttive night d
duties shou
uld be allow
wed.
uty, rest sh
hould inclu
ude at leastt one local night (if nno time zo
one crossing)
- After 1 night du
or one “base night” (in casse of time zone crosssing) (Todderdell et al, 1995, Akerstedt et
al, 2000
0)
- After 2 consecu
utive night duties, resst should include at least two llocal nights (if no tim
me
zone crrossing) orr 2 “base nights” (in ccase of tim
me zone cro
ossing)
In orde
er to preve
ent circadia
an disruption, it is ge
enerally ad
dmitted thaat working
g with bloccks
of earlyy and late duties is better than working with
w mixed schedules .
d) Nigh
ht FDP’s or
o FDP’s that
t
encro
oach the WOCL
W
sho
ould be lim
mited to 10
1 hours as
scientiffic data co
ollected on
n aircrew suggest (Powell
(
et al, 2008)). As there
e is a cle
ear
interacttion betwe
een the tim
me on the d
day and the number of sectors,, it is recom
mmended to
limit the FDP as a function of the num
mber of secctors. A reduction of 30 minute
es per secttor
for eve
ery sector after the first
f
is wou
uld be a reasonable
r
value. Ouur study on short ha
aul
flights (Bourgeoiss-Bougrine et al, 200
03a) has sh
hown a sig
gnificant inncrease of fatigue aftter
the thirrd sector, therefore
t
it would bee sensible to
t set a grreater limitt after the third secto
or.
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No scie
entific data are availa
able for FD P’s with more
m
than 4 sectors.

A.U.

SL
LEEPINE
ESS
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50
4
40
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0
D0 D1
D D2 D33 D4 D5 D6
D D7 R11 R2 R3

Before th
he
roster

During thee
D
roster

B
Bedtime
G
Getting
up

After the
A
roster

R : Rest
D : Days
D
A.U.. : Arbitraary Units

Figure 1. Mean
n evaluation of sleepiiness at be
edtime and
d on gettingg up on co
onsecutive
early an
nd late starts (N=134
4).
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Questi
tion 2: FDP
P extensio
ion for dut
uties startting in the
e evening
g. While the
e Group
could n
not agree on
o the tablles and vallues, and in particula
ar on the po
possibility to use FDP
P
extensi
sions, the Agency
A
deccided to kee
eep the Sub
bpart Q pro
ovision on the basis of
o
operati
tional experrience and
d also due tto the factt that addittional mitiggating mea
asures (succh
as 4 ho
ours of add
ditional resst) are usedd to compe
ensate the
e longer FD
DP. Also, CAP
CA 371 usees
a similaar provision
on. Howeve
er, simulatio
tions condu
ucted with the
t SAFE m
model indiccated thatt
extende
ded FDP staarting in th
he eveningg lead to low
ow alertness
ss levels. Th
The proposa
al to
authori
rise such exxtension on
nly in conju
junction wit
ith FRM did
d not reachh consensu
us.
Stakeho
holders aree invited to comment on the pottential safe
ety impactt of FDP ext
xtensions
consideering the associated
a
mitigatingg measures,
s, and make
ke proposals
ls for furthe
her/other
possible
le mitigatin
ng measure
es for exteension on FDP
F starting
ng in the evvening.
The SA
AFE simulattions prese
ented in thee NPA pred
dict that fa
atigue leveels at the end of FDP’’s
starting
g from 140
00 to 2000 would reaach a value
e of 5 or ab
bove. There
refore, considering th
he
require
ed alertnesss for the aircrew at tthe end of the duty, there
t
is noo reason to
o allow
extensiion of FDP starting in
n the eveniing.
We do not recom
mmend any extension of FDP for any duty start timee and to allow them
mulations with
w the mo
odel Sleep Wake Pred
dictor
only in the framework of a FRMS. Sim
(Akertsstedt) have
e shown that extensio
ons up to are
a only po
ossible thiss assumptio
on is true
hours 0
08:00 to 10
0:00. Afterr 10:00, thee end of th
he FDP of 14 hrs fallss after 00:00 and
results in excessivve fatigue levels. Th
he reason why
w we thiink FDP exxtensions should
s
be
allowed
d only in th
he framewo
ork of FRM
MS is becau
use even sttill in an accceptable level of
fatigue we are ap
pproaching close to eexcessive value.
v
Takin
ng into acccount the inter
i
and
intra individual va
ariability we
w do not cconsider 14
4hrs as a co
onservativee value.

3.3 A
Augmentted crew
ws
Questi
tion 4: In flight
f
restt facilitiess. The thre
ee classes of
o rest faci
cilities intro
oduced in
this pro
oposal refle
lect the con
nclusions oof the TNO
O study, wh
hich is to da
date the mo
ost
compreehensive study
st
condu
ucted on inn-flight rest
st. This stud
dy does noot recomm
mend the usse
of econ
nomy classs seats for in- flight re
rest, althou
ugh it admiits that datta is scarce
e on this
subjectt. While so
ome charte
er operators
rs can claim
m years of operating eexperience
e on the usse
of econ
nomy seats
ts as rest fa
acility, amoong the serrious incide
ent records
ds related to fatigue
discusssed in paraagraph 23 above,
a
onee is related
d to the use
se of econoomy class seats
s
as a
rest faccility. Finallly, the RIA
A identifiedd that not allowing
a
an
nymore thee use of su
uch rest
facilitiees would have
ha a certa
ain econom
mic impactt on charterr operatorss. Stakehol
olders are
invited
d to commeent and pro
ovide justiffication ele
ements on the safetyy and econo
omic aspeccts
possible usse of econo
omy class sseats as a rest facility
ty.
of the p
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The isssue related to in-fligh
ht rest facil ities may be
b a critica
al issue as a poor on--board slee
ep
might rreduce sub
bsequent aircrew alerrtness and hence saffety. Roachh et al, 201
10 has
recentlyy shown th
hat in-flight sleep (in bunk) pro
ovides airlin
ne pilots w
with 70% as much
restoration as duration-mattched bed ssleep. As stated
s
in th
he NPA, onne serious incident
involvin
ng in-flightt rest in an economy seat has been
b
reported. In linee with the TNO studyy,
the NPA
A does nott allow for in-flight reest in an ecconomy se
eat, but thee NPA argu
ues that the
e
inciden
nt data is sttatistically insufficien
nt. We do consider
c
that one serrious incide
ent related
e has to be
e taken into
o account given the very
v
high ssafety leve
el that
to a specific issue
reachess aviation. In fact, ev
ven if no sccientific da
ata are currently avaiilable for re
est on
econom
mic seat, th
he TNO stu
udy (Simon
ns et al, 19
994) sugge
ests havingg a conserv
vative
approach that no
o extension should bee permitted
d with econ
nomic seatts. The results showe
ed
that resst in a fligh
ht deck sea
at is only 3
33% effecttive compared to bunnk rest. The
erefore it
can be extrapolatted from th
hese data tthat econo
omic seat will
w not proovide a suffficiently
restorative sleep because of the envirronmental factors asssociated w
with these facilities
f
(noise a
and seat comfort).
c

Questiion 5: Exttension off FDP and
d WOCL. Stakeholde
S
rs are invitted to com
mment on
the valiidity of the
e principle that maxim
mum FDP with
w augmented crew
w could be irrespectivve
of the W
WOCL.
We und
derstand th
hat maximum FDP co
ould be irre
espective of
o the WOC
CL due to the
t fact tha
at
sleeping in the WOCL
W
would
d increase sleep efficciency. How
wever, thiss could be only true
for the crew responsible of the landin g phase (i.e. the cap
ptain). The refore, the
e only
conditio
on that wo
ould allow ignoring
i
th
he WOCL in
n the exten
nsion of FD
DP with augmented
crew w
would be to
o guarantee
e that the captain will be sleeping in the W
WOCL, wh
hich is, from
m
a practtical point of
o view, diffficult to co
onsider. Th
herefore, we
w recomm
mend limitin
ng the
maximu
um FDP fo
or augmentted crew taaking into account
a
th
he time of tthe day.
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Questi
tion 6: In Flight Re
est The queestion of what
w
the minimum
m
coonsecutive in-flight
rest sho
hould be is not an eassy one. Acc
ccording to national practices
p
annd scientifi
fic studies,
this maay vary fro
om 1 hour to
t 3 hours.
s. Stakehold
ders are inv
nvited to coomment on
n the moree
approp
priate and safety
s
effec
ective meassures to lim
mit the frag
gmentationn of sleep. Their view
ws
are also
so requesteed on the need
n
to lim
mit augmen
nted crew operations
o
s to 3 secto
ors.
This qu
uestion raisses the issu
ue of the m
minimum rest period that inducces a recup
perative
sleep.
Availab
ble scientific data sho
ow that sleeep efficiency (i.e. the
e percentagge of time in bed tha
at
a perso
on sleeps) varies sign
nificantly ass a functio
on of the time of the day. There
efore, a
given rest time will
w not prod
duce the saame amou
unt of sleep
p. In fact, iif rest is ta
aken in a
e for sleep (i.e. close to the WO
OCL or in th
he early affternoon) sleep
s
period favourable
efficien
ncy is likelyy to be high
h. On the ccontrary if rest is tak
ken in an u nfavourable period fo
or
sleep (ii.e. the forrbidden zon
ne for sleeep in the late afternoo
on) sleep eefficiency will
w be low.
Prediction by a biiomathema
atical modeel obtained
d for the Singapore A
Airlines ULR
R study
(Roberttson et al, 2002) sho
own that th
he average
e amount of
o sleep du ring a 6-ho
our rest
period can vary between
b
ap
pproximateely 2 hourss in the earrly afternooon to over 4.5 hours
at midn
night. Therrefore, it se
eems difficcult to prov
vide a minimum rest time that would app
ply
whatevver the time of the flight. As a g
general rule, and in order
o
to maaximise sle
eep,
minimu
um in-flightt rest shou
uld not be eequal depe
ending on the time oof the day. In-flight
rest sho
ould be lon
nger in the
e periods w
when sleep is less like
ely to occu
ur and could be shortter
in the p
periods favvourable fo
or sleep.
Of courrse multi-ssectors duties increasse the complexity for the crew tto plan the
eir in-flightt
rest as it will depend both on
o the leng
gth of each
h individual sectors a nd the tim
me of the da
ay
e a limit on
n the numb
ber of
of those sectors. Therefore,, it is extreemely difficcult to give
sectorss and a casse by case approach should be adopted.
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Questi
tion 7:Min
nimum In
n Flight Re
est for cab
bin crew. The in-fligght rest tab
ble for Cab
bin
Crew w
was not sub
bject to a detailed
d
annalysis in the
th RIA, in terms of ssafety and economic
impact.
t. Stakehold
ders are in
nvited to coomment on
n the appro
opriateness
ss of the va
alues
propose
sed in the table
t
on minimum
m
in-- flight rest
st duration for Cabin C
Crew.
Alertne
ess of cabin
n crew for safety is ccrucial, esp
pecially during the takke off and landing
phase w
where the need for passengers
p
s evacuatio
on require an optimall performance. A
possible
e way to address
a
wh
hat might b
be the miniimum in-fliight rest foor cabin cre
ew is to
take intto accountt the avera
age physiollogical slee
ep requirem
ments of 8 hours with
hin a 24
hours p
period (Din
nges et al, 1996). Theerefore, th
he values presented
p
i n the table
e are
insufficcient for FD
DP extensio
on higher tthan 4:00. In fact, an
n extensionn of 4:00 could
c
lead to
a FDP o
of 17:00, thus
t
only 7 hours can
n be allocated to slee
ep. Taking into accou
unt an
average
e of 2 hours of time for commu
uting, physsiological and
a social nneeds, only
y 5 hours
are rem
maining (7::00-2:00) for
f sleep. A
As a conse
equence, a minimum of 3:00 sh
hould be
allowed
d rather than 2:30 fo
or class 1 ccrew rest to
o obtain assleep oppoortunity of 8 hours.
The sam
me augme
entation should applyy to the oth
her value to keep thee 8 hours requiremen
r
nt
of sleep
p within 24
4 hours.

FDP exxtension

Minimum
m In-flightt rest
Class 1

Class 2

Class
C
3

00:00 – 01:00

01:30

01:30
0

01
0 :30

01:00 – 02:00

01:45

01:50
0

01
0 :55

02:00 – 03:00

02:00

02:10
0

02
0 :20

03:00 – 04:00

03:00

03:20
0

03
0 :40

04:00 – 05:00

04:00

04:30
0

05
0 :00

05:00 – 06:00

05:00

05:40
0

06
0 :20

06:00 – 07:00

06:00

06:50
0

Not
N allowed
d
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Additio
ional Que
estion 2 Augmentted Crew
w: Commeent on the
he provisio
ons
regardi
ding extend
ded FDP opperations with
w in-fligh
ht rest, in pparticular:
aa) the maaximum allo
lowable FD
DP with one
e or two ad
dditional flig
light crew members;
m
b) the neeed to addre
ress sleep iinertia prio
or to return
ning to thee controls
cc) any neeed for add
ditional mit
itigation me
easures to
o address tthe non-accclimatisatio
ion
of crew
w memberss.
Two factors are take
en into acccount to set
s the maximum alloowable FD
DP : the re
est
a) T
ffacilities an
nd the num
mber of ad
dditional flig
ght crew members
m
( 1 or 2). Re
egarding th
he
rest facilities, in acco
ordance wiith the ansswer to qu
uestion 4, w
we do not recommen
nd
tto allow any extensiion using eeconomic seats. The
e values giiven for class 1 and 2
rest facilitties and the
t
numb
ber of add
ditional fliight crew memberss are give
en
irrespective of the duty start. As mentio
oned in the
e answer tto question
n 5, ignorin
ng
tthe WOCL for the ex
xtension o
of FDP in augmented
a
d crew wouuld be only
y valid if we
w
ccan guarantee that the
t captain
n or the la
anding crew
w will be ssleeping in
n the WOC
CL.
IIn other situations, ignoring
i
th
he WOCL will
w increasse the riskk of having
g short slee
ep
in the leasst unfavourrable perio
od of the flight and, as a conseequence, unacceptab
u
ble
a
alertness level
l
during the land
ding phase
e. Thereforre, we wouuld rather recommen
nd
reducing FDP
F
limitatiion when W
WOCL is en
ncroached..
b) S
Sleep inerrtia is a real
r
conceern as its effect mig
ght impacct subsequ
uent aircre
ew
performance while re
eturning in
n the flightt deck. Scie
entific reseearches (Dinges, 198
85)
sshow that sleep ine
ertia is esssentially asssociated with
w
the qquantity off deep slee
ep
w
which is directly
d
link
ked to thee cumulative sleep loss. Thereefore, the greater th
he
ssleep loss,, the high
her the deeep sleep and the higher
h
thee risk of sleep inertiia.
However, this would
d be very d
difficult to take into account inn the regullation as th
he
a
amount of prior sle
eep loss m
er.
may widely vary frrom one iindividual to anothe
T
Therefore it seems sensible to
o address sleep inerrtia by eduucating airrcrew in th
he
ccontext off the airlin
ne FRMS b
by helping them to plan in-fligght rest du
uration as a
ffunction off the indiv
vidual sleep
p. Anotherr importantt mitigatio n procedure will be to
a
allow a suffficient tim
me between
n the wakin
ng up and the returnn (minimum
m 30 min) in
tthe flight deck, and
d to give p
practical means
m
for the aircreew to evaluate her/h
his
ffitness forr duty befo
ore returniing in the flight dec
ck. In casee of unexp
pected slee
ep
inertia, ad
dditional time shoul d be give
en to the crewmem
mber beforre resumin
ng
her/his dutty
c) W
We recom
mmend reducing the extension
n for non-a
acclimatizeed crews as
a fatigue is
cclearly incrreased by sleep distu
urbances associated with
w the noon acclima
atization.
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3.4 U
Unforese
een circu
umstancces
Questi
tion 8: Com
ommanderr’s discrettion. With
h the comm
mander’s dis
iscretion prrovisions,
the maaximum bas
asic FDP wh
hen addedd to the FTLL.1.210 1(b
b) 1 hour eextension, may reach
h
16 hou
urs for fligh
ht crew, an
nd possiblyy 17 hours for
f Cabin Crews
C
wheen applying
g FTL.1.210
10
1(c). St
Stakeholderrs are invite
ted to comm
mment on th
he safety im
mplicationss of this prrovision.
The pro
oposed exttension of basic FDP with the commande
c
r’s discretioon might have
h
significa
ant impactt on safety
y as suggessted by the
e statistical study of G
Goode (20
003). This
study sshows that the relativ
ve risk wass over 5.5 times
t
higher for dutiees of 13 ho
ours or
more.
Therefo
ore, it seem
ms extreme
ely importaant that mitigation
m
measures
m
shhould be ta
aken when
n
comma
ander’s disccretion is used:
u
-

-

-

tthe consultation by the
t commaander of all the crew on their allertness. As
A self-ratin
ng
o
of alertnesss is subjecct to a larg
ge inter-ind
dividual varriability thiss process could
c
be
ssupported by practical tools (qu
uestionnaires, scaless, check listt) to help the
t crew to
o
make the appropriate
a
e decision
tthe training of aircrew in the co
ontext of the
t airline FRMS
F
to ennsure that aircrew arre
a
aware of the impact of fatigue and possib
ble countermeasuress. As the usse of
ccommande
er’s discrettion can bee critical in terms of fatigue
f
andd safety, it is crucial
tthat the de
ecision to extend
e
thee FDP could
d be based
d on the moost accurate
a
assessmen
nt of the fa
atigue by th
he crew (a
and not onlly the com
mmander’s fatigue).
f
limitation of the freq
quency of tthe use of commander’s discrettion over 7 days
a
accum
mulation o
of long duty
y hours
period to avoid
a careful monitoring
m
of the imp
pact of these extensio
on in the fframework of the
a
airline FRM
MS.
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Questi
tion 9: Pro
ovision on
n short-te
erm replan
nning. Tho
hose provisi
sions are cle
learly
includeed for the sake
s
of ope
erational flflexibility an
nd as said above, thee Group co
ould not
review
w the potent
ntial safety impact of tthe propossal. Stakeh
holders aree invited to
o commentt
on the potential safety
s
impa
pact of the pproposal on
o short-ter
erm re-plannning.

erm re-pla
anning raise
es the issu
ue of aircre
ew prepara
ation and ssleep planiffication. Th
he
Short te
propose
ed rules ap
pplying to split duty aand reduce
ed rests se
eems to bee acceptable as they
allow th
he crew to
o anticipate
e on her/hi s rest prep
paration. However,
H
thhe frequen
ncy of these
short te
erm re-plannings sho
ould be lim
mited and carefully mo
onitored inn the frame
ework of th
he
FRMS.

3.5 C
Cumulati
tive fatig
gue

Additio
ional que
estion 3 Cumulativ
C
ve fatigue
ue: Comme
ent on thee provision
ns regardin
ing
cumulaative fatigu
ue, in particcular:
aa) Any neeed for an additionall duty limitt of 14 day
ys limit andd/or recove
ery rest ovver
a series
es of weekss to counteer cumulati
tive fatigue
b) Any neeed for a 12
1 months oor 365 dayy rolling lim
mit to counnter cumullative fatigu
gue
(as opp
posed to a calendar yyear limit)
As disccussed in the Cologne meetin
ng, there is a limite
ed numberr of scienttific data on
o
cumula
ative fatigu
ue. Howeve
er, a conseervative an
nd practical approachh would su
uggest to set
s
provisio
on to avoid
d cumulativ
ve duty tim
me.
a) T
The principle of a duty
d
limit of 14 day
ys seems to
t be an aadequate provision to
e
ensuring that
t
the duty period
d is spread
d as evenly as practticable. It is therefo
ore
proposed to
t add thiss limitation to the currrent FTL
b) T
The 12 month
m
or 365 days rrolling limit has the advantagee to avoid
d cumulativve
ffatigue witth 900 ho
ours to be worked in
n the final 9 monthhs (9X28 days)
d
of on
ne
ccalendar year
y
and 90
00 hours in
n the first 9 months of
o the folloowing calen
ndar year.
Other p
possible ap
pproach to avoid cum
mulative fattigue would
d be also tto require days
d
off att
regularr periods.
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3.6 S
Split duty
ty
Questi
tion 10: Split
Sp duty. As other pprovisions currently
c
covered
c
byy Article 8 provisions,
p
nationaal regulatio
ons significcantly differ
er on the su
ubject and
d it was nott possible to
t reach a
consen
nsus on a proposal
p
within
wi
the R
Rulemaking
g Group. Ho
owever, a majority of
o Group
membeers agreed
d that curre
ent CAP 3771 provision
ns, which form
f
the ba
basis of thiss proposal,,
should
d be used, as
a they are
e supported
ed by both operationa
al experiennce and scie
ientific
holders are
e invited too commentt on the pro
oposed Spllit Duty pro
ovisions.
evidencce. Stakeho

The use
e of split duty
d
raises the issue o
of long dutty hours th
hat increasse the risk of fatigue at
the end
d of the du
uty and the
erefore creeate problems that ca
an be similaar of long duties. In
fact, fatigue due to the exte
ension of d
duty can on
nly be parttially overccome by sle
eep if the
break iss falling in an unfavo
ourable perriod of slee
ep (e.g. in the morninng). There
efore, split
duties n
need speciial provisio
on to ensurre that they do not produce exccessive fattigue:
-

-

ssplit duty should
s
be limited to d
daytime du
uties (from
m 06 to 10 pm) to avo
oid
e
excessive sleep
s
loss since theree is the risk for the crew to nott have enough sleep
before the
e next duty
y if the firstt FDP falls in the WOCL and thee break in the early
morning which
w
is less favourab
ble for sleep.
ssplit duty should
s
not be permittted with non acclima
atized aircrrew
ssuitable acccommodation should
d be provid
ded
ssplit duty should
s
be carefully
c
m
monitored by
b a FRMS.
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3.7 S
Standby
were a tota
al of 4 que
estions raissed on stan
ndby duty. The answe
wers to thesse 4
There w
questio
ons were merged
m
in two
t
differeent parts, th
he first parrt dealing w
with the maximum
m
FDP, th
he second with
w cumu
ulative dutyy.

Questi
tion 11: Liimit of Sta
tanby Duty
ty. A key isssue conce
erning stand
ndby is thatt for the
sake off crew prod
ductivity Operators
O
w
want to ben
nefit from the
t maxim
mum possib
ble availabl
ble
FDP asssociated with
w the lon
nger possibble standby
by duty periiod. With th
this constra
aint in mind
nd,
what cr
criteria coulld be used
d in order to guarante
ee that crew
ew can be pproperly re
ested when
n
taking o
on their flig
ight duty after
a
standb
dby duty? This
T propossal includess a limit fo
or standby
duratio
on of 12 ho
ours. The Rulemaking
R
g Group is aware tha
at national regulations
ns ensuring
g
that cre
rew are pro
operly reste
ted before rreporting differ
d
widel
ely. Stakehoolders are invited to
commeent on the more apprropriate lim
mit for stan
ndby duty duration
d
annd, if limits
ts above 12
2
hours aare propossed, to makke suggesttions on ap
ppropriate mitigating measuress to ensuree
that cre
rew are pro
operly reste
ted before rreporting.
Additio
ional que
estion 4 Airport
A
S
Standby: Commentt on the pprovisions in the NP
PA
for thee calculatio
on of maxi
ximum FDPP when ca
alled out frrom airport
rt standby in terms of
accepta
table level of
o alertnesss throughoout the FD
DP.
Additio
ional quesstion 5 Home
Ho
Stan
ndby: Com
mment on the
t provisi
sions for the
he calculatio
ion
of maxximum FDP
P when calllled out froom home standby;
st
in
n particularr when a crew
cr memb
ber
is being
g callout at the end of
o standbyy for a full FDP.
F
One of the key issues in Sta
andby Dutyy is the sch
hedules un
npredictabi lity and the associate
ed
difficultties for the
e aircrew to
o plan theiir sleep perriods includ
ding naps. Of course
e, the
shorterr the notice
e, the higher the poteential impa
act on slee
ep.
Only a few scienttific data arre availablee on the efffect of sta
andby dutyy on sleep and fatigue
and, to
o our know
wledge, non
ne was carrried out on
n aircrew. A survey oon 198 train
n engineerrs
showed
d that thosse working on-call haad greater difficulty
d
fa
alling asleeep while on
n-call versu
us
when they were not
n on-call (Pilcher, 2
2000). Furtthermore, engineers slept less when at
home tthan “awayy”. The autthors explaained this difference
d
by the preesence of fa
amily and
social o
obligation when
w
at ho
ome.
A secon
nd study has shown with objecctive measu
ures of slee
ep on 5 shhip enginee
ers, that
sleep ta
aken when
n on standb
by is shorteer and of poorer
p
qua
ality than nnormal slee
ep (Torsvalll
and Åkkerstedt, 19
988).
Other rresearches also found
d that stan
ndby duty negatively
n
impact meental health with an
increasse of anxietty and dep
pression (C
Chambers et
e al, 1996).
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The pro
oposed pro
ovisions for standby d
duty are different forr airport sttandby and
d home
standbyy. Within airport
a
stan
ndby, the aavailability of accomm
modation iss considere
ed to defin
ne
the amount of sta
andby coun
nting in thee FDP. We
e would con
nsider morre relevantt not to
distingu
uish airporrt and othe
er standby but ratherr to have different proovisions when
w
suitab
ble
accomm
modations are available (home or airport)) and when
n no suitabble accomm
modation
are pro
ovided in th
he airport.
In the llatest case
e standby duty
d
should
d count in full as duty
y time.
If suitable accommodation is provided
d or in case
e of standb
by at homee we would
d
recomm
mend to usse a sliding
g scale. Theere is no accurate
a
sc
cientific datta to set th
he values,
but we recommen
nd the follo
owing valu
ues for the contributio
on of standdby duty to
owards the
e
maximu
um FDP arre proposed
d:
- fro
om 0 to 3 hours : 25
5%
- fro
om 3 to 6 hours : 37
7%
- >6 hours : 50
5 %.
Compared to the 6 hours cu
ut off prop
posed for th
he airport standby, thhis sliding scale has
the advvantage to be more progressive
p
e.

Questi
tion 12 : Standby
S
Duty
D
at ho
ome. The level
l
of fattigue follow
wing stand
dby at home
me
or in a suitable acccommoda
ation is also
so a questio
on where the
t Rulemaaking Grou
up was nott
able to
o reach a consensus.
co
Current naational reg
gulations acccount thiss form of standby
st
fro
om
0% to 100% of duty
d
time for
fo the calcculation off duty cumu
ulative limitit. The NPA
A proposal
of 25%
% can be seeen as a co
ompromisee, though not
n based on
o scientifific evidence
e, between
n
the two
o more com
mmon valu
ues currenttly used byy Member States:
S
0%
% and 50%
%.
Stakeho
holders aree invited to comment on how much
m
they consider
c
Sttandby Dutty at homee
or in a suitable acccommoda
ation should
ld count fo
or the calcu
ulation of dduty cumullative limits
ts.
To our knowledge
e, there is no scientiffic evidencce to set a precise va lue and we
e would
recomm
mend furth
her investig
gation on t his specificc issue. Ho
owever thee 25 % pro
oposed in
the NPA
A seems to
o be a consservative vvalue.

3.8 D
Disruptiv
ve sched
dules
Questi
tion 13: Early
Ea
startt and late finish def
efinition. The
T definititions used in
i this NPA
A
for earl
rly start and
d late finisshes are res
espectively an FDP sta
tarting in thhe 05:00–0
05:59 hr
period and an FD
DP finishing
g in the 011:00–01:59
9 hr period (see paraggraph 70). The
Rulemaaking Grou
up memberrs could noot agree up
pon a comm
mon definitition for ea
arly starts
and latte finishes, therefore the Agenccy proposed
ed a non-co
onsensual ddefinition, based on
the airllines’ sugge
gestions. Sttakeholders
rs are invite
ed to comm
ment wheth
ther they consider
co
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those d
definitions are pertine
ent in the ccontext off the propo
osed provisi
sions for dis
isruptive
schedu
ules.
The definition of early start is critical, as it would not conssider a dutyy starting at
a 0600 ass
an earlyy start alth
hough with
h an actual waking tim
me of 0400
0, the physsiological impact of
this dutty will be significant.
s
As alreadyy mentione
ed in the answer to qquestion 1,, Simons
and Valk (1997) shown
s
thatt duties staarting betw
ween 07:00
0 and 08:000 induce in average a
eduction. Therefore
T
w
we recomm
mend to de
efine an eaarly start ass an FDP
1 hour of sleep re
starting
g in the 05:00-06:59 period.
The definition of the late fin
nishes is leess critical but we wo
ould recom mend adva
ancing the
period to 00:00 in
nstead of 01:00
0
to bee more con
nsistent with the phyysiological rhythms.

er issue tha
at is related
d to early sstart and la
ate finishes is the traansition between thesse
Anothe
disruptive schedu
ules. In ord
der to prevvent sleep loss,
l
we re
ecommend to not allo
owing
transitio
on betwee
en early and late with
hout a nigh
ht off.
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Questi
tion 3: FDP
P and acc
climatisati
tion. Otherr regulation
ns, such ass CAP 371,, and the
FAA NP
PRM use seecondary tables
ta
for nnon-acclima
atised crew
w and alsoo some, forr partly
acclimaatised crew
w. This cert
rtainly allow
ws describiing the phe
enomenonn of acclima
atisation
more aaccurately, but it mayy also comp
mplicate the
e calculatio
on of FDP. SStakeholde
ers are
invited
d to commeent whethe
er they connsider the proposal
p
to
o keep thee Subpart Q criterion,
with th
he refined definition
d
of
o ‘Acclimat
atised’ accu
urate enoug
gh, to desccribe the phenomeno
p
on
of accliimatisation
n and to eff
ffectively co
counter fatig
igue-relate
ed risks.
In the sscientific literature, acclimatisat
a
tion referss to the ada
aptation off the biolog
gical clock
to a rap
pid time zo
one transition after a transmeridian flight. During thhe adaptation phase,
specificc troubles appear
a
due
e to the m isalignmen
nt between
n the circaddian phase
e and the
externa
al cues. Th
hese troubles known as the jet lag syndro
ome includee fatigue due
d to sleepwake d
disorders, mood
m
troub
bles and peerformance
e impairme
ent. There is a large body of
scientiffic data tha
at show tha
at several factors ma
ay impact the
t intensitty of jet lag and the
speed o
of adjustm
ment. Some
e of these ffactors are
e related to
o inter-indivvidual diffe
erences
(age, g
gender) and
d others arre directly related to the featurres of the ttravel:
-

tthe numbe
er of time zone
z
crosssed. It is ge
enerally co
onsidered tthat 3 time
e zones are
e
tthe minimu
um to prod
duce a sign
nificant jet lag
the direction of trav
vel. Adapta tion is slow
wer after eastward
e
trransitions than
t
after
w
westward transition due
d to thee natural trend of the biological clock to delay its
phase
tthe duratio
on of the stay
s
in the new time zone. It is consideredd that adaptation ratte
is 1 hour per
p day forr eastward layover an
nd 1.5 hour per day ffor westwa
ard
ttransition.

The NP
PA assumess that acclimatisation
n is obtaine
ed when a crewmem
mber spent at least 36
6
hours ffree of dutyy or 72 hours conduccting duties in an are
ea of 3 houurs of time zone
differen
nce.
Therefo
ore, this de
efinition asssumes thaat adaptation will be complete aafter 36 orr 72 hours
irrespecctive of the
e number of
o time zon
nes crosse
ed. Taking into accou nt availablle scientificc
data, itt can be prredicted that this wou
uld certainly be not the case foor most of long-haul
flights tthat crosse
ed more th
han 5 time zones. Applying the speed of aadjustmentt it can be
assume
ed that thiss definition
n will only b
be true forr time zone
e transitionn of 3 hourrs.
Furtherrmore, for large time
e zone tran
nsition, beccause of the above-m
mentioned speed
s
of
adjustm
ment, it see
ems that 36
3 or 72 ho
ours are prrobably a zone
z
wheree the jet lag troubles
will be maximum. Therefore
e we recom
mmend usiing a speed
d of adjusttment of 1 hour per
day to determine the acclim
matisation.
o knowle
edge, givin g a differe
ent value when
w
crew are conducting a dutty
Furtherrmore, to our
is not ssupported by any datta. Being frree of duty
y might eve
en producees a slower rate of
adjustm
ment as ind
dividuals would
w
tend to keep th
heir biological clock oon their home base
time in the absen
nce of socia
al constrain
nts.
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Additio
ional ques
estion 6 TZC:
T
Comm
mment on any
a need to take innto accoun
nt – for the
th
calculat
ation of FDP
DP and miniimum rest :
aa) a non-aacclimatise
ed FDP tabble, depend
ding on the
e length off time spen
nt away fro
om
home base
b
b) the efffect of con
ntinual disrruption of the circad
dian rhythm
m in east-w
west / wessteast traansitions
a
a) It seem
ms very sen
nsible to taake into acccount acclimatisationn for the calculation
c
of
FDP and minimum
m
rest.
r
Indeeed, the use
e of local time for re
reporting time and th
he
W
WOCL will be totally
y irrelevantt for non-a
acclimatise
ed crews. T
Therefore, it would be
b
preferable to reduce
e the FDP
P for non-a
acclimatise
ed crews. For the ca
alculation of
r
for no
on acclimattised-crewss, the table
e provided by the Mo
oebus repo
ort
minimum rest
((page 24) is sensiblle. Howeveer, it shou
uld be kee
ep in mindd that succh a table is
based on “average’
“
values
v
and
d does not take into account
a
th e large intter-individu
ual
vvariability observed in the speeed of adjusstment as already
a
meentioned in
n the answ
wer
tto question
n 3. For th
he definitio
on of acclim
matisation, see the a nswer to question
q
3.
b) As men
ntioned in the
t answerr to questiion 3, the effect of tiime zone crossing
c
an
nd
tthe adjusttment to a new tim
me zone iss a contin
nuous andd progressive processs.
T
Therefore we recom
mmend takking a morre realistic definition of acclimatisation for
f
tthe purposse of the calculation
c
of FDP and minimum
m rest (seee response
e to questio
on
3
3) This definition sho
ould at leaast take intto account the fact thhat the efffects of tim
me
zzone transsition will be
b greaterr the highe
er the num
mber of tim
me zones and
a
that th
he
a
acclimatisa
ation will ta
ake more ttime for larrge time zo
one transittions.
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3.9 R
Reduced
d rest and
d split d
duty

Questi
tion 14: Reduced
Re
re
ests and ssplit dutie
es. Group members’’ views on reduced
r
reest
were sp
split, in part
rticular as regards
r
itss combinatiion with sp
plit duty. Inn particularr Operators
rs’
represeentatives supported
s
it,
i while Flilight and Cabin
Ca
Crew representa
tatives were
re against it.
it
Stakeho
holders aree invited to comment on the pro
oposal on Reduced
R
Re
Rest, and especially
es
o
on
the low
wer limit off 7h30 rest,
t, the limitaation to Re
egional Ope
erations annd the com
mbination
with otther provisi
sions such as
a split dut
uty.
To our knowledge, the only
y scientificc research conducted
d on reducced rests iss the STAR
RE
projectt. In the ST
TARE study
y, the dataa collection included :
-

A
Assessmen
nt of sched
dules by th e means of
o biomathe
ematical m
models
Evaluation of sleepiiness durin
ng actual flights by
y the meaans of a standardize
s
ed
ssleepiness scale (Karrolinska Sleeepiness Scale) filled at the endd of every flight,
o sleep le
ength by tthe meanss of actigraphy recoording and sleep dia
ary
Measure of
d
during the rest periods.

The ressults from this researrch raised tthe followiing results regarding reduced rest
r
:
- An
nalysis of the
t fatigue
e risk level using pred
dictive mod
dels for moorning duties followin
ng
a reduced rest show
ws that thiis risk varies widely from onee schedule to anothe
er.
howed a probability
p
han 30% of
However, only 6% of these duties sh
higher th
resulting in
n the so-ca
alled criticaal fatigue le
evel.
- T
The variab
bility of the
e fatigue rrisk level observed
o
on analysinng the sche
edules usin
ng
tthe same predictive models sh
hows that this risk should
s
be managed at schedu
ule
level (cum
mulative asspect of faatigue). Itt is thereffore imporrtant to ev
valuate ho
ow
reduced re
ests are co
ombined w
with other duties like
ely to induuce a significant slee
ep
d
debt.
- It can be se
een that the
e relative ssleep debt is significa
antly higheer during re
educed ressts
tthan for morning
m
duties (figuree 2), a phe
enomenon inherent in the limited duratio
on
o
of these re
ests. In contrast, sleeep quality during a reduced resst is reportted as goo
od,
o
or even ve
ery good by
y the greatt majority of crewme
embers.
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Figure 2. Comparrison of sleeep debt during restss prior diffeerent dutie
es.
- Fo
or rosters including
i
a reduced rest, it can
n be seen that
t
the avverage slee
epiness levvel
d
during mo
orning fligh
hts after a reduced rest is close to thatt observed on the la
ast
fflights of the day (fig
gure 3), prrior to redu
uced rest, indicating a poor reco
overy durin
ng
tthe rest. Furthermor
F
re, the staandard dev
viation for the third flight of the
t
mornin
ng
fflight on th
he 5/3 rostters exceed
ds the leve
el 7 meanin
ng that som
me individu
uals reache
ed
a high leve
el of sleepiness on th
his very lasst flight.
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e 3. Predictted and re
eported sleeepiness du
uring reduc
ced rest duuties. 5/3 (N=45) and
d
Figure
3//3 rosters (N=57)
(
Therefo
ore, these results suggest thatt reduced rests migh
ht be consiidered as acceptable
a
e if
they arre « isolate
ed » from other
o
risk ffactors with the follow
wing provissions:
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-

tthe combin
nation of re
educed resst with oth
her disruptiive scheduules should be avoide
ed.
T
Therefore,, no other reduced reest or early
y starts sho
ould be useed in the same
s
weekk
limit the number of sector
s
to 1 after the reduced re
est
no FDP exttension should be ussed
no extension of FDP due to aug
gmented crew
c
limit the time zone crossing to 2 time zon
nes from home base
ssuitable acccommodation should
d be provid
ded
sspecific airrcrew training should
d be provid
ded about sleep
s
manaagement and
a fatigue
e
if
monitor these operations th
hrough a FRMS an
nd use m
mitigation measures
m
necessary (accommo
odation, meeals availa
ability,…).

Additio
ional ques
estion 7 Reduced
R
R
Rest with
h Split Du
uty: Does the STARE
RE study fu
ully
justify tthe NPA’s proposed
p
provisions
p
on combin
ning reduce
ced rest witth split duty
ty
Wherea
as the rese
earch has covered
c
a large amo
ount of crew
ws for redduced restss (more tha
an
100), d
data on co
ombination
n of split d
duty and reduced
r
re
est was onnly limited to 10 cre
ew
membe
ers as the airlines we
ere using tthis pattern
n only in very
v
specifiic cases att the time of
the stu
udy. The studied
s
red
duced restt with split duty were only lim
mited to the followin
ng
pattern
n:
-1 morn
ning flight
- a mid
d-day breakk
- 2 eve
ening flights
- a redu
uced rest
- 1 sing
gle morning
g flight aftter the redu
(
2).
uced rest (day
Therefo
ore the im
mpact of FD
DP’s with more than
n 1 sector after the reduced rest
r
has not
n
been evvaluated.
The tab
ble below shows
s
the average d
duty starts and ends time for thhe flights on
o which th
he
data we
ere collected.

Reportiing time (D
Day 1)
Flight 1
Break
Flight 2
Flight 3
Reportiing time (D
Day 2)
Flight 3
Confidenttial

Start
07:14
10:24

End

19:24
21:28
06:03
08:16

20:46
22:45

11:37
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The ressults on fig
gure 2 sho
ows that tthe reporte
ed sleepine
ess level inncrease slightly at th
he
end of the last flig
ght of the day 1 and stay at the same lev
vel after thhe reduced
d rest.

Figure 2. Predicted and reported sleeepiness du
uring split duties annd reduced
d duties. 5/3
(N=45)) and 3/3 rosters
r
(N=
=57)
he limitatio
ons due to
o the limiteed sample in mind, the data rreported in
n the STAR
RE
With th
projectt suggest however that
t
the p
proposed limitation of
o the FD P to 1 se
ector after a
combin
nation of split
s
duty and
a
reduc ed rest would be effficient to prevent unacceptab
u
ble
level off fatigue.
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4 Summary of
o key points and cconclusions
This report has answered th
he 22 quesstions with an estima
ation of thee potential impact on
n
aircrew
w fatigue re
egardless of
o the sociaal and econ
nomic impa
act. The reesponses were
w
based
d
on the available scientific
s
kn
nowledge. When no available knowledge
k
was directtly
availab
ble, conservvative assu
umption waas taken.
onses, sev
veral issuess was identtified and discussed
d
aat the review meetin
ng
From tthese respo
regardiing the pro
oposed rule
es:
-

tthe length of the bassic FDP (13
3h) with re
egards to available
a
sccientific datta
tthe use off scheduled extensio
on and/or due to co
ommander’’s discretio
on without a
FRMS
a definition
n of acclim
matisation tthat does not
n reflect the physioological me
echanisms
tthe use of economic seats for iin-flight rest for cabin
n crew
tthe extenssion of FDP
P due to in--flight restt irrespectiv
ve of the W
WOCL
tthe definition of early
y start.
tthe integrration of reduced
r
reest and sp
plit duty into the FFTL schem
me or in th
he
fframeworkk of a FRMS
S

While n
not directlyy linked to a specific question, other
o
issue
es were alsso discusse
ed in
Cologne.
One of the key issues that relates
r
to tthe FTL is the develo
opment of FFRMS and how it
be integrate
ed into the
e future reg
gulation. As
A it was re
eminded att the meetting, severa
al
could b
countries have already mov
ved toward
ds the use of FRMS to
o manage ddeviation from
f
prescrip
ptive rules. ICAO hass recently d
developed Standardissed and Reecommend
ded
Practice
es (SARPS)) as well as guidancee materialss based on scientific pprinciples and
a
operational experriences. Th
he ICAO co
ouncil has just
j
approv
ved these ddocumentss that
should be applica
able in Deccember 201
11. One off the ackno
owledged aadvantagess of FRMS is
that it ttakes a bro
oader perspective on
n fatigue th
han any pre
escriptive rrule, it manages risk
under sspecific circcumstance
es while offfering morre flexibility
y to operattors. In the
e context of
o
the NPA
A, FRMS co
ould be vie
ewed as a way to ma
anage any deviation ffrom the prescriptive
p
e
FTL rules, like red
duced restss, extensio
ons of FDP. However, FRMS shoould be alsso promote
ed
within tthe prescriiptive limita
ations as a way to manage
m
safe
ety in the fframework
k of the
airline S
Safety Man
nagement System. T
Therefore we
w consider FRMS bot
oth as a use
eful meanss
to conttrol the devviation from
m prescribeed limitatio
ons but mo
ore generaally as a cru
ucial
approach to manage the rissk associatted with op
perations th
hat may ddisrupt the normal
aircrew
w sleep-wakke cycle, even
e
when they are in
n the presc
cribed limittations. Off course,
FRMS h
has to be adapted
a
to the specifficity of eacch operato
or (size, ressources, co
omplexity of
o
operations…) and
d a single model
m
wou
uld not be realistic.
r
Fu
urthermoree, its imple
ementation
n
require
es time for the organiisation to l earn and develop
d
the
e most adaapted indiccators and
mitigattion measures to their specific o
operations.
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The need for specific rules for
f commu
uting was discussed,
d
as it is a w
well-known
n factor tha
at
can pottentially re
educe aircre
ew sleep o
opportunity
y and incre
ease fatiguee before re
eporting fo
or
a duty. The Colga
an Air flight 3407 acccident in Bu
uffalo has recently em
mphasised
d the issue
of long commuter pilot. Eve
en if comm
muting is a real conce
ern in termss of safety
y, it is very
unlikelyy that a reg
gulation would be ab
ble to preve
ent long co
ommuting regarding the
comple
exity of thiss issue. On
ne of the p roblem of a commuting regulattion will be
e to set a
limitatio
on while th
he actual commuting
c
g time could
d vary very
y much as a function
n of the
traffic cconditions. Furthermore, a long
g commutin
ng using public transsportation is probablyy
less tiriing than a shorter co
ommuting u
using a personal car. The STAR
RE project has shown
n
that the
ere were no
n significa
ant differen
nces in slee
ep duration
n before a duty betw
ween long
and sho
ort commu
uter. This iss explained
d by the fa
act that lon
ng commutter use
accomm
modation close
c
to the
eir base to
o ensure a sufficient rest
r
beforee reporting for the
duty. T
Therefore a more sen
nsible apprroach to th
he issue of commutinng would be
b enhancin
ng
aircrew
w responsib
bility throug
gh educati on and tra
aining.
Controllled rest in the cockp
pit was also
o discussed
d as it is a commonlyy used stra
ategy by
aircrew
w to either prevent fatigue or to
o alleviate unexpected fatigue ((Bourgeois-Bougrine
et al, 2
2003). Mostt of airliness allow thiss practice and provid
de standardd procedurre or
guidancce to mana
age contro
olled rest. H
However, even
e
if con
ntrolled resst has been
n shown to
o
be efficcient to red
duce sleepiness (Ros ekind et all, 1994, Ca
abon et al 22003a), it may also
have so
ome drawb
backs. One
e of the maain risk asssociated wiith controllled rest is the sleep
inertia that can re
esult from short nap that includ
de deep slo
ow wave ssleep. Limitting the
length of the restt and proviiding enoug
gh time affter the resst can mitiggate this risk. Anothe
er
risk is tthe alertne
ess decrem
ment of the non-restin
ng pilot due
e to the lacck of interaction
(Cabon
n et al, 200
03b). There
efore, the m
manageme
ent of conttrolled restt should be
e considere
ed
in the rregulation to define some
s
geneeral principles about the
t use of controlled rest within
n
the FTLL as an em
mergency procedure o
or as a pre
eventive me
eans.
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1

Introduction

This report deals with the 14 problem areas identified and outlined in the NPA-2010-14 and
15 additional questions that were separately provided to the scientists. The questions are
dealt with in the order as they were discussed in the meeting in Cologne from May 17 to May
19, 2011.
The discussion during the meeting, in particular the contribution from the other scientists, is
reflected under the heading “Addendum” in connection with my answers to the questions. In
general, the three scientists who produced their “Interim Reports” independently agreed
remarkably well in their assessments of the NPA. The important points of the discussion are
summarized on page 24.
Science as I understand it may deliver input to these questions in a varying extent. During
the last 20 years scientific knowledge about fatigue in aviation has been accumulated in
fatigue prediction software, e.g. in SAFE (CAA UK) or in DLR’s Alert. This accumulated
knowledge is my basic instrument to look at the questions. It allows the identification of
different discernible components in fatigue whose importance may be different in dealing with
a particular question. Since these components are influenced by different physiological and
behavioural systems risk assessment or mitigation measures may be based on a particular
fatigue component.
Alert (and comparable software) consider the following factors causing fatigue:
Circadian component
Sleep related component (amount of sleep, quality of sleep, time since last sleep,
sleep inertia)
Task-related component (time-on-task, nature of task, number of sectors)
Each of the components can be influenced in a different way. Furthermore, the circadian and
the sleep-related parts of fatigue are practically independent, i.e. they can be manipulated
independently; the sleep related component e.g. by introducing additional sleep or the
circadian component e.g. by shifting the exposure to light.
The expertise is provided roughly spoken on two levels, on a qualitative and on a quantitative
level. Qualitative statements are e.g. the description of the existence of a circadian variation
namely the alertness low in the early morning or e.g. the fact that in-flight rest must provide
the opportunity to sleep.
Quantitative statements go beyond qualitative ones, e.g. a rest period should provide the
opportunity to get 8 h of uninterrupted sleep, or FDP are reduced by 30 min for each sector
from the third sector on.
In addition, a scientifically educated expert will always look at the consistency across
different rules and some statements take consistency of rules into account.
It is attempted to use a similar table that was used in the RIA (page 41 ff.). Each of the inputs
to the table is commented subsequently. In some cases, the liberty has been taken to
comment also on the context of the questions.
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2

Assessment tables

Table 1: Fatigue components affected and mitigation measures with respect to the 14
questions of NPA-2010-14.
Reference Short name

Relevant
operation

Fatigue
Mitigation
component measure
(c.)
affected

Efficiency

Combined
efficiency

Q1

home base

commuting,
all operations

sleep
related c.

useful

good

Q2

extension

long-haul,
multiple
sectors

good
good

good

Q3

sleep
related c.
circadian
c.
acclimatisation transmeridian circadian
c.

all
Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7
Q8

Q9
Q10

Q11

rest facilities

FRM
(rest times)

rest times

good
depending good
on goal;
to be
studied
good

FDP with
augmented
crew
minimum
consecutive
in-flight rest
in-flight rest
for cabin crew
commander’s
discretion

in-flight rest
(split duty)

sleep
related c.

improving rest
facilities
FRM training
limiting FDP
extensions

in-flight rest
(split duty)

sleep
related c.

minimum 2 h
FRM training

good
good

good

in-flight rest
(split duty)
long-haul,
multiple
sectors

obtaining sleep
FRM training
FRM

good
good

good

short-term replanning
split duty

all

sleep
related c.
sleep
related c.
circadian
c.
all

split duty
(in-flight rest)

sleep
related c.

good

good

standby duty
duration

in-flight rest
(split duty)

sleep
related c.
sleep
related c.

accommodation
closer to airport
FRM training
restriction of
extension
FRM

standby

sleep
related c.
circadian
c.

good

good

good
good

FRM
limiting FDP
extensions
adequate rest
facilities
appropriate
rostering
FRM training

good
good
good

good
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Q12

Q13

Q14

standby and
cumulative
limits

standby

early starts
and late
finishes
reduced rest

all

all

sleep
related c.
circadian
c.
sleep
related c.

appropriate
rostering
FRM training

good
good

FDP reduction

good

sleep
related c.

minimum 10 h

good

good
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Table 2: Fatigue components affected and mitigation measures with respect to the additional
questions provided to scientists.
Reference Short name

Relevant
operation

Mitigation
Fatigue
component measure
(c.)
affected

Efficiency

AQ 1a)

long-haul,
multiple
sectors

sleep
related c.
circadian
c.

may
possibly
mitigate
not
cumulative sufficient
fatigue
none

AQ 1b)

FDP
extension

no acute
measures
all
reporting
FRM
sleepfocussed
related
reduction of
component FDP
FRM

commander’s
discretion
consecutive
early starts
or night
duties

all

AQ 1d)

WOCL
number of
sectors

long-haul,
multiple
sectors

circadian
c.
sleeprelated c.

AQ 2a)

augmented
crew
Maximum
FDP
sleep inertia

long-haul,
multiple
sectors

sleeprelated c.

in-flight rest
(split duty)

sleep
related c.

nonacclimatized
crew
cumulative
fatigue
cumulative
fatigue
airport
standby

long-haul
sleeptransmeridian related c.

standby

sleep
related c.

home
standby

standby

sleep
related c.

AQ 1c)

AQ 2b)

AQ 2c)

AQ 3a)
AQ 3b)
AQ 4)

AQ 5)

multiple
sectors, night
cargo

additional rest

levelling
integrated
fatigue,
FDP reduction
by 30 min
(starting with 3
sectors)
in-flight rest,
limiting FDP

minimum inflight rest 2 h
FRM training
in-flight rest
FRM training
no action
necessary
gliding limit

all
all

rostering
“sleep-in-focus”
FRM education
rostering
“sleep-in-focus”
FRM education

good
good

Combined
efficiency

good

good

possibly
good

good

good
good
possibly
good
good

good

good

good
good

good
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AQ 6a)

AQ 6b)

AQ 7)
AQ 8)

TZC nonacclimatized
table
TZC
continual
disruption
reduced rest
with split duty
home base

transmeridian circadian
operations
c.
transmeridian circadian
operations
c.

FRM education
Reduction of
FDP
additional rest

split duty

all

see comments

all

sleep
related c.

accommodation
closer to airport
FRM training

good

good

good
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3

Comments to questions and assessment tables

3.1

Home base

Question 1 – Definition of home base
I do not know of any evidence that the fact of multiple airports as home base directly
influences fatigue.
With respect to home base I am more concerned with fatiguing effects of commuting in the
case of single and of multiple airport home bases. Commuting may shorten sleep periods. In
this case the sleep related component in fatigue does not show full recovery at the time of
reporting.
In general, long commuting times may compromise the opportunity for sleep, in particular if
scheduled rest is close to minimum rest.
Long commuting times in combination with early reporting times present a problem since the
sleep regulation system is not flexible enough that pilots can shift sleeping times to earlier
times of the day. As a consequence pilots cannot be fully rested with long commuting times
and early starts.
As a mitigation measure pilots may sleep in a location closer to the airport where duty
begins. This should be considered if a pilot cannot get 8 hours of sleep in the usual
accommodation at home base before commencing flight duty.

Additional Question 8) Home base
Please, compare Question 1.
Any special definition like “designated reporting point” makes rules more complicated, more
difficult to read and may lead to more misunderstandings. Therefore, they should be avoided.
Another example for this is the definition of “accommodation” versus “suitable
accommodation”. Of course, this comment is not based on science, rather on experience
with scientific writing.

Addendum
Mick Spencer showed in his report a study of commuting and fatigue. Fatigue at the end of a
FDP increases the more the longer commuting times are. The data are not specific to air
crew since commuting has become very common in the work force. Since FDP may be
longer than the maximum working hours in other industries the effect of commuting on the
sleep-related fatigue component should be considered in aviation in particular.
While it would be very difficult to regulate commuting it should be part of a FRM with shared
responsibilities between air crew and employer for the decision whether air crew is
accommodated closer to the airport before flight duty.
Another question was raised concerning the stability of home base. Operations that rely on
seasonal business may shift home base together with operations to another airport. The
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influence on safety is not a direct one but it is mediated by the burden that temporarily
moving home base puts on other aspects of life. This has to be carefully monitored by the
SMS and by FRM. This means changing home base would require FRM.
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3.2

Maximum FDP

Additional Question 1a) Extensions
Additional rest of 2 to 4 hours following or preceding extended FDP may possibly mitigate
cumulative effects on fatigue. However, the transient effect i.e. increased fatigue at the end
of a FDP is not mitigated by the provisions of the NPA.
Extensions seem to be a questionable and strange element in FTL regulations. Safety
concerns do not allow increasing the basic maximum FDP but these concerns are not
expressed with regular extensions.
Furthermore, the extension of FDP by 1 hour during night is certainly less safe than during
daytime.

Additional Question 1b) Commander’s discretion
Airlines cannot operate without the possibility of commander’s discretion. The NPA does not
provide mitigating measures.
Commander’s discretion could be used under FRM. If commander’s discretion is used to
operate outside FDP and rest limits it should be reported to the competent authorities. This
could enforce that commander’s discretion to operate outside limits remains the exception.

Additional Question 1c) Consecutive early starts and consecutive night duties
A study has shown that fatigue in consecutive night duties is highest for the first FDP and for
the last one if it is the sixth or seventh (unpublished report for DHL Leipzig). In the beginning
of the consecutive duties pilots have to adapt their sleeping times resulting initially in
shortened sleep. At the end of the block of the consecutive duties a cumulative effect can be
measured. The same observation has been made with aircraft maintenance workers
(unpublished report for Lufthansa Technik).
An appropriate mitigating measure is the reduction of the first and seventh of consecutive
night FDP to 8 hours.
The scientific data are less clear with consecutive early starts. It seems that crew does not
adapt to earlier bed times easily. Since the effect of consecutive early starts does not only
depend on the number but also on the patterns in the schedule preceding or following
consecutive early starts the effect should be watched under FRM.
The definitions of late finishes and early starts may be extended by one hour each to the
intervals 5:00 to 6:59 and 00:00 to 01:59.

Additional Question 1d) WOCL encroachment
In the answer to Question 2 (see below) I have provided simulations that show that the
reduction of FDP that encroach the WOCL does not lead to the low fatigue levels of daytime
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flights. Therefore, the table seems to be based on an unspoken agreement that night flights
are less safe than daytime flights.
Another way to construct the table may lead to higher safety. For that purpose levelling of
integrated fatigue for the entire FDP could be considered.
According to scientific studies by TNO FDP should be reduced by 30 minutes for each sector
beginning with the third sector. A remark on consistency: the reduction of FDP due to sectors
is not always 30 minutes in the NPA-table.

Question 2 – FDP extensions
Before I comment on the question I would like to state that to my knowledge the 13-hour limit
is not the result of scientific studies but has been negotiated in the industry and evolved over
many years. It is almost impossible to scientifically assess the accident risk due to fatigue
during the 13th hour of a FDP. This would need the observation of a larger number of
accidents and would take many years. Every indirect method to assess this limit, laboratory
studies or flight performance analysis, may be debatable.
To deal with question 2 I have simulated the effect of 1-sector FDP allowed in Table 36 of
NPA 2010-14 (page 224) on fatigue. As a measure of fatigue simulated Karolinska
Sleepiness Scale (KSS) scores are used averaged for a FDP (Figure 1). The time between
23:00 hours and 7:00 hours was allotted for sleep if possible. If this sleep was shortened by
early reporting the start of sleep was set to 22:30 hours. The absolute mean values are of
lesser importance than the relative difference caused by reporting times.

Average simulated fatigue for maximum FDP

Simulated KSS

7
6
5
4
3
2
5:45

5:30

5:15

5:00

4:45

4:30

4:15

4:00

19:00

18:30

18:00

17:30

17:00

16:30

16:00

15:30

15:00

14:30

14:00

13:30

13:00

6:00

1

Time of FDP start

Figure 1: Average simulated fatigue for allowed maximum FDP (NPA page 224). For each
row of the FDP table one simulation was conducted. Therefore, the time axis is not linear.
Fatigue levels of mean KSS 6.0 and higher are reached for FDP starting between 18:30 and
4:00 hours, i.e. the reduction of maximum FDP to 11 h does not level simulated fatigue. The
fatigue found for starts between 19:00 and 3:59 hours is highest with a value of 6.3. To reach
a value of 6.0 in this case FDP would have to be reduced to 9:45 h.
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The amount of FDP reduction from 13 h does not follow the results of simulation. The
rationale for reducing FDP to 11 h is based on science only qualitatively not quantitatively.
Extensions of 1 h would mean different things at different times of the day with respect to
fatigue levels. I think there is no scientific evidence to grant these extensions. Again, they
have evolved and have been negotiated over many years in those countries where they
apply. In general it can be said that the more conservative the maximum FDP is the more
flexibility is provided to grant extensions rules.
The proposed mitigating measures, i.e. increasing rest periods around an extended FDP
does not reduce fatigue during the extension period.

Addendum
Mick Spencer pointed out that an extension of basic FDP to 14 h may be justified for
reporting times between 8:00 and 12:00 hours in the morning. On the other hand basic FDP
should be reduced to 10 h for reporting times at which it is reduced to 11 h now. This would
lead to a more equal fatigue risk throughout the FDP table. This assessment is the result of
modelling using SAFE (QinetiQ). Modelling using Alert (DLR) produces very similar results.
The differences to the FDP table of Subpart Q result from the circadian effect on fatigue.
Therefore, I can support to increase FDP to 14 hours when it starts between 8:00 and 12:00
hours in the morning and at the same time a reduction of FDP to 10 hours for reporting times
between 17:00 and 03:59 hours.
Furthermore, Mick Spencer reported a newer study that indicates that already the second
sector in a multiple sector FDP leads to an increase in fatigue. Consequently FDP should be
reduced by 30 min for each sector beginning with the second sector.
Also a DLR study on night cargo flights (DHL Leipzig) showed an increase of fatigue already
with the second sector, supporting the results Mick Spencer has presented.
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3.3

Augmented crews

Question 4 – Economy class seats as rest facility
The NPA does not allow FDP extensions if in-flight rest is spent in an economy class seat.
Since there are no data on the use of economy class seats for sleep a study should be
conducted to collect data if there are claims that crew is actually obtaining sleep in economy
class seats. The authors of the relevant TNO report do not think that pilots will get much
sleep in a single economy class seat. Factors that prevent from sleeping in such a seat are
the lack of privacy, disturbing noise and discomfort.
The combination of several economy class seats and shielding them from passengers might
present a solution for getting some sleep but should be subject to a scientific study.
It is my understanding that increasing FDP by in-flight rest periods or by breaks in split duty
is based on the opportunity to get sleep to recover the sleep-related fatigue component.

Question 5 – Maximum FDP for augmented crews irrespective of WOCL
Maximum FDP for augmented crews are extended without a consideration of the time of day
when a FDP starts. This is different from the relevant TNO report that suggests extensions
by twice the average sleeping time up to a maximum FDP.
In my opinion the extension of FDP for augmented crew should be based on average sleep
duration during in-flight rest that has been observed in studies. Certainly, time of day
influences the duration of sleep during in-flight rest. However, each crew member has to get
in-flight rest but only one member of an augmented crew will have the opportunity to sleep
during the WOCL. Consequently, an extension should be based on average sleep during inflight rest.
NPA 2010-14 proposes maximum FDP dependent on the kind of rest facility and on
minimum in-flight rest duration. I understand the TNO report in a way that FDP should be
extended based on actual in-flight rest durations up to a maximum FDP. As an example, for
class 1 rest facilities and in-flight rest of two hours for all pilots it could be increased by 1.5
hours. The TNO report also gives maximum extensions different from the NPA. That means
that the in-flight rest extensions of the NPA are not taking available science into full account.

Question 6 – Minimum consecutive in-flight rest
Consecutive in-flight rest should allow for 15 minutes to fall asleep, one full sleep cycle of 70
to 100 minutes (compare Figure 2) and a 30-minute break following sleep to take sleep
inertia into account. According to this rationale two hours are the minimum for consecutive inflight rest.
This would ensure that pilots who are really tired get an optimum out of their rest period.
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of sleep cycles in a sleep period. Slow-wave sleep is the
most recuperating sleep. The first time for a natural awakening occurs after 70 to 90 minutes
after sleep onset.

If the duration of consecutive rest can be accommodated in each of the first three sectors I
would not have an argument against a fourth sector, relaxing the limit given in the NPA.
In any case a FRM training could help crew to obtain the maximum benefit from in-flight rest.

Question 7 – In-flight rest of cabin crew
There is no scientific basis for handling in-flight rest for cabin and cockpit crews differently if
in-flight rest is expected to be equally recuperative for both groups (Vejvoda et al).

Additional Question 2a) Augmented crew – maximum FDP
The rules on FDP extensions with in-flight rest make use of the widely accepted “TNO
Report”. Therefore, the definitions of rest facility classes should mention the average
percentage of in-flight rest time that is spent sleeping. It is this number that leads to the
differences in maximum FDP for different classes of rest facilities. The calculations of
Maximum FDP are straightforward if based on the rules suggested in the report.
These rules result e.g. in maximum FDP of 16.3 h for 3-crew operations and bunk facilities
on board and 19 h for double crew operations with bunk facilities.
I do not understand why the numbers in the NPA are different and the rationale behind that
difference.

Additional Question 2b) Augmented crew - sleep inertia.
Sleep inertia following sleep during in-flight rest is a problem that has to be addressed in FTL
regulations. In answering Question 6 (minimum duration of consecutive in-flight rest) I have
allowed 30 min of the minimum duration of 2 h to overcome sleep inertia. The recovery from
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sleep inertia is part of an in-flight rest period, i.e. crew suffering from sleep inertia is not in the
cockpit.

Additional Question 2c) Augmented crew - non-acclimatized
An in-flight rest of consecutive 2 hours will be used by crew members according to their need
to sleep with varying benefit. Those who suffer from sleep pressure will benefit more from the
rest period than those who are not fatigued when they have to take their in-flight rest. Some
crew members will not sleep at all since they are not tired, others can use rest to get a full
sleep cycle. Non-acclimatized crew members may be more fatigued and may benefit more
from rest.
I do not think that additional mitigating measures are necessary. The issue of a separate
FDP table for non-acclimatized crews is discussed in Chapter 3.8 (pages 21 and 22).
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3.4

Unforeseen circumstances

Question 8 – Commander’s discretion
Without commander’s discretion an airline cannot operate. But there is no scientific basis for
extending FDP at commander’s discretion. As with other extensions commander’s discretion
will lead to less fatigue if FDP limits are more conservative.
In terms of SMS and FRM, commander’s discretion may be considered an incident and
should be reported.
Addendum
After the meeting with the NPA Review Group, ECA made a proposal concerning
commander’s discretion. This proposal seems to be too prescriptive.

Question 9 – Short-term re-planning
There is no scientific study about short-term re-planning by introducing split duty or reduced
rest. If short-term re-planning stays within the provisions of Subpart Q there should be no
problem. In that case there might be no need to regulate re-planning. If however, these
provisions are not followed, re-planning should be reported as suggested in the NPA and
crew should be asked whether they feel fit to fly the extended FDP.
I am strictly arguing against reduced rest shorter than 10 hours (compare Chapter 3.9, page
23). An operator can hardly assess the consequences of reducing rest by short-term replanning.

Addendum
The discussion showed that there are many very different situations in which commander’s
discretion or short-term re-planning are used. Crew could benefit in these situation from an
application of FRM principles and from training in FRM.
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3.5

Cumulative fatigue

Additional Question 3a) Cumulative fatigue – 7-day duty limit
If the gliding duty average across 7 days is limited to 60 hours an additional limit for 14 days
is not necessary since there is no firm scientific evidence to support such a limit.

Additional Question 3b) Cumulative fatigue – 12-month flight hours limit
The Moebus report has proposed a gliding limit of flight hours across 12 months as a
replacement for the calendar year limit.
Depending on the kind of operation and his industrial contract a pilot could accumulate about
650 flight hours within 6 months leading to the possibility of accumulating 1300 hours in the
12 months from July to June. A gliding limit should prevent that similar to the gliding rule for
60 duty hours within 7 consecutive days.
Since only a gliding limit restricts flight hours effectively the regulation need not to consider a
calendar year limit. The number of hours should be chosen according to operational
experience. To my knowledge there are no scientific data to specify this number.
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3.6

Split duty

Question 10 – Split duty
Here I would like to draw the attention to the similarity in the concepts of “split duty” and “inflight” rest. With split duty FDP breaks take place between flights, with in-flight rest FDP
during flight. Extensions can be granted if the sleep-dependent component in fatigue and a
possibly existing workload component are influenced in a positive direction. The sleeprelated component can be improved by sleep only.
The minimum break should allow to spend two hours in a rest facility (compare Question 4
on page 13), which should be classified comparable to in-flight-rest facilities. The extension
can be calculated: extension=2 x break duration x percentage sleep. There is no firm
scientific evidence for extending FDP by twice the sleep duration; but it seems reasonable
since during 24 hours 8 hours of sleep are usually followed by 16 hours awake.
The maximum extensions and the combination with reduced rest should be the same for inflight rest and split duty operations. There seems to be no scientific reason and need to
introduce different rules for in-flight rest and split duty FDP extensions.

Addendum
Facilities for rest and sleep during breaks could be classified comparable to in-flight rest
facilities.
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3.7

Standby

Additional Question 4) Airport standby
In answering Questions 11 and 12 I have developed an approach that focuses on the impact
of standby on sleep. This approach presents a different view on standby.
If no suitable accommodation is provided FDP counts from two hours prior to regular bed
time (21:00 hours) and the regular FDP table is applied. If the last regular sleep period has
been shortened by the circumstances of standby Maximum FDP is reduced by twice the
amount of lost sleep.
If suitable accommodation is provided and crew has the opportunity for an afternoon sleep
the regular FDP table can be applied.

Question 11 and 12 - Standby
The scientific principles for the regulation of airport or other standby do not differ and
therefore I am combining the answers to Questions 11 and 12.
Standby may interfere with regular sleeping times and I would like to discuss the influence of
standby on regular sleep (e.g. from 23:00 to 7:00 hours). This approach differs largely from
that followed in the NPA. The discussed maximum FDP depends on the interference of
standby with sleep. I am considering four different cases:
1

If start of standby duty does not interfere with regular sleeping times (e.g. 23:00 to
7:00) and if crew has suitable accommodation to get regular sleep during standby the
table for maximum FDP can be applied. Crew is encouraged to prepare for a possible
duty by additional short sleep in the afternoon (FRM).

2

If start of standby duty does not interfere with regular sleeping times (23:00 to 7:00)
and if crew does not have suitable accommodation FDP for a possible flight and for
cumulative limits begins to count from two hours prior to regular bed time taking into
account that crew cannot prepare for a late start by additional afternoon sleep.

3

If the start or end time of standby interferes with regular sleeping times and lead to
later bed times or earlier wake-up times flight duty time limits have to be reduced by
two times the lost hours of sleep applying the equivalent rationale used for in-flight
rest extensions.

4

If standby immediately follows FDP split duty regulations are effective. Standby
should be counted regarding cumulative limits.

The reduction of FDP that is discussed above does not correspond to the table in the NPA in
which reductions are listed dependent on reporting time. The situation of standby may not
allow preparing for a certain reporting time e.g. by taking an additional short sleep.
Therefore, it is even more important for a pilot to assess fitness for flight.
This discussion of standby emphasizes sleep during standby and does not consider whether
standby as duty. However, it is clearly described when standby is FDP.
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The rating of standby as duty may be subject to industrial contracts. The rating may depend
on the proportion of standby of all duty time. From a scientific point of view the rules (100%
airport, 25% home) in the NPA are right but they could be negotiated with a different result.

AQ 5) Home standby
In answering Questions 11 and 12 I said that the table for maximum FDP can be applied
since the impact of standby on sleep does not differ from FDP following rest, i.e. additional
reduction of maximum FDP would not be necessary.
The main difference in the “focus-on-sleep” approach and the NPA approach is the
consideration of interference with regular sleep. I cannot think of any example in which home
standby interferes with the possibility to get regular sleep if crew is not called out.

Addendum
I understand the loose term standby as any method that an airline adopts to be able to
continue operations with reserve pilots. In the Review Group meeting another mode of
standby was discussed. With this form of standby crew has at least minimum rest after being
notified of reporting time. In this case regular sleeping times may be compromised as well.
However, crew has the opportunity to try to get additional sleep to prepare for duty as under
point 1 (above). Therefore, this mode of standby can be subsumed under point 1. A “focuson-sleep” approach would allow regulating standby without specifying the standby method
(home, airport standby, reserve, on call etc.).
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3.8

Disruptive schedules

Question 13 – Early starts and late finishes
If regular sleep is considered necessary to be adequately rested for a FDP then any duty
leading to reduced sleep is an early start or a late finish. In the case of early starts FDP
should be reduced by twice the number of hours of lost sleep applying the reverse of the rule
as it is used for in-flight rest extensions.
Late finishes have to be followed by sufficiently long rest periods to get more than 8 hours
sleep that is usually necessary following sleep loss.
Since the scientific basis is not firm enough to support the regulation of consecutive early
starts and late finishes it is suggested to allow consecutive early starts and late finishes
under FRM only. Assembling more data of such schedules may lead to allowing a certain
number of consecutive early starts or late finishes later.

Question 3 - Acclimatisation
I would like to comment on the definition of an acclimatised pilot. There are two components
of acclimatisation referring to two different physiological systems. One is the recovery after
sleep loss (sleep deprivation) that may be connected to a transmeridian flight. The other one
is the adaptation of the body clock to a new time zone.
During a 36-hour period free of duty one can expect that the pilot may have recovered from
sleep loss and may be fit for the next FDP. Of course, this is more difficult starting FDP in the
new time zone and possibly 72 hours are enough then.
But the body clock adapts slower than sleep. The average daily adaptation rate ranges from
1 to 2 hours and is very much dependent on light exposure. E.g. after crossing 6 time zones
and a layover of 36 hours the body clock of a pilot can be anywhere between home base and
new time zone. Consequently, the pilot cannot be called acclimatised.
In the FRM training that I have developed, pilots learn to decide first whether they want to
adapt to the new time zone or stay on home base time. Then they learn to use light and
darkness to try to achieve their goal. For layovers of 36 hours I always recommend to stay on
home base time.
There are pairs of cities (e.g. Frankfurt, New York) for which it would be best to return after
minimum rest if it covers the home base WOCL and gives the opportunity to sleep 8 hours.
The problem is that the airline may not have a flight at that time.
As a consequence of this brief discussion I am suggesting to make it completely clear which
of the two systems (sleep, body clock) is meant and specify mitigating measures accordingly.
In the present form the definition of acclimatisation is unclear.
The state of the body clock is uncertain when crew starts another FDP following a
transmeridian flight. The degree of non-acclimatisation cannot be determined. An additional
table of maximum FDP cannot solve the problem. A conservative mitigating measure would
be the reduction of FDP to 11 h assuming the most unfavourable position of the body clock.
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Additional Question 6a) TZC non-acclimatized FDP table
I have already detailed my difficulties with the definition of “acclimatized” in answering
Question 3. Here, in Additional Question 6, clearly the desynchronisation of the circadian
body clock is meant.
Time zone crossings result in a dilemma; usually the state of the clock after a transmeridian
flight is not known. Therefore, I am suggesting that pilots learn during fatigue risk
management training how to keep their body clock on home base time.
Pilots who cannot control their body clock for some reason will be “non-acclimatized” to an
unknown degree. To take this into account FDP could be reduced as for a flight during
WOCL, i.e. to 11 hours. However, a separate detailed table for non-acclimatized crew would
suggest that the state of pilots is known.

Additional Question 6b) TZC – continual disruption
Continual disruption of circadian rhythm cannot be tolerated. Therefore, sufficient rest at
home base following transmeridian flights has to be implemented 8 hours for each time zone
crossed more than two time zones away (48 hours rest for 6 time zones). The rest period
should include at least two local nights. This is part of the current German FTL regulation and
is based on studies of recovery from time zone transitions by DLR (Samel et al).

Addendum
The discussion on the transition between night duty and early starts was extended to cover
disruptive schedules in general. Clearly, there are disruptive patterns of FDP possible within
Subpart Q. Rules would have to be very detailed to exclude all possible disruptive schedules,
and even then optimizing software still may find loopholes in the rules that allow
unfavourable disruptive schedules.
FRM software should be used to avoid unwanted schedules. In general, FRM is most useful
when dealing with disruptive schedules.
Mick Spencer raised the topic of controlled rest. Probably controlled rest is mostly used in
disruptive schedules. Controlled rest is defined as sleep on the flight deck with one pilot
remaining at the controls.
While napping in the cockpit, the so-called power nap, is restricted in time in order to prevent
crew from sliding into deep sleep and from subsequent sleep inertia, controlled sleep is
longer and will usually be followed by sleep inertia.
In terms of FRM principles, controlled rest is a fatigue incident that should be reported. If
more than one report hints at a particular schedule the schedule should be scrutinized and
possibly changed accordingly.
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3.9

Reduced rest

Question 14 – Reduced rest
The absolute minimum for rest is 8 h for sleep, plus 60 minutes for preparation of sleep
including winding down after work, plus 30 minutes for taking sleep inertia into account, plus
twice commuting time. This adds up to a minimum of 10 h for accommodation at the airport.
FTL.1.235 – 3 – Reduced Rest does not allow for 8 hours of sleep but provides specific rules
for subsequent FDP and rest periods and other operational circumstances creating a very
complex pattern. This may be formulated as variation for a specific operation and studied
accordingly.

Additional Question 7) Reduced rest with split duty
The executive summary of the STARE study cannot be taken as basis of rulemaking that
claims to be based on science. Figures 15, 16 and 17 (pages 208 and 209) do not give the
information that is needed to review the study. Fatigue (or sleepiness) during duty and the
recuperative effect of rest depend on the time of day, the length of duty, the length of rest
which are not given for these figures. Furthermore, information about conditions during
breaks and rest is not provided. This makes it impossible to fully understand results and their
possible implications.
Figure 17 is based on 10 subjects only which is a sample size that is not sufficient for the
study of a complex question.
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4

Important points

In the following important points arising from the discussion in Cologne from May 17 to 19,
20011 are summarized:
1) It is more consistent with regard to preventing and controlling fatigue that FDP is reduced
to 10 hours during night while an extension to 14 hours is justified for starts of FDP in the
morning between 8:00 and 12:00 hours.
2) FDP extensions beyond the basic FDP table should not be allowed.
3) Commuting is a matter of great concern. It is not specific to air crew but common in the
entire work force. Commuting can hardly be regulated but should be dealt with under
FRM with shared responsibilities between pilots and airlines.
4) An important aspect in regulating standby is the consideration and protection of regular
sleeping times. A scheme has been proposed that fulfils these requirements.
5) Acclimatization is a very difficult concept and is very much dependent on individual
behaviour. FDP tables for so-called non-acclimatized crew do not seem to be adequate
to take this into account.
6) Operations under Subpart Q and the NPA comprise a variety of disruptive schedules, e.g.
flights across time zones. Disruptive duties should be followed by an extended rest period
at home base.
7) The absolute minimum rest should be 10 hours to ensure the opportunity for an 8-hour
sleep.
8) The topic of controlled sleep contrasting short naps (power nap) in the cockpit is not
mentioned in the NPA though it is of great concern. Controlled sleep should be handled
by a FRM reporting system as a fatigue incident.
9) In general, the discussion suggested that FRM should play a more important role in new
European FTL regulations. In particular FRM principles and methods should be used for
-

operating disruptive schedules including time zone transitions, early starts and late
finishes

-

night operations

-

commander’s discretion

-

extension of FDP

-

in-flight rest, crew augmentation

-

split duty

-

commuting at home base
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5

Closing remarks

With the proposal of harmonized European FTL regulations EASA has the unique chance to
draft innovative and simple regulations.
Though some national regulations may be acceptable to be used as European regulations
they lack simplicity. They have evolved in a long period of time adding new rules to existing
ones but the existing part has usually not been touched.
The initial approach of EASA to design new FTL regulations comprised of a limited set of
rules backed by mandatory fatigue risk management has not been retained. It would have
provided more flexibility for airlines and the possibility to make operations continuously safer
by encouraging adopting scientific input from new research.
In particular, NPA does not consider the advance in software methods, e.g. the possibility for
all partners to make use of optimizing software to find loopholes in the regulations.
At some places in this report I have stated that a specific rule is not based on scientific
results. The NPA sometimes goes into great detail presenting many numbers. This may lead
to the impression of high accuracy. This accuracy is certainly not based on scientific studies.
Regulation principles become sometimes unclear with respect to the different components of
fatigue. The exact numbers provided are usually the result of operational experience and
industrial negotiations.
In this brief report I have tried to compile advice from a scientific perspective and to provide
some technical details about sleep research and chronobiology. Most advice has been given
in a qualitative way by attempting to bring FTL rules and physiological regulation systems
together.
Even if a mandatory fatigue risk management will not be implemented I strongly suggest
introducing education and training in fatigue risk management. This training aims not only at
pilots and cabin crew but equally important at management and scheduling personnel. Pilots
already have basic knowledge about fatigue risk but in other professional groups the
knowledge is sparse.
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1

Introduction

1.1

This report has been prepared by Mick Spencer for the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA) under the terms of contract number R.2011.C03.

1.2

A previous interim report provided an assessment of the 14 top issues identified in the
Notice of Proposed Amendment (NPA), and of 15 additional issues, formed into eight
questions, that were submitted for consideration at a later date. The substance of that
earlier report has been carried across, with a few minor changes, to the present report.
However, the original order has been amended at the suggestion of EASA in order to
keep together questions that covered similar topics. This has necessitated some
reorganization and rewording of the original text.

1.2

Other changes and additions have been made to cover some further issues arising from
the three-day meeting of the FTL Review Group in Cologne 17-19 May 2011, and to
clarify some of my previous answers. The main changes are the following:
i.
the discussion relating to the definition of a home base has been slightly extended
(Section 2.2);
ii.
the section on commander’s discretion (5.1) has been expanded at the request of
EASA, in response to additional material provided by ECA;
iii. Section 5.2 on short-term replanning has been completely rewritten;
iv. the discussion of rolling 12-monthly limits (Section 6.3) has been extended to
address a specific issue raised during the Review Meeting;
v.
the discussion of disruptive schedules (Section 9.1) has been broadened to include
transitions from earlies to nights;
vi. some changes have be made to the sections on acclimatization (9.2 and 9.3), for
the purpose of clarification;
vii. two additional topics raised during the Review Meeting are discussed in Section
11;
viii. the key issues identified and discussed during the Review Meeting have been
summarized in a separate section.
ix. an Appendix has been added to provide a more detailed discussion of time-zone
changes and acclimatization.

1.3

In responding to many of these questions, it has been possible to draw on the results
from a large number of studies that have been carried out into the sleep, circadian
rhythms and fatigue of aircrew related to their patterns of work. On some issues,
however, there is very little information that is directly available from studies. Where
this is the case, it has generally been possible to provide some limited guidance based
on a broad understanding of the issues involved. The overall objective has been to
present, from an independent standpoint, a critical evaluation of the various topics to
assist EASA in the evaluation and further development of the proposal.

1.4

In the following text, the 14 original issues / questions) are represented by the
abbreviations Q1, Q2,…, Q14, and the additional questions by AQ1, AQ2,…, AQ8.
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2

Home Base

2.1

The definition of a Home Base (Q1)

2.1.2

The proposed definition allows a home base to be a multiple airport location, provided
that (i) the distance between any two airports does not exceed 50km and (ii) the relevant
travelling time does not exceed 60 minutes in normal conditions. There is also provision
for the time to return to the initial airport from the final point of landing to count as
positioning.

2.1.3

Although there are no studies that have investigated this question specifically, there are
possible fatigue implications related to the additional travelling time that may be
required between the two airports or between home and a more distant airport.
Travelling time is a factor that can affect subsequent levels of fatigue by reducing the
time available for rest and extending the continuous period of wakefulness associated
with the Flying Duty Period (FDP).

fatigue (7-pt)
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Figure 1: The effect of commuting time on fatigue (7-pt Samn-Perelli)

2.1.4

The effect of commuting time on subsequent levels of fatigue has been shown in a diary
study of 158 pilots on short-haul routes between the UK and the continent of Europe
[Spencer & Robertson, 2000]. After correcting for other significant factors such as the
length of duty and the time of day, their fatigue rating at the end of each flight was
positively correlated with commuting time (p<0.001). The increase in fatigue associated
with one hour of commuting was roughly equivalent to the increase associated with an
extra hour of flying (Figure 1). Similar effects have been reported in studies of railway
workers, where it has been recommended that alternative arrangements be made if the
travelling time exceeds 90 minutes [Robertson et al., 2010].

2.1.5

These results lend support to the guidance contained in CAP 371 that ‘if the journey
time from home to [the] normal departure airfield is usually in excess of 1½ hours, crew
members should consider making arrangements for temporary accommodation nearer to
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base’. However, the proposed definition of a home base could then allow potentially for
a further hour of travelling time, up to a total of 2½ hours, which would be excessive.
2.1.6

This question, therefore, needs to be addressed alongside the issue of travelling time,
and the current proposal should be amended to ensure that, if multiple airports are
permitted, additional provision is made to restrict excessive commuting times. The
proposed provision for the return time to the original airport to count as positioning
should be retained as a necessary protection for the subsequent rest period.

2.2

Home Base (AQ8)

2.2.1

Based on the conclusions of the previous section, multiple airports should not be used to
extend the travelling time beyond a reasonable limit (e.g. 1.5 hours). If this limit is
exceeded due to the provision for multiple airports, then the additional time, whether
before or after the FDP, should count as positioning.

2.2.2

There was some concern expressed at the Review Meeting that the intentions behind the
definition of a home base could be circumvented if an operator were able to change a
crew member’s home base frequently or without adequate notice. In extreme cases, this
could be used to evade the requirement for a positioning flight. It may therefore be
necessary to include further provisions in the regulations to protect the integrity of a
home base.

3

Flight Duty Period (FDP)

3.1

Maximum FDP (AQ1)

3.1.1

It is well recognized that duties of the same duration starting at different times of day
can have a differential effect on the development of fatigue and sleepiness. In particular,
alertness levels overnight cannot be sustained for as long as they can during the day.
The Haj operation (see Paragraph 3.6.3) has provided a unique opportunity to make a
direct comparison between this time-of-day effect, as exactly the same flight was
carried out at times equally spaced around the 24-hour clock.

3.1.2

Table 1 is based on the results from that operation, extrapolated where necessary, and
shows the length of duty at different times of day, rounded to the nearest hour,
associated with similar levels of fatigue. The cut-off point corresponds approximately to
a probability of 10% that both pilots in a two-crew operation would record a level of
eight or more on the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale [Åkerstedt & Gillberg, 1990]. Scores
of eight or more are known to be associated with a high frequency of microsleeps
[Gillberg et al., 1994].

3.1.3

These results are broadly consistent with those from both laboratory studies of irregular
work-rest patterns [Minors et al., 1986] and other aircrew studies. However, higher
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levels of fatigue have been reported for overnight flights, especially those departing late
in the evening [Powell et al., 2008]. For this reason, many would argue that the
overnight limit of 10 hours should apply equally to duties starting earlier in the evening.
report
time

23-1

1-3

3-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-12

12-14

14-17

17-23

duration of
duty (h)

10

9

10

11

12

13

14

13

12

11

Table 1: Limits for maximum FDP based on the Haj operation

3.1.3

Figure 2 shows a comparison between these limits and those proposed in the NPA
(Table 36)without any extension. There is close agreement throughout most of the 24hour period, and they only differ by more than an hour for a two-hour period during the
very early morning. The Haj limits are more generous for duties starting in the late
morning, allowing 14 hours, rather than 13 hours. However, they would strongly
support a limit of no more than 10 hours for late evening and early morning start times.
16

max FDP (h)

14
12
10
8
6

Haj

4

NPA

2
0
0

1

2 3

4

5

6

7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

report time (h)

Figure 2:Maximum FDPs based on the Haj results compared with the current proposal

3.2

Mitigating measures for one-hour extensions (AQ1a)

3.2.1

A one-hour extension from 13 to 14 hours for morning departures after 08:00 would be
supported by the above discussion, but this would apply irrespective of any mitigating
measures. Having established an appropriate maximum limit for FDPs, the regular (up
to twice a week) use of extensions would be difficult to justify without further studies.
A logical approach would be to allow extensions, together with any mitigating
measures, as part of Fatigue Risk Management (FRM). There is further discussion of
this issue below (see Section 3.6).

3.3

Commander discretion (AQ1b)

3.3.1

If measures are in place to protect the integrity of schedules and of individual duty
patterns, and if reasonable limits are set for maximum FDPs, then the current provisions
should be adequate (see Section 5.1). However, there would be a concern if a
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considerable portion of the 10-hour minimum rest period could not be used for rest, for
example because of the location of the hotel at the final destination. One way of
protecting against this possibility would be to stipulate that the rest period should
provide for at least an eight-hour sleep opportunity.
3.4

Consecutive early starts and consecutive nights (AQ1c).

3.4.1

There are a priori reasons for supposing that both consecutive nights and consecutive
early starts would lead to increasing levels of fatigue. These arise from the loss of sleep
associated with both types of duty (Section 9.1), and the difficulty of adapting to the
unusual working hours. For example, it appears that most shift workers do not adapt to a
pattern of night working [Folkard, 2008]. In support of this, there is some evidence from
aircrew studies of an increase in fatigue over consecutive early starts [Spencer &
Robertson, 2002] (Figure 3) and consecutive nights [Robertson & Spencer, 2003]
(Figure 4).
5

4.0

fatigue (7-point)

fatigue (7-point)

4.5

3.5

3.0

2.5

4

3

2

1

2

3

4

5

day

night 1

night 2

night 3

no. of consecutive duties at or before 8am

Figure 3: Effect of consecutive early starts

Figure 4: Effect of consecutive nights

3.4.2

However, there are other studies which do not show fatigue increasing on consecutive
days. In a recent study of cargo operations, not yet published, fatigue decreased steadily
after the first night, and only began to increase again after the fourth night. EasyJet
found that pilots could work five consecutive early starts with less fatigue than on a
system which was restricted to three consecutive early starts: putting the early starts in a
single block was better than combining them in a mixed schedule.

3.4.3

It may be, therefore, that in operations which involve a large percentage of nights or a
large percentage of earlies, it is better if they are operated as a block rather than as one
or two at a time. This would depend also on the regularity of the pattern of work, and
the arrangements for rest. For example, there are advantages for the cargo crews when
they are able to spend their rest periods away from home in a hotel within close
proximity of the airport. However, problems may arise when the start time, particularly
for early starts, varies considerably from one day to the next. For these reasons, it would
be sensible to include a restriction, say of three consecutive early starts or night duties,
but to allow extensions to this based on FRM.
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3.5

Mitigating measures related to the WOCL and number of sectors (AQ1d)

3.5.1

Many of the issues relating to the WOCL encroachment are addressed elsewhere in this
report. In particular, the restrictions in the number of sectors for duties encroaching the
WOCL would not apply if, as recommended in Section 3.2, extensions are not permitted
without FRM.

3.5.2

In studies of the short-haul operations of three separate airlines, it has been possible to
determine levels of fatigue associated with multiple sectors, after correcting for time on
duty and time of day [Spencer & Robertson, 2000; Spencer & Robertson 2002; Spencer
& Robertson, 2003]. The increasing trends in fatigue are shown in Figure 5. In one of
the three studies there was no significant difference between one and two sectors. With
this exception, they all showed a steady increase, from one sector to the next, equivalent
to between 30 and 45 minutes per sector, when compared with the increase in fatigue
with length of duty.
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fatigue (7-pt)
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5
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3

2

2
1

4

1

2

3
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4

5

1

2

3

sectors

Figure 5: Changes in fatigue with multiple sectors: results from three different airlines

3.5.3

There are several ways in which the maximum FDP might be modified to take this
effect into account. For example:
a)
no reduction for the first sector, then a reduction of 45 minutes for each
subsequent sector;
b)
a reduction of 30 minutes for each sector after the first.
The proposal for no reduction for the second sector and 30 minutes for each additional
sector does not adequately reflect the results from these three studies.

3.5.4

Relatively little information has been collected from these studies or elsewhere on the
effects of more than four consecutive sectors. From the data that are available it appears
that the trend from two to four sectors may extend to five sectors and beyond. Until
further studies are carried out it would be reasonable, therefore, to base the duty-hour
limitations on this assumption.
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3.6

Extensions to FDPs for early evening reporting (Q2)

3.6.1

The issue raised by this question is whether the one-hour extension can be applied to the
maximum FDP table irrespective of time of day, or whether extensions for duties
starting between 18:00 and 21:59 should be allowed only in conjunction with FRM.

3.6.2

There are several studies that have investigated the development of fatigue in long duty
periods starting at different times of day. These were considered in the Moebus report
which recommended that ‘FDPs for minimum crew should not exceed 10 hours
overnight’. Information obtained more recently tends to support this conclusion. For
example, fatigue levels reported by pilots at top of descent on Air New Zealand regional
operations with start times between 21:00 and 00:00 were shown to be particularly
fatiguing [Powell et al., 2008]. In addition, in a study, which has yet to be completed, of
crews on freight operations, where almost all duties were overnight, there was evidence
of a marked increase in fatigue when the duty period extended beyond 10 hours.

3.6.3

The most extensive investigations of duties starting at different times of day were the
three studies of fatigue on the Haj operation, carried out in 1998, 1999 and 2000. On
each of the legs between Indonesia and Saudi Arabia, the crews were asked to rate their
level of fatigue on the seven-point Samn-Perelli scale, and this was done on six separate
occasions during each duty period. The FDPs were generally between 11 and 11.5
hours, and flights departed round the clock. The trend lines in Figure 6 are based on
data from the 1998 operation [Spencer & Robertson, 1999], as the other two operations
involved many augmented flights. In addition, only the outward flight was used, as the
crews were then considered to be fully adapted prior to departure.

fatigue (7-point)

6
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4th Inflight
3rd Inflight
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1st Inflight
Pre-flight

3
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24

duty start time (local)

Figure 6: Trends in fatigue based on the Haj 98 operation.

3.6.4

The most fatiguing duties on the Haj operation were those starting in the late evening
and early morning. Limits for unaugmented operations based on these results would
match very closely with those in the FAA NPRM (e.g. Table A(2)), rather than those in
the NPA. In particular, these results, taken together with those from the other studies
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mentioned above, would strongly suggest that FDPs as long as 12 hours overnight
should not be operated with an unaugmented crew.
3.6.5

Therefore an extension of one hour should not be permitted in any circumstances for
duties starting between 18:00 and 21:59, or for duties starting between 22:00 and 03:59
which, contrary to the statement in the NPA (paragraph 89), are also at a critical time.
This is without prejudice to the recommendation that the use of extensions to the basic
FDP table proposed in the NPA should not be permitted outside the period 08:00 to
12:00 (Section 3.2).

4

Augmented Crews

4.1

Economy seats for in-flight rest (Q4)

4.1.1

The TNO report into the value of in-flight relief [Simons & Spencer, 2007] did not
recommend any increase in maximum FDP when rest was taken in an economy class
seat. In the absence of further studies, there is no reason to change this recommendation.

4.2

The WOCL and in-flight rest (Q5)

4.2.1

This question relates to the proposed extensions of FDP for in-flight rest and,
specifically, that they should be independent of time of day.

4.2.2

The logic behind the recommendations of the TNO report was that the extension should
be based on a (somewhat conservative) estimate of the typical amount of sleep that
crews would obtain, given the time available for rest. This was taken to be 25% of time
spent in a bunk (not 75% as stated in the NPA (Section 5.6.2d)), irrespective of the time
of day. The decision not to include time of day was made for simplification, also taking
into account that different individuals would be sleeping at different times.

4.2.3

In this context, it should be noted that the assumption that a flight encroaching the
WOCL would benefit from more recuperative sleep is difficult to justify. The early
evening, when many individuals may be attempting to rest prior to a duty in the WOCL,
is not a good time to initiate sleep, to the extent that it has even been termed the
‘forbidden zone’ by some sleep researchers.

4.2.4

At the most favourable times of day (i.e. when the maximum FDP is normally 13
hours), the limits proposed in the NPA are generally slightly higher than in the TNO
report. For example, the limit is raised to 16 hours, compared with 14:25 hours, for a
class 3 rest facility with a double crew. However, as the proposals are independent of
time of day, the main differences are at the least favourable times of day, when the
maximum unaugmented FDP is 11 hours. At these times, the proposed limits in the
NPA are more generous throughout by between two and four hours.
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4.2.5

The evidence from studies of aircrew suggests that time of day is still an important
factor in augmented operations. On 14-hour flights from London to Singapore with a
crew of four, fatigue on the Samn-Perelli 7-point scale immediately after landing
averaged 4.8 for the main crew and 5.0 for the relief crew on flights landing in the
night, compared with 4.2 for the main crew and 4.6 for the relief crew on afternoon
landings [Robertson et al., 2002].

4.2.6

In a study that is currently being prepared for publication, Air New Zealand has used an
automated system to collect large amounts of fatigue estimates from aircrew close to top
of descent. This has enabled direct comparisons to be made between flights of similar
duration at different times of day. In one such comparison, based on returns from over
600 crew members, fatigue levels on a three-crew overnight flight with an FDP of
approximately 12½ hours were significantly higher than on a similar flight that was
mostly during daylight (4.7 on the Samn-Perelli scale, compared with 3.8).

4.2.7

Based on these results, which are consistent with model predictions, it would be unwise
to assume that time-of-day effects are considerably reduced, or even eliminated, when
in-flight rest can be taken. A reduction in the maximum FDP limits for duties that
extend into the WOCL would therefore be appropriate. FRM provisions should be used
to justify overriding such a reduction on the basis of ‘operational experience’.

4.3

Augmentation in multi-sector (Q6)

4.3.1

The recommendations in the TNO report were based on the assumption of a singlesector FDP. In a two-sector operation, the overall time available for sleep will be
reduced by the extra take-off and landing, together with the turnaround time. After
allowing for this and, depending on the length of the individual flights and the number
of crew, it is likely that the time available for each pilot to rest would be reduced by up
to an hour. On this basis, and following the same argument as in the TNO report, the
maximum FDP for a class 1 facility should be reduced by approximately 45 minutes,
and by 90 minutes for a three-sector operation.

4.3.2

However, two-sector operations can vary, and it is useful to consider three separate
cases: (i) two sectors of equal length, (ii) a short sector followed by a long sector and
(iii) a long sector followed by a short sector. When both sectors are of approximately
the same length, then, providing that the turnaround time is sufficiently short, the cruise
phase of both flights taken together should provide sufficient time for all the pilots to
rest. In this case, a small reduction in the FDP limit, as suggested above, would be
appropriate. A similar reduction might be considered when a short sector is followed by
a long sector, providing that the second sector is sufficiently long (and therefore the first
sector sufficiently short), to afford sufficient rest for all pilots. The case of a long sector
followed by a short sector is likely to be more fatiguing, as crews will generally be able
to rest less in the later part of the duty period, when the workload is also higher.
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Figure 7: Model of sleep duration as a function of the length
of the rest period and the time of day

4.3.3

The question of minimum in-flight rest is not one for which there is a simple answer.
The model of in-flight rest for an acclimatized pilot, derived from aircrew studies
[Pascoe, Johnson et al., 1994], which was applied in the TNO report (see Figure 7)
illustrates the extent to which typical amounts of sleep obtained during a rest period
depend on the time of day. Within a one-hour rest period, it is normally possible to
obtain at least 45 minutes in the middle of the night, but less than 10 minutes during the
early evening. There are times, therefore, when such a rest would be very useful, and
others when it would have very little value.

4.3.4

With these considerations in mind, it is not possible to provide clear limits for many
multi-sector operations, that will adequately cover every situation. This suggests that an
approach based on FRM would be required, and models such as the one illustrated
above could be used to provide an initial assessment of any proposed multi-sector FDP.

4.4

In-flight rest for cabin crew (Q7)

4.4.1

As with other aspects of FTL related to cabin crew, the establishment of appropriate
requirements for their in-flight rest is complicated by two main issues. The first of these
is a lack of clarity concerning the level of alertness which it is necessary for them to
maintain. It is generally recognized that take-off and landing are critical phases of the
flight for pilots. However, it is unlikely that cabin crew would need to maintain the
same level of alertness required by those in control of the aircraft during the landing.
This would apply even though they are acknowledged to have important responsibilities
for the safety of the aircraft and its passengers.

4.4.2

The second complicating issue is the limited amount of information that is available on
the work and rest of cabin crew. In a comprehensive study of their workload and stress
levels, Vejvoda et al. [2000] reported that the crews experienced high levels of fatigue
towards the end of the flights. This has since been confirmed in several unpublished
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studies where the fatigue levels of cabin crew have reached levels considerably higher
than those of pilots.
4.4.3

In 2005, ECASS (European Committee for Aircrew Scheduling and Safety), carried out
a review for the Hong Kong Civil Aviation Department of the requirements for the inflight rest of cabin crew in future Ultra-Long-Range (ULR) operations. It recommended
six hours of horizontal rest in a flight of 19 hours, which could, if certain mitigating
measures were in place, be reduced to between four and five hours. The proposals in the
NPA for class 1 rest facilities would appear to be broadly consistent with this
recommendation. However, the proposed requirements for class 2 and class 3 do not
provide for equivalent levels of rest, and, when compared with the class 1 requirements,
are not consistent with the conclusions of the TNO report, although these were, of
course, based on data from pilots.

4.5

Maximum FDP (AQ2a)

4.5.1

The TNO report is the most comprehensive scientific assessment of the requirement for
extending FDPs with augmented crew. Its conclusions are based on the assumption that
the additional duty time allowed should be determined by the time available for in-flight
rest, as well as by the type of rest facility provided.

4.5.2

The increases proposed in that report are considerably at variance with those implicit in
the current proposal. This is particularly so because no distinction is made in the
proposal between daytime and overnight flights (see section 4.2). Thus a daytime flight
of 13 hours can be increased by four hours to 17 hours with class 1 rest facilities,
whereas an overnight flight can be increased by six hours, also to 17 hours.
crew
complement
2+1

2+2

type of rest
facility

basic FDP limit (h)

class 3

13h
14

12h
13

11h
12

class 2

15½

14

13

class 1

16½

15

14

class 3

14½

13½

12½

class 2

17

15½

14

class 1

18*

17

16

Table 2: Limits for augmented crew based on the TNO report

4.5.3

If there is a preference for specific FDP limits for augmented flights, then it would be
possible to derive suitable limits based on approximations to the TNO formulae. These
limits would be based on the maximum FDP at specific times of day, plus the calculated
extension. Table 2 shows the maximum FDP calculated in this way for daytime (basic
maximum 13 hours), intermediate (12 hours) and overnight (11 hours) duties. The
values have been rounded to the nearest half-hour. The value of 18 hours, which has
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been marked with an asterisk, replaces the calculated value of 19 hours, as FDPs over
18 hours are defined as ULR and are subject to separate controls based on FRM.
4.6

Sleep inertia (AQ2b)

4.6.1

Sleep inertia is a transient state of impaired alertness that occurs during the first few
minutes after waking. Although its effects are most severe after waking from a period of
deep (slow-wave) sleep, it can still occur after a nap [Dinges, 1992]. Indeed, it has been
shown that the effects of sleep inertia can persist even after naps shorter than an hour,
and that it takes approximately 30 minutes before levels of alertness are recovered and
the beneficial effects of the nap start to be felt [Robertson & Stone, 2002]. It is therefore
sensible precaution to allow a period of at least 15-20 minutes after waking before a
crew member relieves a colleague on the flight deck [Simons et al., 1994].

4.7

Mitigation for non-acclimatization (AQ2c)

4.7.1

Previous studies have shown that in-flight sleep tends to be less restful on a return flight
when crews are unacclimatized, than on an outward flight. It was therefore
recommended in the TNO report that the extension for unacclimatized crews should be
80% of that applicable to acclimatized crews. However, this requirement may be
unnecessary if the basic FDP has already been reduced for unacclimatized crews (see
below).

5

Unforeseen circumstances

5.1

Commander’s discretion (Q8)

5.1.1

To allow for unexpected events beyond the operator’s control, it is reasonable to permit
extensions to the maximum FDP as proposed in the NPA. This is provided that the
integrity both of the schedule itself and of specific duty patterns (crew pairings) is
protected by the regular reporting of the use of such extensions, and by the thorough
auditing of the reports by the regulator.

5.1.2

The question as to whether an FDP of 16 hours for flight crew or one of 17 hours for
cabin crew is too high is one that should be asked about the basic maximum FDP, rather
than about the use of commander’s discretion. If the basic limits are reasonable and
adequate safeguards are in place to protect its abuse, then the occasional application of
commander’s discretion can be tolerated.

5.1.3

Subsequent to the Review Meeting, guidance material on commander’s discretion,
produced by ECA has been forwarded to me by EASA, with an invitation to comment.
It contains a proposal that each operator should develop a policy for commander’s
discretion based on a number of requirements designed to ensure that an operator takes
full responsibility for the safe application of commander’s discretion.
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5.1.4

From a purely scientific viewpoint, it might be considered that the application of any
form of discretionary powers in contravention of the basic regulations is undesirable, on
the grounds of an increased fatigue risk. However, such a rigid stance is unacceptable in
practice. There are then two overriding requirements: firstly, that discretion should only
be used in response, if not to an emergency, then at least to an event that could not
reasonably have been anticipated; and secondly, that the commander should have
sufficient understanding of fatigue and the risks associated with fatigue to make the
correct decision.

5.1.5

To address the first point: there is a risk that operators might rely too heavily on
commanders using their discretion, and even put undue pressure on commanders. This
must be prevented as it would pose a severe strain on the integrity of the basic
regulations and on the safety of the operations themselves. A strong system for
controlling and monitoring the use of discretion is required. The proposed 33% limit on
the number of flights exceeding the maximum is very high. However, the precise limit
is not a matter for scientific discussion. It should be based on an assessment by the
industry of what it is reasonable to allow, considering the normal uncertainties implicit
in passenger flights. To assist such an assessment, it may be necessary to collect more
information from current operations. The aim should be to ensure that sufficient
margins are included in schedule design so that commanders are not expected to operate
discretion as a matter of routine.

5.1.6

The second point raises the issue of training. Commanders cannot be expected to
exercise discretion without an understanding of all the issues. Other members of the
crew also need to be trained to recognize the symptoms of fatigue, and to evaluate the
risks associated with their own mental and physical state. Training would ideally be
included as part of an FRM system, and such a system would also provide the best
framework for developing the operator’s requirements, such as those outlined in the
ECA document.

5.2

Short-term re-planning (Q9)

5.2.1

Short-term re-planning may be required in a variety of different circumstances, for
example in response to severe weather conditions or other emergency situations. The
most common requirement, as mentioned during the Review Meeting, tends to be to
cater for flight delays associated with aircraft becoming unserviceable.

5.2.2

The consequences of such delays for the aircrew involved will depend on the
notification they can be given and on whether they have already left their place of rest.
Although such events should occur infrequently (and records should be kept and
checked to ensure that this is the case), some restrictions are required to ensure that the
risks arising from aircrew fatigue in these situations are limited.
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5.2.3

In the absence of scientific evidence, it is only possible to provide advice based on
general considerations and on operational experience. For example, under CAP371,
there is provision for ‘delayed reporting’ when a crew member is informed of the
change before leaving the place of rest. However, the current proposal relates to the
introduction of split duty and reduced rest shortly before or after reporting. It is difficult
too envisage how short-term changes of this nature can be accommodated satisfactorily
into a general FTL scheme, rather than as part of FRM.

6

Cumulative fatigue (AQ3)

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

There is very little scientific evidence to support specific limits for cumulative duty
hours. The main issue is that sufficient time for recovery sleep or sleeps should be
provided at regular intervals to overcome the effect of schedules that disrupt the normal
pattern of sleep. The limits of 60 hours in seven days and 190 in 28 days are very high
when crews are subject to continual disruption of the sleep and circadian rhythms.
However, it is recognized that the long-haul limit over 28 days is effectively restricted
by the 28-day limit on flying hours.

6.2

A 14 day limit and recovery rest (AQ3a)

6.2.1

The present proposal would allow 120 hours’ duty in 14 days. I have seen no data from
civil aviation on work rates of this level of intensity, although I am aware of problems
that have arisen in military transport operations at these very high rates of working. It
would seem wise to apply a lower level of say 100 hours in 14 days, to provide some
extra protection. If rates higher than this are achieved on a regular basis, it would be
extremely valuable to study their effects.

6.3

Rolling 12-monthly limits (AQ3b)

6.3.1

Again, it is difficult to comment on this from a scientific viewpoint. The rolling limit
was recommended in the Moebus report to prevent the possibility of 1800 hours being
flown in 18 consecutive months, against the presumed intention of the yearly limit

6.3.2

However, if the intention of this rule is to limit the accumulation of fatigue over long
periods, this could be better achieved in other ways. One possibility would be to
stipulate a continuous period of time off at regular intervals (for example at least seven
consecutive days off every three months).
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7

Split duty (Q10)

7.1

The provisions for split duty closely follow those of CAP 371. Therefore, although there
is very little direct scientific evidence to justify them, they have the advantage of being
supported by operational experience.

7.2

It could be argued that the scientific justification can be derived by analogy with the
extensions provided for augmented flights by in-flight relief. In that case, the proposed
changes to maximum FDP could be justified provided that the ‘suitable
accommodation’ was at least equivalent to a class 1 rest facility, and that the
accommodation available in other cases was at least equivalent to a class 2 rest facility.
It would also be necessary to ensure that the accommodation is not in a remote location.
If it is, the duration of the break used in the calculation should be reduced by the
additional travelling time.

7.3

However, there are differences between in-flight relief and a break within a split duty
that have implications for the alertness of the crews. In an augmented flight, the crews
are able to arrange the timing of their rest periods, and different individuals are able to
rest at different times. The same does not apply to split duty, where the break may occur
at an unfavourable time for both members of the crew (it is assumed that the split duty
rules will only apply to unaugmented FDPs, although that is not stated explicitly).

7.4

If the break occurs during the evening, and the remainder of the FDP extends into, or
through, the WOCL, there is a risk that crews will not rest well enough prior to the time
when they would be naturally most tired (see Paragraph 4.2.3). Similarly, if the first part
of the FDP overlaps the WOCL and the subsequent break covers the later morning
period, a time which is less conducive to sleep, they may not be well-prepared for duty
later in the day. It was for these reasons that the Moebus report suggested that split duty
be limited to between 06:00 and 22:00. However, if the time is unrestricted, it is
recommended that the requirement to provide suitable accommodation be extended to
cover all split duties where any part of the duty encroaches into the WOCL.

7.5

It is important that, if the overall FDP is extended, the alertness of the crews during the
final landing phase is not compromised. For that reason, and to ensure that the break is
not too far removed from the end of the FDP, it would be sensible to ensure that the
break is not positioned too soon within the duty period (e.g. within the first 33%). This
would be analogous to the timing of the first rest period in a single-sector three-crew
operation.
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8

Standby

8.1

Airport standby (AQ4)

8.1.1

No direct scientific evidence is currently available on this issue. However, if a
comfortable, quiet environment is not available for rest, or if a crew member is on
immediate readiness, it is unlikely that much benefit would be derived from the standby
period. In this case, it is reasonable that the FDP should count in full from the start of
standby.

8.2

Limits for standby duty (Q11)

8.2.1

There are very few studies that address this issue, apart from those mentioned in the
RIA of the NPA (section 5.11.2). There is operational experience of the 12-hour limit
for standby not at the airport, both from both the UK (CAP 371) and overseas, which
appears to be favourable. However, the effect on sleep and the alertness levels of the
crews will depend on factors other than its duration, such as how and when standby is
scheduled, the probability of being called out from standby, etc. These are aspects of an
operation that are difficult to regulate, but which can be addressed within the framework
of FRM.

8.3

Standby and cumulative limits (Q12)

8.3.1

The proposed contribution of standby to duty limits would appear reasonable based on
general considerations. However, as stated in the Moebus report, there is no scientific
evidence available that addresses this question.

8.4

Home standby (AQ5)

8.4.1

There is some evidence that individuals who are on call may suffer a degree of sleep
disturbance [Torsvall & Åkerstedt, 1988]. The proposed small reductions in maximum
FDP allow for the difficulty in obtaining sufficient rest prior to duty, particularly when
the standby period is at a time when sleep is not normally taken. However, there is no
direct evidence from aircrew studies either in favour or against such a provision. This is
an issue that would be suitable for future investigation.

9

Disruptive schedules

9.1

Disruptive schedules and the definition of earlies/lates (Q13)

9.1.1

Although several large studies have been carried out of short-haul operations involving
both early starts and late finishes, little information has been obtained on the effect of a
rapid transition from lates to earlies. However, the disruption of sleep associated with
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both types of duty has been extensively researched, and this provides indirect evidence
of the extent of the disruption that might arise.
9.1.2

Figure 8 shows the sleep loss associated with duties ending late in the day (redrawn
from Robertson & Spencer, 2003), and that associated with duties starting in the early
morning (redrawn from Spencer & Robertson, 2002). Both trends are broadly consistent
with results obtained from shift workers more generally.
sleep loss compared with duties
starting after 0900

sleep loss compared with duties
ending before 2200

2.0

sleep loss (h)

sleep loss (h)

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

0.0

22002259

23002359

00000059

01000159

end of previous duty

02000259

05010600

06010700

07010800

08010900

start of next duty

Figure 8: Length of sleep after late finishes and before early starts

9.1.3

The duration of sleep following a late finish gradually reduces with progressively later
duty-end times. After waking, individuals tend to remain in bed for around 20 minutes,
possibly in an attempt to obtain more sleep, before finally getting up. The end of sleep
generally occurs in the late morning, when the circadian rhythm of body temperature is
on an upward trend, and when sleep is more difficult to sustain. Prior to an early start,
the amount of sleep obtained reduces with progressively earlier start times. Individuals
advance their bedtime, but normally take over a half an hour to fall asleep, because the
early to mid-evening is a particularly difficult time at which to initiate sleep (see
Paragraph 4.2.3).

9.1.4

A transition from a late finish to an early start without an intervening night’s sleep will
inevitably involve some sleep disruption and, without direct information, it is difficult
to speculate on how aircrew would adjust their sleep pattern. However, these results
from individual late finishes and early starts provide a strong argument for a redefinition
of both, in order to limit the overall loss of sleep. The critical times appear to be around
midnight for a late finish and 07:00 for an early start. Compared with the current
definitions, this would entail an advance of an hour for a late finish and a delay of an
hour for an early start. Thereby the combined sleep loss from consecutive duties, based
on Figure 8, would be limited to approximately three hours.

9.1.5

These results have been obtained from studies of aircrew based in the United Kingdom.
It is possible that, because of cultural differences related to time of day, some
adjustment to the definitions would be required in other European states.
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9.1.6

There was some discussion during the Review Meeting of other disruptive schedules,
particularly ones in which an early start is followed, after a minimum rest period, by a
night duty. Such a pattern of duty would be permitted under the current proposal,
although the loss of sleep is likely to be even greater than for the late–early
combination. It is therefore recommended that additional provision be included to
restrict such disruptive scheduling. A simple way of achieving this would be to prevent
an early start from being followed by a duty that overlaps the WOCL without an
intervening night off. This would have the additional advantage of limiting the
disruption caused by advancing schedules, by preventing an early start from being
followed by a ‘super-early’ (i.e. a duty starting within the WOCL).

9.2

Acclimatization (Q3)

9.2.1

This question concerns the adequacy of the proposed definition of acclimatization,
which is based on 72 hours or 36 consecutive hours free of duty in an area of three
hours time difference. It is acknowledged in the NPA that this is an attempt to keep the
regulations simple, as more accurate definitions would introduce what is perceived to be
too much complexity.

9.2.2

When considering the issue of acclimatization, it is useful, at the outset, to distinguish
between the resynchronization of the circadian rhythm, and the recovery of sleep. These
two processes, though they are interrelated, are not the same. The proposed definition
would seem to be related to the recovery of sleep, because it allows for a longer period
of time when there are duties which might interfere with the timing of sleep. If the view
is taken that ‘acclimatization’ should be considered as ‘recovery’, then this definition
has some merit.

9.2.3

However, the definition of acclimatization is used to determine the maximum FDP
based on start time. It is necessary, therefore, to consider the resynchronization process
also, as this determines the phase of the circadian rhythm, including the timing of the
WOCL.

9.2.4

Trends in resynchronization rates based on estimates of core body temperature rhythms
suggest that about three days may be required to adjust to a five-hour westbound
transition, and a day or two longer for a similar eastward transition [Pascoe, Spencer et
al., 1994]. However, after large time-zone transitions, particularly in an eastward
direction, the recovery times are considerably less predictable. Figure 9 shows the
pattern of recovery for 10 individuals (not pilots) after a 10-hour eastward transition
from London to Sydney [Spencer et al., 1995).

9.2.5

Similar trends were observed in pilots (Figure 10) after a nine-hour eastward transition
[Spencer et al., 1991]. Some individuals adapted by a phase advance, and some by a
phase delay, as if the body clock were responding to a westward shift. There was also
considerable variation in the rates of adaptation. However, even where the adaptation
was relatively quick, this appeared to be achieved by a reduction in the amplitude of the
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rhythm lasting for several days. During this period, it was very difficult to determine the
phase of the rhythm, and hence to identify the presence of a WOCL.
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Figure 9: Adaptation to a 10h eastward transition
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Figure 10: Adaptation of pilots to a 9h eastward transition

9.2.5

Therefore, although the proposed definition of acclimatization may possibly offer an
acceptable practical solution for short transitions, it does not adequately address the
issues associated with longer transitions, i.e. those over five or six hours. For example,
at least on the third and fourth days after a long time-zone transition, the position of the
WOCL, even if present, would be indeterminate. If a table for maximum FDP based on
start time were used, errors of up to 12 hours would be possible in the timing of the
WOCL.

9.2.6

It is for this reason that it is necessary to introduce the concept of the unacclimatized
crew member. This would apply for a period of one, two or three days, two days after a
long time-zone change (e.g. five or more eastward, six or more westward), when a
single maximum FDP, irrespective of start time, would be appropriate. The maximum
value would need to be set conservatively to allow for the unknown timing of the
WOCL. After this period, crews would then be assumed to be acclimatized to local
time. This approach is discussed in more detail below in the following section.

9.3

TZC non-acclimatized FDP table (AQ6a)

9.3.1

Table 3 illustrates how the FDP limits might be adjusted to accommodate different
time-zone transitions and different layover periods. It is based on typical rates of
acclimatization, though it is acknowledged that rates can vary considerably between
individuals. It takes into account that the process of acclimatization depends on the
duration of the period of adjustment as well as on the number of time zones crossed.

9.3.2

After any significant time-zone shift there will be a period of about two days (indicated
by B) when the crew member might be considered to be ‘partially acclimatized’ to
home time. During this period, the application of the FDP limits based on home time
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might be justified on the grounds of simplicity, although it would be preferable to use
partially acclimatized tables. These are discussed more extensively in the Appendix.
9.3.3

After this initial period, and depending on the size and direction of the transition, there
would be a period of one, two or three days (indicated by X) when both the amplitude
and phase of the circadian rhythm would be difficult to predict. This is the time when
the crew member would be considered to be unacclimatized. During this time, a
cautious approach would be to set a limit consistent with the most unfavourable time of
day. Finally, there would be a period of about a day (indicated by L) when it might be
reasonable to assume that the crew member would be partially acclimatized to the new
local time.

9.3.4

At the Review Meeting, the complex question of acclimatization following multiple
time zone transitions was raised, and I promised to address this in my final report. A
possible approach is outlined in the Appendix.
time-zone
transitions

duration of layover (h)

eastward westward

24

48

72

96

120

3-4

5-6

B

B

L

5-6

7-8

B

B

X

L

7-8

9-11

B

B

X

X

L

9-12

12

B

B

X

X

X

144

168+

L

Table 3: Scheme for non-acclimatisated FDPs (see text for details)

9.3.5

The other issue that needs to be addressed is that of minimum rest. After a transition of
four hours or more, the desychronization of the body clock with the local environment
may make it more difficult to obtain adequate sleep. It would therefore be sensible, in
these circumstances, to impose a minimum rest of 14 hours, irrespective of the time of
day, as is currently proposed.

9.4

TZC - continual circadian disruption (east-west / west-east transitions) (AQ6b)

9.4.1

Problems associated with continual circadian disruption can often arise with alternating
east-west schedules. However, they may also be associated with long time-zone
transitions more generally, including repeated ‘back-of-the-clock’ operations, such as
those between Europe and Australasia. The origin of these problems is often the
requirement to undertake a long-haul tour of duty when sleep and circadian rhythms
have not recovered from the effects of the preceding duties. It would seem inconsistent
for regulations to cover one specific type of schedule and not others in which similar
issues arise.
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9.4.2

To address this issue, simulations have been carried out, using the model for circadian
adaptation included within the SAFE program, to determine the recovery period that
would be required for aircrew to readapt to within an hour of home time. The original
table based on the results of those simulations was somewhat complicated, and the
authors of the Moebus report decided to recommend a simplified and shortened form,
which is shown here as Table 4.

9.4.3

The numbers in the table are the recovery nights expressed as a function of the
maximum time difference from home base during the time away, and the total time
away (layover duration). They represent the approximate average recovery time that
would be necessary to ensure that crews have re-adjusted close to home time before
undertaking another duty schedule.
Layover (h)

Maximum time difference (h)
<5

5-7

8-12

<36

1

2

2

36-60

2

3

3

60-84

3

3

3

84-132

3

4

5

>132

3

5

6

Table 4: Recovery nights following return to base

9.4.3

The authors of the Moebus report recommended that the above table should be amended
in the event that any part of the FDP for the return flight overlapped the WOCL (on
home base time). In this case, to ensure sufficient time for the recovery of sleep, it was
recommended that at least two local nights free of duty should be provided.

10

Reduced rest

10.1

Reduced rest (Q14)

10.1.1

The requirements for minimum rest are designed to provide crew members with the
opportunity to report for duty in a fully rested state. This is not possible if the rest
period is reduced to 7½ hours when, as shown in the STARE report, the impact on sleep
is more severe than that associated with early morning start times.

10.1.2

The only information on the impact of reduced rest on aircrew alertness has recently
been made available through the STARE report, for which the executive summary has
been included within the NPA documentation. In this report there are some interesting
general observations on the relationship between fatigue and aircrew performance,
including information from Flight Data Management (FDM). Of the results that relate
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specifically to reduced rest, the most worthy of note are the following:
i.
approximately 5% of morning duties following reduced rest exceeded a critical
value on the Fatigue Risk Index (FRI). It is claimed that this was due to the pattern of
duty preceding the reduced rest;
ii.
the frequency of air safety reports from all three airlines studied was greater after
reduced rest than after a normal night, during a period from three to five hours of flight
duty. This trend was reversed in one airline after more than five hours;
iii.

reduced rest was associated with a large sleep debt (see above);

iv. assessments of sleepiness were obtained from aircrew on three duty schedules
with reduced rest overnight: three flights + rest + three flights (n=57); five flights + rest
+ three flights (n=45); and flight + split duty break + two flights + rest + one flight
(n=10). On all the flights following the reduced rest, sleepiness remained at an
acceptable level and was broadly consistent with model predictions.
10.1.3

These results represent an interesting first step in the investigation of the impact of
reduced rest, but they cannot, as they stand, justify the full extent of the current
proposal, as they do not explore the provisions of the proposal to the limit. If, as
claimed, the pattern of previous duty may be crucial, then this would need to be
investigated in more detail, and further limitations added as appropriate. In particular,
the combination of split duty and reduced rest raises serious concerns, which the limited
data so far collected do not fully address.

10.1.4

Reduced rest is an issue, rather like ultra-long-range operations, which does not seem to
fit very easily within an FTL scheme. Much depends on the types of schedule within
which it is included, and how frequently it is used. It is therefore proposed that,
similarly to ultra-long-range, those operators who wish to use it have to demonstrate its
acceptability within tightly controlled limits using an FRM approach. The data so far
collected are inadequate to justify more general guidelines at present but, as more
information becomes available from different operators operating different schedules, it
may be possible to develop an acceptable regulatory scheme at a later date.

10.2

Reduced rest with split duty (AQ7)

10.2.1

The STARE report presents one set of results for reduced rest following split duty,
where the levels of sleepiness during the flight after the period of reduced rest were
within acceptable limits. These results are interesting, but cannot be used in general to
support the combination of split duty and reduce rest, for a number of reasons:
i.

the results are based on only 10 responses;
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ii.
there is no indication in the report of the duration of the reduced rest period, in
particular whether it corresponded to the minimum value of 7.5 hours;
iii. there is no indication in the report of the duration of the split duty or of the
duration and timing of the duty period, except whether they were in the morning or the
afternoon;
iv. as predicted sleepiness after the reduced rest was relatively low, the schedule
studied cannot be representative of the most demanding schedules with reduced rest,
such as those highlighted earlier in the report (STARE report, figure 1-3);
v.
there are general grounds to be concerned about reduced rest, arising both from
the drastic reduction in sleep duration (STARE report, figure 8) and the increase in air
safety reports during the first five hours of flight duty (STARE report, figure 4).
10.2.2

While it is recognized that reduced rest followed by split duty may be acceptable in
some circumstances, there are no grounds for its inclusion in a general FTL scheme.

11

Other issues

11.1

Rest on the flight deck

11.1.1

There is evidence to support the view that controlled rest on the flight deck is being
widely used, particularly as a way of managing fatigue on long overnight duties. This
was discussed as an additional topic towards the end of the Review Meeting, where the
opinion was expressed that the generous FDP limits for overnight flights in the current
provisions could not be sustained by a minimum crew without extensive use of in-flight
rest.

11.1.2

It is necessary to distinguish between two uses of controlled rest on the flight deck. It
may be used as a preventative measure in anticipation of high levels of sleepiness later
in the flight, or as an emergency measure when levels of sleepiness have already
reached a high level. Purely from the scientific viewpoint, its use as a preventative
measure is to be encouraged. Indeed, sleepiness would be minimised if crews alternated
periods of rest throughout the cruise phase, allowing only sufficient time to recover
from sleep inertia (Section 4.6). Whether it is operationally acceptable for a two-crew
aircraft to be operated for long periods with only one pilot awake is a question for the
regulator, not the scientist.

11.1.3

A concern associated with the use of controlled rest, which I have heard expressed by
airline safety managers, is that crews often use it as a substitute for obtaining adequate
rest prior to a flight. The situation might arise, as with some shift-workers, where
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aircrew come to regard long periods of continuous duty as an opportunity to catch up on
sleep they have chosen not to take during their previous off-duty period.
11.1.4

Its use as an emergency measure is somewhat different. Even with sympathetic
rostering, and even when the limits on overnight duties are reasonably set, there will be
times when a crew member needs to rest briefly to overcome the sudden pressure for
sleep. For this reason, several operators employ controlled rest as an emergency
measure in the form of the ‘NASA nap’ [Rosekind et al., 1994], a 60-minute sleep
opportunity, including a final 20-minute period to overcome the effects of sleep inertia.

11.1.5

Given the widespread current use of napping on the flight deck, there are strong grounds
for the regulator to provide general guidance, whether as part of the FTL scheme itself
or elsewhere. This is particularly the case when long duty periods overnight, which are
known to be extremely demanding, are permitted. The possible risks need to be
addressed, and these will include ensuring that adequate measures are in place to ensure
the alertness of the one pilot who remains awake.

11.2

FTL and Fatigue Risk Management

11.2.1

The role of an FTL scheme in relation to Fatigue Risk Management was discussed
during the Review Meeting. The problem now arising with FTL schemes is that they are
more likely to be exploited to the limit. In the past, schedules have been protected either
by industrial agreements or by operators working in a less competitive environment and
not under pressure to push their schedules to the limits of what is permitted.

11.2.2

A standalone FTL scheme will be seen as defining the limits of what is safe, as any
operation will be permitted that lies within the confines of that scheme. I am concerned
that this may be one of the risks arising from the current approach. The opportunity will
arise for any ambiguities and loopholes in the regulations to be exploited. Indeed, it is
impossible to envisage a simple scheme that could address adequately the detailed and
complex nature of the relationship between roster design and aircrew fatigue. This is in
addition to the problems of regulating for the unexpected events that are an inevitable
feature of actual operations.

11.2.3

With FRM, the airlines themselves can take a greater share of the responsibility for the
safety of their own operations, instead of simply relying on the rules to protect their
crews from undue levels of fatigue. It can also provide a more flexible framework for
handling emergency events and other unusual situations. However, I would not
advocate the use of FRM alone, but would rather see the role of an FTL scheme as
providing the overall framework or envelope, by defining the general limits for a safe
operation.
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12

Summary of key points

12.1

The following is a list of the most important issues, from my perspective, which have
arisen from the discussions in Cologne, and from the review of the proposal in general:
i.
The proposed limits for maximum FDPs are too generous for many overnight
duties.
ii.
The one-hour extensions should not be permitted, except possibly for duties
starting between 08:00 and 12:00.
iii. The provisions for augmented crews should follow more closely the
recommendations of the TNO report, particularly with respect to overnight flights.
iv. The definition of acclimatization does not allow adequately for the effect of timezone changes. This applies both to the FDP limits on layover at a remote destination,
and to the recovery time on return to home base.
v.
More protection is required for disruptive schedules, particularly those involving
late finishes followed by early starts and early starts followed by night duties. The
definition of earlies and lates should be extended.
vi. The definition of a home base should be qualified to ensure that it is not used to
evade the requirement for positioning flights to count as duty;
vii.

Provisions for reduced rest should not be included.

viii. The safety concerns arising from the extensive use of in-flight rest on the flight
deck should be addressed.
ix. The use of commander’s discretion should be regulated and monitored to ensure
that it is not used on a routine basis.
x.
It is not possible for an FTL scheme to cover every eventuality. Fatigue Risk
Management can provide a more flexible approach in many situations.
12.2

In conclusion, it is my opinion that the current provisions, viewed in their entirety, do
not provide sufficient protection against the risks of fatigue, particularly in an
environment where competitive pressures may become increasingly powerful.
Therefore, I strongly recommend that careful consideration be given to the various
issues addressed here, and that further changes are made to ensure that the proposed
scheme is a more accurate reflection of current scientific knowledge.
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Appendix: Time-Zone Changes and Acclimatization
A1

Introduction

A1.1

The definition of acclimatization and the incorporation of provisions to cover
unacclimatized aircrew present particular difficulties. This is due both to the complexity
of the acclimatization process and its impact on sleep and fatigue, and also to the wide
variation between different individuals and, indeed, between the same individual on
different occasions.

A1.2

An approach to this problem was discussed in Section 9, which included definitions for
the FDP limits for unacclimatized crews (Table 3) and for the duration of the recovery
period after return to base (Table 4). Although these definitions might be considered to
be fairly complicated, they already involve some degree of simplification. They have
been proposed as a compromise that avoids some of the extra complexity that would be
required to represent the acclimatization process more fully.

A1.3

This Appendix provides an example of how the subject of acclimatization might be
addressed in more detail. In particular, it covers the extension of the definition to cover
periods away from home base involving multiple duties and layovers at different
locations. This is in response to a request made at the Review Meeting.

A1.4

The following section (A2) introduces the issue of partial acclimatization, with an
indication of how a table for maximum FDP might be constructed for partially
acclimatized aircrew. This table is one of the components used in the calculation of
maximum FDP on layover, which is the subject of Section A3. Section A4 covers the
detailed calculations that are necessary to cater for multiple layovers.

A2

Partial acclimatization

A2.1

During a relatively short layover (i.e. one of no more than 60 hours), it is likely that the
phase of the body clock will remain close to base time. This would be the case
particularly if the crews are mindful of the quick return and do not try to adapt to the
local environment. In Section 9, it was suggested that the basic FDP table could be
applied with some adjustment, to account both for some sleep disruption and for some
small change in the circadian rhythm.
report
time

23-1

1-3

3-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-12

12-14

14-17

17-23

acclimatized

10

9

10

11

12

13

14

13

12

11

partially
acclimatized

9

9

9

10

11

12

13

12

11

10

Table A1: Limits (h) for acclimatized and partially acclimatized crews
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A2.2

A simple way of implementing this would be to allow a reduction of say an hour in the
limits for acclimatized crews, subject to the same overall minimum value. In Table A1,
the limits in hours, calculated in this way, are shown alongside those of Section 3 (Table
1), based on the results of the Haj study. Tables involving a similar one-hour adjustment
could be derived in the same way from any other acclimatized table.

A3

Maximum FDP on layover

A3.1

When the duration of the layover is longer than 60 hours it is unreasonable to assume
that little adaptation has occurred, even if the crews then return immediately to base.
After large time-zone transitions, there is likely to be a period during which the rhythm
is changing rapidly, when its phase is uncertain and when, in some instances, its
amplitude is significantly reduced. The greatest uncertainty arises after long eastward
flights, when the sleep patterns of aircrew tend to be considerably disrupted.

A3.2

In these circumstances, it would be reasonable to limit the maximum FDP to its
minimum value (based on the Table 1, this would be nine hours for a single-sector duty)
for a number of days, until such time as the partially acclimatized table could be
applied, based on local time. The exact number of days would depend on the number of
time zones crossed and the direction of travel.

A3.4

Table A2 shows a scheme for calculating maximum FDP using this approach. It is
essentially a more comprehensive version of Table 3 in Section 9. The various
abbreviations are as follows:
AL acclimatized limits based on local time;
PB partially acclimatized limits based on base time
PL partially acclimatized limits based on local time
X
minimum limit (e.g. nine hours).
time-zone
transitions
eastward westward

duration of layover (h)

12-36

36-60
36-60
(returning to (not returning
base)
to base)

60-84

84-108

108-132

132-156

156+

2

3-4

PB

PB

PL

AL

AL

AL

AL

AL

3-4

5-6

PB

PB

X

PL

AL

AL

AL

AL

5-6

7-8

PB

PB

X

X

PL

AL

AL

AL

7-8

9-11

PB

PB

X

X

X

PL

AL

AL

9-12

12

PB

PB

X

X

X

X

PL

AL

Table A2: Scheme for calculating maximum FDP (see text for details)

A3.5

A natural definition of acclimatization follows immediately from Table A2. A crew
member can be considered to be ‘acclimatized’ when the table indicates that the
acclimatized limits based on local time can be applied (i.e. where AL appears in the
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table). It should not be assumed that all aircrew will have adapted completely within
that time, and indeed some will adapt more rapidly. However, this definition and these
limits should provide reasonable protection against the worst effects of circadian
desynchronization.
A4

Layovers at multiple locations

A4.1

Table A2 is only directly applicable to a single location on layover. However, aircrew
may undertake a sequence of duties involving time-zone transitions before finally
returning to home base. If they become acclimatized to local time while on layover,
then that location can be treated at their new ‘base’ for the purpose of calculating
maximum FDP. However, some provision is required to cover for consecutive layovers
in which a crew member has not become acclimatized at any point. A possible way of
addressing this problem is outlined in the remainder of this section.

A4.2

If a crew member becomes partially acclimatized at any location before undertaking the
next FDP, then it would be reasonable to base the calculations during the following
layover on the assumption that they had been fully, not partially, acclimatized.
However, if they are still unacclimatized when they start the next flight, then the basis
for the calculation of maximum FDP during the subsequent layover period needs to be
determined.

A4.3

With the proviso that any set of rules is likely to give rise to anomalies and inaccuracies,
I would propose the following:
a) If the time-zone change on the second flight is less than two hours in either direction,
then the additional effect of the second flight may be ignored: the duration of the second
layover should be added to the first, and the maximum FDP should be based on the
combined layover time, based on the first flight alone.
b) Otherwise, there will be a period of time during the second layover period when the
minimum limit will need to be applied. This time should be based on two quantities: (i)
the amount of time remaining during the first layover period before partial
acclimatization would have been assumed, and (ii) the duration of the period of
minimum FDP for the second flight based on Table A2, as if it were the only flight.
c) The values in (i) and (ii) should be added together when the second flight is in the
same direction as the first, and subtracted if the flights are in opposite directions. This
will determine the duration of the period of minimum FDP, and it would be followed, as
in Table A2, by a 24-hour period during which crews would be assumed to be partially
acclimatized to local time.

A4.4

To illustrate the method of calculation, consider a sequence of flights between London
and Auckland via Hong Kong, where London is on UTC time, Hong Kong is UTC+8
and Auckland UTC+13, and the layover times in Hong Kong, Auckland and Hong
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Kong are three, two and three days respectively.
a) First layover in Hong Kong. This follows an eastward flight across eight time zones.
After a layover of three days (72 hours) there would, according to Table A2, be a
further 36 hours (108 less 72) before partial acclimatization would be assumed. The
crews are therefore still unacclimatized and the residual period of 36 hours is carried
forward to the next layover.
b) Layover in Auckland. This follows a five-hour transition in the same direction as the
previous flight. From Table A2, a five-hour eastward transition has a 48-hour period
with the minimum FDP. This is added to the value carried over (36 hours) to give a total
of 84 hours. This is the period after landing in Auckland when the minimum FDP would
be applied to the following flight. It would be followed by a period of 24 hours of
partial acclimatization. However the duration of the layover in this example is two days,
or 48 hours. The crews are therefore still unacclimatized, and the residual period of 36
hours (84 less 48) is carried forward to the next layover.
c) Second layover in Hong Kong. This follows a five-hour transition in the opposite
direction to the previous flight. A five-hour westward transition has a 24-hour period
where the minimum FDP applies. The difference between 24 and the carried-forward
value of 36 hours is 12 hours, which is the length of time when the minimum FDP
would be applied to the second layover in Hong Kong. For a layover between 12 and 36
hours the partial acclimatization rule would apply. However, the return flight occurs
after three days, or 72 hours. At that stage the crews would be assumed to be fully
acclimatized to Hong Kong time. Therefore the normal fully-acclimatized table would
be applicable to the final flight.
A4.5

This discussion has highlighted the difficulty of incorporating scientific knowledge of
the process of acclimatization into the regulations. However, as long as there is a
requirement to operate disruptive schedules involving multiple layovers, it will be
necessary to ensure that adequate protection is in place. An alternative to complex
regulations, as in many other areas covered in this report, would be an approach based
on FRM. The fatigue issues arising in schedules such as the one in the above example,
could then be addressed by the equivalent of the city-pair methodology for ULR
operations.
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